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Abstract 
Decoding the Life Lines of Almira Bell's 1833-1836 

Diaries: Barrington, Nova Scotia 

Nicole Rafuse 
Apt4 10,1997 

The diary, whether it is a record of travel, of public events, of religious experience 
or persona1 activities, is a document of interest and value for the historian, geneaiogist, 
sociologist, literary cntic and even the geographer. The diary bnngs to life the past as 
seen through the eyes of and as expressed by the diarist. It can transport the reader back 
in time with some degree of intirnacy and imrnediacy. 

Because of what diaries may reveal about a person in hisker time and place, 
diaries are invaluable as supplementary research tools and as primary tools for histoncal 
reconstruction. This is especially true for those seeking to document and evaluate the 
[ives of women in Canadian society. Women's diaries are one of the few substantive 
foms of documentation shaped and conditioned by the lives of those who wrote them. 
These are the voices of women speaking directly from the past to the present, voices 
recounting what women did, what they thought, who they were and how they shaped and 
were shaped by their environments and relationships. 

The diary of Alrnira Bell, a young unrnarried school tacher living in Barrington, 
Nova Scotia dunng the 1830s is one such personal document. It enables one to 
reconstmct the history of a mral pre-industrial Maritime community and to map the inner 
and outer life of a private individual. With the exception of several short gaps the diary 
of Almira Bell covers the years beginning July 19, 1833 to October 28, 1836. At present, 
a portion of the diary is held at the Public Archives of Nova Scotia in Halifax in microfilm 
form. Part of the original is at the Shelbume County Museum and the remainder is in the 
hands of a family member. The original diaries are smdl booklets measuring 19.5 cm x 
13.5 cm. The transcribed version comprises approximately 1 70 typed pages. The writing 
is in ink and, on the whole, is very legible. A few pages are tom leaving some srna11 
sections incomplete. 

The focus of this study has been to examine the diaries of Almira Bell for the 
purposes of historical reconstruction. Three kinds of historical reconstruction have been 
attempted; the social and cultural history of Barrington in the 1830s; the histos, of 
women in a given time and place; and the story of Alrnira Bell's personal life between 
1833 and 1836. Historical reconstniction is the piecing together of an event, of an 
environment, of a person's life or of a comrnunity, based on bits of evidence drawn from 
documerts created in the past. The diary is one such source, providing chies and actual 
data to be inserted into the historian's p d e .  By placing the diary clues into their 
political, social, economic, and cultural contexts, based on evidence drawn from other 
more traditional prirnary and secondary sources, the histonans cm reconstmct the past, 
and thereby, gain an understanding of what took place and why. 



. . 
I l .  

Almira Bell was never famous. However, she was one of those "millions" of 
crucial women who shaped Canadian society. Her diary is a small, but valuable piece, in 
the history of Canadian women. Alrnira Bell has lefl to history a relatively full picture of 
herself. the imer and outer woman, during a three year period. She wrote about what 
she did. what she believed, what she aspired to, what she expected and what she feared. 
She descnbed and evaluated her relationships with men. as well as women. 
Unknowingly, she lefi to history clues as to how women were perceived and treated in a 
rural Maritime community in the 1830s. Her diary covers a variety of social and cultural 
topics includinp the impact of shipping and shipbuilding on the comunity of Barrington, 
healthcare, customs, foms of entertainment, class and ethnic makeup and other 
community demographics, attitudes towards basic education, and the place of the 
Protestant church in comrnunity life. Almira may have thought she was only scribbling 
trivial happening5 but to the researcher, she was doing much more. Her diary is a yet 
unexploited resource for modem day hiaorical reconstruction and interpretation, 
particularly in the areas of wornen's history and community history of the Maritime 
region. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1 began the research for this t hesis three years ago. My interest in dianes besan 

during my undergaduate work at Mount Saint Vincent University and Saint Mary's 

University. Most of my work focused on the area of women's history. The study of 

women's dianes incorporated the two nicely. While searching through the women's 

diaries held at the Public Archives of Nova Scotia, 1 came across part of Almira Bell's 

dia- dated July 19. 1833 to October 28. 1836. Fortunately, Almira had excellent 

penmanship, and 1 was able to read the entries quite easily. It did not take long for me to 

find 1 was becoming very interested in this young single school teacher who resided in 

Bamngton, approximately 45 miles West of my home town of Liverpool. 1 was attracted 

not only to the variety of infonation the diary contained but to the woman herself and 

her tum of phrase. 

On one hand. she was shy and unsure of herself, always questioning whether she 

was a good Christian. Almira's religious devotion showed when others took the Lord's 

name in vain and on September 18, 1833 she wrote, "they spoke of Mr. Lord, and his 

name was a subject of mirth to them--oh! how my blood curdled at their remarks--simer 

that 1 am, 1 cannot bear to hear that name made a subject for jesting." Even though 

Airnira showed great respect for God she still labeled herself a simer. She wrote ofien 

about her concem for death, her disappointments in love and fkiendship and her dislike for 

her job as a school teacher. M e r  a fnend's death she wrote on September 17, 1833 

about her concems for her own death, "yet, at no distant day, I, too, shall have become a 

disembodied spirit, and shdl have been made acquainted with those secrets that Death 

can reveal. Awfùl, awful thoughts, oh, my soul! may'st thou be prepared for an 

event so tremendous--and so certain!" Likewise, her feelings about fnendships and love 

were ofken as negative and sad. On August 2, 1833 she wrote of her hopes for fnendship 

that were later dispelled, "the cold world would smile at my sorrows-and brand me with 



the epithet of "romantic" but 1 am not romantic-once 1 was, for 1 fondly deemed that 

there existed in the world a thing called Friendship-and oh folly-even imagined 1 had 

obtained its blessings--vain delusion!" Similarly, she often felt tmly unhappy about her 

teaching position. as she wrote on August 2, 1833, "1 feel very unwell this rnoming- 

better to be in rny bed, than to undergo the drudgery of school keeping." 

On the other hand, she was amusing, outspoken, and judgemental about her 

community and its residents. On November 10, 1833 she wrote about a wedding 

reception that was more enjoyable for some than others, "Emma and I were at the 

wedding yesterday--they were married at three o'clock-we spent a quite agreeable 

evening and it would have been still more so had it not been for Mr. C. who got as dmnk 

as a coot and made himself mighty ndiculous." Almira did not hide her opinions in her 

writing and expressed herself quite openly about such events in the community. Almira 

was also a poet-not a great p e t ,  but she found satisfaction in writing poetry. It was a 

lifeiong love and census records indicate that she was referred to as a poetess in her later 

years. Her chief themes were a reflection of her self doubts and fears. 

1 also found Almira Bell's character to be full and dynamic. 1 believed the diary 

could be a valuabie addition to the ever growing diary literature being used to study the 

lives of Canadian women. The authors of No Place I . & . d h m e  have said of using 

women's diaries and personal documents as primary sources for r e c o n ~ c t i n g  women's 

history, ". .what we have in these documents is history as it is experienced by most men 

and women. Yet, there is a particular female eye through which events are viewed and 

which suggests that women's position in society, their roles and their values in the period 

chronicled here, give them a unique angle of vision and cornmon preoccupations." 

I Margaret Conrad, Toni Laidlaw and Donna Smyth, No P- 
1 77 l - l 93 8 (Halifax: Formac Publishing 

Company Limiteci, 1988) 4. 



In preparation for what I conceived as an exercise in hiaorical reconstruction, 1 

transcribed the diary held at PANS. While in Shelburne at the museum researching the 

family background of Almira Bell, 1 discovered that there was another portion of the 

diary covenng September 15, 1833 to December 27, 1833. This had been transcribed by 

a local resident at an earlier time. In total, the length is about 170 typed pages. The 

original diaries were small booklets measuring 19.5 cm x 13.5 cm that appear to have 

been unedited by Almira Bell. The writing is in ink and on the whole is very legible. A 

few pages are tom Ieaving small sections incomplete. Aimira generally wrote in full 

sentences and rarely consciously hid the identity of people mentioned. She did, however, 

use initials fairly regularly but more as a way of shortening her writing than to hide their 

identi ty. 

As part of my preparation, 1 read books on the subject of diaries as research tools 
. . including Betty Wylie's Beading R e t w e e w s :  The D- of Women. 1 aiso 

. * . . 
consuited Arthur Ponsonby's E& Dianes: A Review of 

Sixteenth- C m  that provided an introduction on diary writing that 

was very helpful. A look at Robert Fothergill's Private Chronicleçi A b d y  of Ei.nglish 

Iliaees provided background materiai on diary study. Andrew Hassam's article " Reading 

Other People's Diaries" allowed me to consider the implications of using women's diaries 

to reconstrua history. 1 established that a diary was defined as an informai daily 

recording, written in the p a s  tense, of the day's actwities and the author's thoughts on 

that day as they relate to the diarist personally. Almira Bell's diary fell into the category 

of an introspective diary as it explained the imer person of Almira Bell. She defined her 

purpose for keeping a diary in her first entry: 

in my dreariest moment, writing has ever been a solace and amusement to me- 
Often when my hem has been tom by codicting emotions, have 1 retired and 
passed forth its feelings upon paper, and this without any design to obtaùi 
sympathy by showing these efforts to any person, and 1 had seldom failed to lay 
aside my pen with a heart disburdened of half its weight. 



Therefore, uninteresting tho the matter may be with which 1 shall fil1 the 
following pages. still. if 1 begin a few of my lonely hours by doing so, 1 will not 
account it mispent time, that 1 shall have devoted to this employrnent.2 

Airnira Bell kept her diary to fil1 in time, but she also used the diary as a means of 

therapeutic relief and cornfort. In it she wrote her i~e rmos t  feelings and fears, consoling 

herself as she wrote. 

The diary, however, goes well beyond Almira Bell's personal objectives for 

writing. As Betty Wylie says a diary is, "usefbl to the person who keeps it, du11 to the 

contemporary who reads it, invaluable to the student centuries aftenvards, who treasures 

it.! "' and as Veronica Strong-Boag argues, "diaries intersect with existing data drawn 

fiom traditional doc~mentation."~ Almira Bell's diary is one such document. 

I looked at local Maritime connections before 1 attempted to decode the diary and 

place it into a co~ien:. 1 researched women's lives in rural Maritime cornmunities through 

published women's diaries of the time period, and women's histories such as Alison 

Prentice's Canadian W o w .  1 consuited such texts as No P h d k d h ~ ~  

written by Margaret Conrad, Toni Laidlaw and Doma Smyth which provided me with a 

background in Maritime women's history, as well as diary snidy. Valuable reference 

articles dealing with rural Maritime women's diaries included G.G. Campbell's article 

entitled "Susan Dunlap: Her Diary". Susan Flewwelling's articles entitled "The Diary of 

Mary Ann Noms", and L.K. Sweeneyts article "The Journal of Helen Sophia Perry: 

Winter of 1909- 19 10". These articles provided glimpses into the lives of other nird 

Maritime women through the examination of their diary entries. 1 also consulted 

newspapers of the 1 83 0s to get a feeling for the time and place that 1 was researching. I 

2 Diary entry from July 19, 1 83 3. 
3 . * 

Betty Wylie, - e t w e m e s :  m e  D d  W m  (Toronto: Key 
Porter Books, 1995) 1. 
4 . . 

Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita Clair Fellman, 
wo- 

1 - (Toronto: Copp Clark Pitrnan Ltd., 1986) 3. 



consulted such materials as Edwin Crowell's The? of the T o w  of Ra- 

as well as other writings from Benjamin Doane, Frank Doane and local historian Hattie 

Perry. From these sources 1 was able to learn how comrnunity life exiaed in Barrington 

in the 1830s. Aspects of community life such as religion, education, customs, 

entertainments and life events including binhs and deaths were researched through the 

histones of Barrington, newspapers and other books like Janet Guilford's 

S m  which provided information on teaching and education in the early 1800s. From 

reviewing this matenal about women's history, as well as information about the 

community, 1 was able to place Barrington into a contea that 1 could relate it to the 

diary . 

Archiva1 materials were also valuable sources in the reconstructing of the time and 

place of this study. From archival material including letten written to Dr. Geddes in 

1832 from the Health Officer, 1 was able to understand the degree of fear felt by the 

people of Halifax about the cholera epidernic that they were facing, and of the impending 

danger of the epidernic spreading to Barrington and the surrounding areas. School 

records revealed that Almira Bell was paid for her teaching services in 1836 and 1837, 

and census data for 187 1 and 188 1 listed Almira Bell's occupation to be that of a poetess. 

1 was able to gather archival data conceming the construction of buildings for educational 

and religious services as well. 

With the contextual material covered, 1 could then read the diary with greater 

knowledge and understanding of the people and the places mentioned, the attitudes 

expressed and the adivities undertaken. Decoding of the diary involved such things as 

putting names with the Uiitials, piecing together who each person was in relation to 

families in the area and locating places mentioned. I took what 1 knew about Barrington 

and connected it to references made by Almira such as going to Robertson's store for 

combs. In other words, 1 had to read between the iines and fil1 in the gaps to make 

connections that were not obvious fiom just a simple reading of the diary. 



The focus of this study has been to examine the diaries of Almira Bell for the 

purposes of historical reconstruction. Three kinds of historical reconstruction have been 

attempted; the social and cultural history of Barrington in the 1830s; the history of 

women in a given time and place; and the story of Almira Bell's personal Iife between 

1833 and 1836. Historical reconstruction is the piecinç together of an event, of an 

environment, of a person's life or of a cornmunity, based on bits of evidence drawn from 

documents created in the past. The diw is one such source, providing dues and actual 

data to be inserted into the historian's puzzle. By placing the diary clues into the political, 

social, econornic, and cultural contexts, based on evidence drawn fiom other more 

traditional pnmary and secondary sources, the historians can reconstrua the past, and 

thereby, gain an understanding of what took place and why. 

This thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter discusses using diaries 

as research tools in the reconstruction of history. According to James Cummings, an 

Amencan diary scholar, the entnes in the dairy are written down, "in the random, non 

thematic fashion of real life."j The fact that they were not public records, and therefore 

not expected to be subject to public scrutiny, meant that they did not fall into the 

traditional categories of academic verification and evaluation. Also, the fact that they 

dealt largely with rnundane, domestic activities convincedo many scholars that diaries 

contnbuted little in the way of valuable information to the understanding of the 

development of great cultures and societies. Thus, women's diaries expenenced an 

upsurge of interest with the development of women's history as a recognized area of 

scholarly study in the 1970s and 1980s. As Veronica Strong-Boag and Anita C. Feiiman 

wrote in their book on the nse of interest in women's history in Canada, IWhmbg 

çanadil, iif, "hiaory is the telling of human experience," then to leave out the fernale 

5 . . . . 
L. Arksey et al., -esanes: An AMatated B-hy of hhlished . . 

~01 .1  D m  W 1492 to 1844 (Detroit: Gale 
Research, 1983) vii. 



perspective of events, people and places was to produce a "distorted historyM6 Women's 

dianes are not second best sources. they are a part of the body of primary material 

available to the researcher, social historian, geographer, sociologist, psychologist or 

literary scholar. 

The second chapter attempts to recreate the picture of Almira Bell fiom her own 

writing, including her poetry. Her daily recordings provide historians with a giimpse into 

community life in rural Nova Scotia in the first half of the nineteenth century, but they 

have lefi to postenty a picture of Alrnira Bell herself. The researcher can reconnnict a 

picture of this young woman, including not only her physical characteristics and dress but 

also her attitudes, hopes and disappointments. Wnting poetry was one of her greatest 

pleasures and she wrote about such themes as death, unrequited love and the beauty of 

nature. m e r  adrniring the moon she wrote, "My own loved lighi / That every sofi and 

solemn spirit worships l That lovers love so well--strange joy is t h i d  Whose influence 

o'er dl tides of sou1 hath pow'r. She wrote of her Iost love in the poem "Cas Aside". 

Cast aside! what a fair unspotted name!/ And, oh how recklessly! As well, Almira Bell 

wrote these lines on the death of her beloved fkiend Mary Bongay, ".. . none but the 

d ic ted  c m  my sorrows share;/ and sympathking shed the friendly tear." As Margo 

Culley has observed, "Most diaries.. .are a series of surprises to writer and reader alike. "' 
This of course, accounts for the immediacy and freshness of one day's entry to the next. 

She was unpredictable. This was because her feelings and life were evolving and 

changing. Aimira was truly a woman of contradictions. 

The third chapter is the reconstruction of Airnira Bell's cornmunity of Barrington. 

By piecing together events that happened in the a m ,  dong with other written sources of 

information, the picture of Barrington in the 1830s is drawn. Alrnira Bell's recordings 

6 . . 
Strong-Boag, IWuh@h& 1. 

7 Margo Culley, ADay at a Zrmz The D w  WO- 
1 764 to the Present (New York: Feminist Press, 1985) 2 1. 



provide the personal views of a woman about the hinory of her own community. In this 

chapter one would have some idea how the community was laid out, what the family 

reiationships were, what the economic activities were, who the social elite were, what 

people ate, what they did for entertainment, what they believed and how they expressed 

their beliefs and what were some of their social concems. And, because Alrnira Bell was 

writing from a female perspective, one can gain some insight into what it was like for a 

young single woman living in Barrington at the time. 

The final chapter concludes the thesis and discusses the importance of using 

women's diaries in the reconstruction of women's hiaory and Maritime comrnunities. The 

value of diaries as research tools is stresseci. This thesis attempts to bnng to the 

forefront, a Maritime woman who, until now had vinually been unknown to anyone but 

her family rnembers. Through decoding Alrnira Bell's diaries, she is able to speak for 

herself about her own life and her life as a woman in the community of Barrington 

between 1833 and 1836. 

This thesis is a vaiuable contribution to the preseet literature about women's 

diaries and women's lives because it is about a young, single woman who was lefi to 

support herself in a mral Nova Scotia community during the 1830s. She may have been 

atypical in terms of her level of education, the fact she did not live at home and was not 

married by the age of 28, but most other ways she was typicd of her age. She had 

relationships with men. She relied on them for protection, for example, when Thomas 

pulled her from the lake in the winter time to Save her from drowning. She accepted a 

degree of dependence on men, in terms of being able to travel to her hometown of 

Shelburne, and she was as concemed as othen about her own mortality. She did not 

have a husband to support her so she had to work in an occupation that she did not enjoy. 

Her private writings tell the researcher much about her own feelings, as well as her 

community's lifestyle and happenings. Her diary provides a usefbl portrait of Barrington 

during this time period including the importance of the sea in shaping the lives, cuaoms 



and aaivities of its residents. The men were away at sea for long penods of time and the 

women were lefl alone to care for the families, shipwrecks meant that rescued people had 

to be cared for by local residents and the isolation of Barrington was broken periodically 

by those who visited h m  other places or who returned fiom distant shores, bringing 

with them tales of other places and peoples. Therè is not a great deal of literature about 

this community in the 1 830s, although some other sources exist. Other sources such as 

Benjamin Doane's F o l l o ~ e  Sea text does not discuss much about the cornmunity of 

Banington itself, but it does provide information about seafaring in the 1800s. The local 

histories provide glimpses into the Me of Banington during the 1800s but ody a glirnpse. 

Aimira Bell's diary supplements the resûuch that is already present and fills in some gaps 

in the history of women's lives in Barrington. 

As this is a study about both women's history and the history of a community, my 

thesis tries to provide the researcher with material about women's Iives and a rural 

Maritime community that has virtually been neglected in academic research up until this 

point. By including this thesis research with the other materials already available, the 

picture of life in Barrington is much fuller. 

Diaries are an essential tool of histoncal reconstruction and interpretation. They 

chronicle facts and details from the past, ones that ofken do not appear in more traditional 

public documents. They describe how women lived, what they did, why they did it and 

how they felt about it. Through the diary the hiaorical time is revealed, the events and 

their place in a nation's development. Diaries reveal much about how technological 

development and public institutions like church, school and the law, affecteci the lives of 

women and how women shaped them. As Strong-Boag puts it, diaries, in part, help the 

historia to study, "Canadian women as actors rather than as those being acted upon by 

others. 



Chapter II 
Dianes as Research Tools: Setting the Stage for Almira Bell's Debut 

In vemacular speech the word diary is often used interchangeably with such 

words as chronicle. journal, daybook and cornmonplace book. The comrnon thread 

linking these terms is the fact that each is a recording of events, activities. environmental 

conditions andor persona1 thoughts as experienced by the writer. While the average 

person may make little, if any, distinction between such forms of literary record keeping, 

scholan do. Since dianes are being used increasingly as sources of academic research, it 

is important to establish some kind of acadernic parameters for the term diary. In this 

way, it becomes easier to undertake critical analysis of the literary a d o r  historical value 

of the diary form. 

Clues as to the format and content of a diary, in the academic sense, can be found 

in the epistemology of the word. "Diary" cornes fiom the Latin word for "ration for a 

day", or "a daily record", -"diariumW, which in tu- traces its roots to the Latin word 

"dies", meaning "day".l Hence, a "diarium" evolved into a document that recorded 

events on a day by day basis. It is this aspect of "dailyness" which is the first distinctive 

charactenstic of the diary. However, it is also a feature of the daybook and the journal. 

For instance, the word joumal cornes fiom the French words "jour", meaning day and 

"journal", rneaning a daily newspaper2 Although strictly speaking, the diary, journal and 

daybook contain day by day entries, in practice, there may be lapses in the daily 

recordings. Generally, however, entnes are made with a degree of regularity over a 

certain penod of tirne, thus leaving a record of the time that has passed. 

1 . . 
Betty I. Wylie, Retween the 1 &es: l l g j & ~ ~  of W o m  (Toronto: 

Key Porter Books, 1995) 12- 13. 
2 Wylie 12-13. 



Because of their conternporary, daily nature, diaries. joumals and daybooks have 

an immediacy that is rnissing in other types of personal literary records including 

biographies and memoirs. The latter are ofien written fiom the perspective of hindsight 

and are. therefore, more retrospective in tone. Whereas the daily entries of the diary are 

unencumbered by the editing processes of time and personal concern about how the 

information contained within will be evaluated by others; memoirs, and autobiographies 

are selective compilations of paa events and thoughts, conditioned by what the writer 

wishes posterity to know. 

What then distinguishes the diary fiom the journal or daybook? In many ways 

very Me.  In faa, only the diarist really knows if any formal distinction was made at the 

time of writing. That is the dilernrna for the researcher who is studying the document. 

The researcher is bound by scholarly and academic conventions and definitions, but the 

diarist is not. The researcher must, consequently, determine the nature of the document 

as intended by the dianst and then evaluate it in the context of acadernic terminologies. 

As these fonns of Iiterary expression have gained acadernic respectability among scholars, 

more precise definitions have evolved. For the scholar, the differences lie in the 

regularity of recording and the nature of the content material. 

The diary is regarded as an infiormal daily recording, written in the present tense, 

of the day's activities and the author's thoughts on that day as they relate to the diarist 

personally. According to James Cummings, an Amencan diary scholar, the entries in the 

d i v  are w&en down, "in the random, non thematic fashion of r d  lifeaN3 The journal, 

in contrast, is a more forma1 document, not necessarily maintained on a daily basis. 

Instead, the journal records, with more attention to literary expression and subject 

3 . . . 
L. Arksey et al., A ~ ~ ~ :  An Snnatated BlhliPgraphy of hiblished 

es a d  J o u m :  vol. 1 : D 1497 to 1844 (Detroit: Gale 
Research, 1983) vii. 



content. "observations on particular events, situations or preoccupations of the writer.".' 

Usirg academic parameters then, it can be said that the diary is a more subjective 

document, maintained on a more consistent. daily basis than the journal. It must be 

remembered that most diansts and joumal writers did not make such academic 

distinctions but the modem day scholar c m ,  by exarnining the document according to 

t hese definitions, determine into which academic category it falls. 

While the regularity of recording is one way to define a diary, perhaps a more 

telling feature is the actual or implied use of the salutation "Dear Diary". OnIy 

occasionally does a writer address entries in a journal in such a personal way. In afïect, 

the diary is a much more intimate document. There exists a specid bond between the 

witer and her diary, one which may not exia between the writer and her journal. In fact, 

the diary, for many, is a fiend, a very real cornpanion, who knows and understands the 

writer and who, like any true fnend, is a good listener and does not divulge secrets. In 

fact, the image of the diary as the al1 knowing fnend is borne out by the use of short 

forms. allusions and the emphasis on secrecy and pnvacy. The joumal. conversely, is 

usuaily a more impersonal record and comrnentary of events. The writer does not assume 

that the joumal knows ail about the writer and understands what is implied rather than 

explicitly stated. 

Of course, there are exceptions. Consider the personal relationship that Sarah 

Hallen Drinkwater, of Penetang, Upper Canada, had with her journal. Writing in 1840, 

two months f i e r  her rnarriage at age 22, she wrote, "Alas poor journal, it is now two 

months since 1 wrote in you. 1 shall put down in as brief a way as 1 c m  what little events 

have occurred ..."? Nevertheless, in generai, the diary is a more personal literary genre 

than the journal. Such closeness and fnendship is seen in the diary of eighteen year old 

4 Arksey vii. 
5 Copy of entries from the diary of S.H. Dnnkwater, Penetang, 1840, McLauchlin 
Museum, Grass Creek, Ontario. 



Kate Shannon of Halifax. who writing her last entry for 1892 bid her fiend farewell, 

"Good Nght diary and goodbye, to old fellow for its the last time 1'11 make an entry in you 

this year.. . ". She added. "It will be too bad if anyone gets hold of these Ioose sheets and 

reads them!"? 

The pnvate nature of the diary accounts, in part, for the limited use that has been 

made, until recently, of diaries as research documents. Most were hidden from 

contemporaries, their privacy guarded through time by descendants who destroyed them 

or stored them away for family viewing alone. The lack of verification and the 

subjectivity of the diary raised doubts in the minds of academics as to the value and 

reliability of the matenal contained within. Generally, diaries were ignored, demeaned as 

pnvate, unscholarly documents that were incompatible with academic methodoiogies. 

The fact that they were not public records, and therefore not expected to be subject to 

public scrutiny, meant that they did not fdl into the traditional categories of academic 

verification and evaluation. Also, the fact that they dealt largely with mundane, domestic 

activities convinced many scholars that diaries contnbuted little in the way of valuable 

information to the understanding of the development of great cultures and societies. 

The variations in style, content and literary quality of diaries lefi scholars with the 

impression that rnost were of limited use other than as items of mild curiosity and 

intriguing revelation. However, it was the aspect of revelation that inspired some 

histonans to examine diaries written by so-called famous individuais, or by someone with 

close connections to such a person; a wife, a lover, a child, a sibling, or a colleague. In 

the 1920s. the British historian Arthur Ponsonby, argued that diaries and journds ofien 

held the key to understanding the people behind the great events or decision-making of  

history. He exarnined five centuries of diaries to prove his point.7 While the diaries 

6 D.M.M. Stanley (ed.), A V i c t o n ' a n L a d v ' s n K a t e s  Hdifkid 
(Halifax: Formac Publishing Company Limited, 1994) 1 16. 
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themselves were given little scholarly respect, either as literary or historical documents, 

any content shedding light on a famous person's life, attitudes and activities was, at least, 

acknowledged. In fact, it was not until the second half of the twentieth century that 

schoiars in Canada. as well as the rest of the world, began to exploit the research 

potential of dianes. 

The 1960s witnessed the emergence of a new approach to historical analysis 

known as Social History. This shift was international in scope and had a lasting impact 

on the writing of history in Canada. Social historians did not totally reject the value of 

the conventional approaches to histoncal evaluation and interpretation, which were 

rooted in political and economic documentation. Nor did they deny the need for 

historical studies of large national units. But, they believed that much had been ignored 

and overfooked because of these approaches. Social historians argued that the study of 

the development and maturing of societies and nations must include the examination of 

diffeting groups within national units, groups based on ethnic ongin, econornic activity, 

class. and gender. They sought to study the sociai manifestations of political events, 

environmental conditions and econornic involvement as expressed and experienced by the 

parts of the whole, as well as the whole! 

In Canada, sociai historians in the late 1960s and early 1 970s rnaintained that the 

traditional studies of Canada in terms of its evolution fiom colony to nation had failed to 

examine national institutions from a critical enough perspective and had, thus, overlooked 

or denigrated the contributions and influences of the average Canadian on Canadian 

society. Carl Berger observed at the end of his study of English Canadian 
. . 

historiography, published in 1976, n e  Wnting of Canadiano- 1900- 1 970, that the 
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1 960s gave birth to scholarly research in the area of regional history, cultural expression, 

class and labor movements. and women's history. He wrote that the new breed of 

historian in Canada desired, "...a more authentic description and analysis of ordinary 

everyday life and the matenal regularities that shape group existence. "Y 

Social historians not only had to develop new concepts, new methods and new 

approaches to analysis and interpretation, but they had to tum to previously undemsed or 

ignored sources. Information about the average Canadian, attitudes, values, activities and 

aspirations, simply was insufficient if the historians were to depend on traditionai public 

records and manuscripts. Since social history involved the study of average, day to day 

life for al1 levels of society, dianes became a valued new source for social hisonans. By 

their very nature. diaries provided an uniquely personal. intimate daily picture of the life 

and times of earlier generations. Diaries, therefore, began to emerge from tninks. boxes 

and drawers. As Laune Alexander noted in her 1989 study of three women's diaries corn 

the Maritime Provinces, " . . . works on the history and theory of diaries and the 

employrnent of dianes to expound social, psychological and other theones al1 expanded at 

a phenomenal rate. " Io 

Much of the early scholarly use of diaries began in Britain and the United States. 

As early as 1 942, the American psychologist, G. W. Allpon, surveyed diaries for 

information on how people in the past had responded to stress, loneliness, and tragedy. ' l 
The Amencan social historian Cynthia G. Wolfe, in 1968, published work based on her 

9 Berger 264. 
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use of dianes that examined the impact of Puritan values on American life and attitudes. I 2  

In the rnid 1970s. American Carol Smith-Rosenberg studied through diary entries how 

nineteenth century Arnerican women developed relationships with males and females. l3 

Canadians dso recognized the value of using diaries in their research. One interesting use 

of dianes. known as reconstructive history, was undertaken by Canadian historical 

geographer, Eric Ross. In 1969. he published Bep-ver a e  Ba5 a history of 

the Canadian Northwea, reconstructed tiom the dianes of fur traders and explorers. 

Historian. Elaine Silveman in the early 1980s used diaries to explore the theory of the 

so-called "separate spheres" of male and femde endeavor on the Alberta frontier between 

1880 and 1930. I5 

Initially, the use of diaries kept by females was not as widespread and 

acadernicaily acceptable as that of men's dianes. Laurie Alexander noted in her d i v  

study that in Canada pnor to 1965, forty-five male diaries had been deerned worthy of 

publication and only three fernale diaries. l6  She also observed that there was a regionai 

as well as gender discrepancy that discrirninated against Maritime rnateiids. However, 

women's diaries experienced an upsurge of interest with the development of women's 

history as a recognized area of scholarly study in the 1970s and 1980s. l7 Until then, 

most diaries of women were examined only for what they contnbuted to the 

understanding of great men and important events. Occasionaily the diary by a woman of 

l 2  C.G. Wolff, "Literary Reflections of the Puritan Character," Journalofthe 
t o i ~ o f w  29 (1968): 13-32. 

l3  C. Smith-Rosenberg, "The Female World of Love and Rituais: Relations 
Between Women in Nineteenth-Century Arnerica," Signs: Journal of Wo- 

S o m  1 (1975) : 1-29. 
l4 Eric Ross, River m e  Ray (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1 970). 
l5 E.L. Silveman, "Writing Canadian Women's History 1970- 1982: An Historical . . Analysis," w e v i e w  L W ,  4 Dec. 1982: 513-533. 
l6 Alexander 7-8. 
l7  Alexander 1. 



public note, a pioneer in the politicai arena or one of the professions, an mist or an 

author, was included in that elite area of scholarly examination. But, as Jean Strouse 

wrote in her article, "Semi-pnvate Lives", women's diaries until the 1970s. were given 

scant academic acknowledgement udess,". . . some thought they rnight contribute to the 

understanding of great men." I8  

For those wishing to delve into the research of women's diaries there was the 

problem of finding them. The philosophy of separate spheres of influence and activity 

based gender, often meant that women from Westem, Middle Eastern and Oriental 

societies. for example, had neither the literacy or the time to maintain a daily chronicle. A 

lack of paper, pens and ink, which were too expensive for some or simply unavailable to 

those in fiontier environments, meant that keeping a diary posed some difficulty. Also, 

because the value of women's diaries was unrecognized, they were destroyed or lost. 

Nevertheless, some women have managed, through time, to write and pass on daily 

records of their lives. 

The oldest s u ~ v i n g  form of fernale diary is what is called a pillow book. l 9  In the 

early tenth century, several upper class Japanese coun ladies kept records of their pnvate 

thoughts. As weil, a few pieces of writing on papyrus that have suMved to modem times 

suggest that literare women living in the Hellenistic era in Greece and the late Republican 

and early Imperia1 eras in Rome, may have kept some kind of personal records.20 

Cenaidy, by the 1600s, upper-ciass European women were keeping daily chronicles of 

their spiritual development and their domestic activities. On October 5, 1603, Lady 

Margaret Hoby, for instance, wrote in her diary, "Mr. Hoby, my Mother and my selfe 

went to the dalls [sic] this day."21 Some women even confided very private concems to 

. .  * 
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their diaries. Lady Anne Gilford, who had discovered her husband's unfaitffilness wrote 

on April23. 16 1 7, "...This night my Lord should have lain with me, but he and 1 feli out 

about matters ..."? 

As cunosity about the part played by women in the development of society 

became more prominent in academic circles, and as the place of women in Western 

society began to approach one of equality with men, documents about and produced by 

women became more and more important to researchers, particularly hinorians, 

sociologists and literary scholars. In addition to the usual mainaream public documents 

such as legal records, newspapers, letters and politicai papers, less exploited private 

documents now had to be exarnined. It was tiorn diaries, journais, scrapbooks, 

cookbooks, autograph books and other kinds of female artifacts that those studying the 

lives and tirnes of women fiom the past could best gleen information about such things as 

female domestic activities, health concems, relationships, attitudes and social 

expectations. 

The re-emergence of Canadian feminisrn in the public fomm in the 1960s 

coincided with the gaining of respectability of social history as an academic field of 

study.13 Much influenced by Amencan feminia expression and the civil rights 

rnovement, many Canadian women assumed a more public and militant collective voice 

promoting femaie issues and concerns. In Febmary 1967, the federal governent agreed 

to examine the treatment and place of women in Canadian society by appointing a Royal 

Commission on the Status of Women. The search was on then for information about the 

lives of women, past and present. The history books were woefùlly lacking in such 

information. It was clear that the collection of infonnation and the publication of material 

22 Wylie 10. 
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pertaining to women in Canada was essentiai in order to promote the legitimacy of 

women's complaints and grievances. A nurnber of collection progammes were instituted 

in the 1970s to address this need including the Women's Education Resource Centre at 

the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and the Canadian Women's Movement 

Archives ~ o l l e c t i o n . ~ ~  The National Archives also initiated a project to collect women's 

materiais thereby giving formai academic recognition to the value of gathering and 

p r e s e ~ n g  documents recording the lives of women regardless of age, ethnicity, religion, 

and economic and social status2j 

The growing interest in pnvate female documents in the 1970s and 1980s resulted 

in the publication of a number of bibliographies and anthologies of women's diaries. In 

1974. Mary Jane Moffat and Charlotte Painter of the United States published 
. . 

ns: Diaries of W o m .  Hamet Blodgett published the book entitled Centunes 

F e d e  Days: F-vate D 1 a w  I ' . - 
in 1988, the sarne year that Margaret 

. - 
Conrad, Toni Laidlaw and Donna Smyth published No Phce J . i k e H o m e : m  

J,ettm of Nova Scotia W- 1771-1938 a collection of women's diaries fiorn the 

province of Nova Scotia arranged in one collection. 

Collecting and cataloguing material was one thing but gaining acceptance for its 

use in scholarly endeavon was quite another. Those, histonans and literary cntics 

included, who were accustomed to viewing the development of a nation and its people 

only through the eyes of those who were deemed to have made a " r d  difference", who 

were important, who were decision-makers, the great and iduentiai, were doubtfûl that 

the ordinary Canadian had any place in scholarly evaluation. This was left to the amateur 

historians and joumalists. It was especially true that the place of women in Canadian 

society had been conditioned by Victorian gender values that placed men and women in 

24 Cohen 16. 
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separate spheres. men in the public arena of the workplace and women in the private 

venue of the hornemz6 Men, by being public figures, were regarded as the true leaders and 

fornulators of society. Historians studied and recorded the thoughts and actions of men 

for the future generations as a way of coming to understand the here and now of their 

society and nation. But, the experiences of the ordinary citizen, especially those of 

women. remained in the shadows, downplayed or ignored altogether. However, the 

work of social historians made it clear that the roles of al1 Canadians, male and female, 

the important and not so important, had to be studied if a cornplete picture of the 

evolution of Canadian society and culture was to be written. As Veronica Strong-Boag 

and Anita C. Fellman wrote in their book on the rise of interest in women's history in 
. . 

Canada, Rethinking iif, "history is the teliing of human experience," then to lave 

out the female perspective of events, people and places was to produce a "distorted 

history. 

Largely due to the rise of social history as a scholarly pursuit and the 

revitalization of the Ferninist Movement at about the same tirne, the weaknesses and 

inadequacies of "great men" and "great event" history came to be recognized and the 

need for increased academic audy in the field of women's history acknowledged. Strong- 

Boag and Fellman continued by observing: 

Pushed by the conternporary women's movernent to become more 
conscious of gender as a category of analysis, and aided by a resurgence 
of interest in social history, which broadened the range of legitimate histoncal 

26 Margaret Conrad, "Sundays Always Make Me Think of Home: Time and Place in . . 
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topics, researchers have begun exploring the hiaory of Canadian ~ o r n e n . ~ ~  

The process of locating and accumulating materials has been a long and arduous 

one. However. by 1 99 1. when the National Archives published its W o m ' s  Ar- 

t Sources of Women. the editors were able to claim. "as 

this Guide makes its appearance it is safe to Say that women's history has firmly 

established itself in the Canadian historical ~ c e n e . " ~ ~  Those researching women's history 

no longer have to preface their work with an explanation justifjmg the validity of their 

research or its scholarly value. The editors of the National Archives Gaide continued by 

comrnenting, "as with other approaches to social history, such as class, ethnic origin and 

region, there is now widespread acceptance of the legitimacy of gender as historical 

analysis. "30 

The historical study of Canadian women having claimed a rightful place in 

academic circles, now had to develop new approaches and employ new materials in order 

to fblly record and evaluate the role of women in the evolution of Canadian society. Like 

al1 social historians, women's history scholars had to move beyond traditional foms of 

historical evidence and methodology. As Maritime historian, Margaret Conrad, wrote in 

the rnid 1980s: 

In taking up the issue of women's culture we are addressing the fundamental 
question of sources and methodology. We are shifting the focus of anaiysis 
fiom the world of men to that of women. If public and published documents 
are few and macro studies dficult then we mua investigate personal and 
private sources with greater seno~sness.~ * 



Conrad concluded that personal and private documents were crucial materials for 

those attempting to record, examine, and reconstmct the place of women in Canadian 

history. She, like many other pioneers in the areas of women's history, recognized that 

along with private female correspondence, women's diaries were especially valuable 

sources of information needed to capture a full and accurate picture of the lives of 

ordinary. Canadian women as well as those wornen who had more public images. No 

matter how long or short, no matter how well written, no matter what the nature of the 

content. al1 diaries were wonhy of consideration. What might seem "hum drum" and 

unenlightening to some, as was the case with G.G. Campbell's assessment of the 19 10 

diary of a rurai Nova Scotia woman, Susan Dunlop, was anything but duIl for those 

reconstructing women's history. 32 

In the opinion of Campbell, Dunlop's sixty years of diary keeping amounted to 

nothing more than, "...a record of the timeless trivia of a woman's days ... For social 

histonans. however, the very breadth of time covered by the diaries made their content 

valuable rather than trivial, particularly when placed in its proper social and cultural 

context. That very "hum drum" quaiity in fact, could reveai much about the kind of life a 

woman lived in Dunlap's time and place. Diaries, therefore, no matter how boring, were 

not to be discarded. As Lawrence Sweeney wrote in his study of the diary of Sophia 

Peny of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, wrinen in 1909- 19 10, "front page articles give us the 

news of the times but it is the obverse side that shows us the spirit of the age.. ." .34 He 

continued, "...the entire document is composed of such everyday actions and observations 

32 G.G. Campbell, "Susan Dunlap: Her Diary," Dalhousie- 46 (1 966) : 
215. 
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and yet when one reads it through fiom beginning to end the cumulative effect is one of 

ensagins cham ... a picture of the rnind of the woman who recorded her thoughts. .."? 

Not surprisingly because of her interests, Margaret Conrad joined forces with 

Toni Laidlaw and Donna Smyth, to search out and examine a number of Maritime 

women's dianes which were compiled and edited in a book entitled. No Place L i k k h n g  

published in 1988. Others across Canada also began to search out and edit diaries for 

publication. In this way a very significant primary source of documentation entered the 

public realrn. becoming more readily accessible to scholars for the purposes of research 

and analysis of women's history. For example. diaries and journals were useful sources 

for many authors in a book on British Columbia women, entitled lntier Own Right, 

edited b y Barbara Latham and Constance Barkhouse's book Womenafthelllandike, 

about the travels of women in the Klondike area and Cyndi Smith's book of women who 

climbed in the Rockies. Off the B- Tr&. Such academic studies which have made 

extensive use of diary sources have added much to the record of the contribution of 

women in Canadian society. 

Ellen Terry has observed, dianes are, "invaluable to the audent centuries 

afterwards ...".j6 This is tme, in part, because diaries by women are one of the few 

substantive and increasingly available forms of documentation shaped and conditioned by 

the lives of those who wrote them. Even though many diaries may be incomplete, or do 

not corne up to the highest standards of literary expression, nonetheless, they are the 

voices of women speaking directly fiom the past to the present, voices recounting 

women's joys and sorrows, dreams and nightmares, worktime and playtirne. These are 

the voices fiom the past telling historians who the women were, what they did, what they 

thought, and how they shaped and were shaped by their environments and relationships. 

35 Sweeney353. 
36 Wylie 1. 



As Betty Wylie has argued the real power of the diary is that, "sorneone has spoken 

directly to me."-" 

Why did the dianst keep a diary? What motivated a woman to adopt the time 

consuming regimen of recording on a daily basis aspects of her life, fiom weather to 

finances. from child reanng to widowhood? Cenainly, as each woman is an individual, 

unique in herself. each had different reasons for writing "Dear Diary". However, a 

number of common motivations can be detennùied: the need to preserve a record of 

farnily for future reference or for later generations; the need to "let off steam", to vent 

hstrations and fears in a private environment; the need for a fnend with whom to share 

experiences and thoughts; and, the need for a confessional or a means of achieving self 

understanding in a self designed context. 

Daily writing in a diary is a discipline in itself A mood is captured if it is recorded 

immediately. Othenvise, it may be lost or reshaped if its recording is delayed even by just 

a few days. OAen mundane things are written d o m  which might have been omirted if the 

diarist had allowed the passage of tirne to heighten the trivialities of the information. Yet, 

these seerning tnvialities, as a body, create a flavor and pattern which are unique to the 

daily chronicie f o n ,  providing historians with a relatively accurate sense of the rhythm of 

life in al1 its ups and downs. As Louisa Collins of Dartmouth writes on September 19, 

18 15, "My spirits do not feel good for writing tonight; and as there is nothing new, 1 must 

wait till t o m o r r ~ w . " ~ ~  One wonders what tidbit of information or gossip was overlooked 

when Louisa decided to skip a day of writing. Certainly, serious examination of women's 

diaries reveals that diaries were far more than "a genteel literary ~idel ine ."~~ 

3' Wylie xvi. 
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The diarist must choose what she will write about with some care and thought 

because everything cannot be recorded. Diaries are, to that extent, selective offerings 

fiom the diarist's pen. Often entries are made at Nght before retiring to bed. Even if the 

day seemed uneventhi, the discipline of maintainhg the diary on a daily basis, would 

require her to record what happened. Kate Shannon's life was so repetitive and routine 

that she reduced her comments to three letters, NPH, standing for "Nothing panicular 

happened." At other times, the writer might have much she wanted to say, filling a page 

or more with daily happenings or personal observations. The eighteen yeax old Kate, for 

instance. used up many pages describing parades and entertainments she had attended. 

Some diarists write with an eye to the future. They may not expect their work to 

circulate in the wider public arena or to be published but they want to leave a record of 

themselves for their descendants. As Virginia Wolfe once asked, "Whorn do 1 tell when 1 

tell a blank page?"40 Like the portrait painting hanging on the wall, the diary lying in a 

tnink, is proof that the writer existed. Russian artia and diarist Marie Bashkirtseff s 

concem was that her diary would be lost or  destroyed after she died. She saw her diary 

as a way of achieving a kind of imrnortality. She wrote: 

What if. seized without warning by a fatal illness, I should happen to 
die suddenly ... after my death they would nimmage among my papers; 
they would find my journal and destroy it &er having read it, and soon 
nothing would be lefi of me-nothing-nothing-nothing! This is the thought 
that has always terrified me? 

Diarists with a sense of hiaory or  an awareness of their own place in history, may 

well take masures to ensure the survival of their treasure. Such diarists tend to edit their 

writings at some point in order to make them more acceptable as literary works, to 

Wylie 15. 
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protect the innocent or to clarify the obscure. Such was the case of Lucy Maud 

Montgomery. the internationally loved author of the Anne of Green Gables books. 

Montgomery kept a diary over a period of several decades and edited them herself for 

posthumous publication. Recognizing her place of importance in Canadian culture, she 

wanted to be sure her dianes appeared before the public as she would have wanted. She 

did not want to leave editing to those who rnight misunderstand or misinterpret. She 

wanted to improve the quality of expression, and she strove to make her diaries into 

literary works that would add to. rather than detract fiom her body of writing. 

Thomas Babington Macaulay wrote that the, "...intention to publish destroys the 

charm proper to dia rie^."^^ Also lost may be those moments of introspection and self 

revelation which are so important to the scholar trying to reconstrua the lives of women. 

Fortunately, most women's diaries were written by those who intended their works to be 

for their eyes only. Elizabeth Smith, one of Canada's first fernale doctors, maintained a 

diary fiom the age of 13. On March 30, 1873, she wrote, "Well I think ... 1 had better no? 

have written tonight for if anyone should see it (which 1 hope to goodness will never 

happen) they would think, but never mind what they would think.. .".13 In fact, the diarist 

usually tells no one of the existence of her diary. If she does, it is in the strictest 

confidence. As a result, there is some concem for the &ter that the diary rnight fall into 

the hands of someone else. Kate Shannon's brother liked to tease his sister by picking up 

her diary and taunting her that he had it and could read it.& Some diarists may decide, as 

they get older, to systematically destroy their diaries, or to tear out pages, to ensure 

etemal privacy. On November 25, 188 1, Helen W. Brandreth of New York confided to 

her diary, "1 fear old book 1 will have to bum you in the end for you hold too many 

42 Ponsonby 5. 
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dangerous secrets."4s Lucy M. Montgomery destroyed her first diary because she 

t hought it said nothing of importance, but she later regretted that action.46 Fortunately 

for historians, many do not destroy their daily missives, if only because it would feel like 

one was destroying part of one's self 

Arthur Ponsonby noted that once a diary existed the possibility arose that 

someone would read it some time in the future?' Nevertheless, most women from the 

past, unless they regarded their diaries as records for postenty, wrote in an unrenrained 

way. -4nonimity might be achieved through the use of initials and shonforms or codes. 

Through the use of these techniques the unique openness of the diary allowed the 

personality of the diarist to rise fiom the pages. Diaries permit the historian to study the 

unedited, spontaneous, open interpretations of the diarist. As Ponsonby so elegmtly 

wrote: "al1 restraints can be Iifted and in the open field of fact and fancy the diarist cm 

browse, repose or gallop dong at his own sweet wi11."'~ Virginia Wolff, similarly said of 

her style of diary writing, "...I am struck by the rapid haphazard gallop at which it swings 

dong, sometimes jerking almost intolerably over the cobbles ..." .49 Unfeaered by 

concems for public scmtiny the diarist reveals what she wants without the usual literas, 

restraints. The dia& is completely free to write at will and say almost anything without 

fear of ridicule or legal suit. There is no need to be concemed with the opinions of 

others. Persona1 observations, therefore, need not be softened. 

What is contained within a diary is largely conditioned by the diarist's rasons for 

writing and her ability to  express her thoughts. Ultimately, as Ponsonby wrote, "diary 
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witing does not depend upon time but intention."jO The subjects of the diary are 

without limit. Constraints on topics discussed are more the result of social and religious 

environrnents and conditioning than the result of conscious decisions to exclude topics for 

fear of public viewing. Kate Shannon, for exarnple, maintained upper class Victorian 

standards of refrainhg fiom discussing sexuality. She spoke of her sister's illness and 

need for rest but never indicated that Minetta was pregnant. The topic of sex and such 

related issues as childbirth were simply taboo, even in the private world of the d i q .  

For some, particularly dunng the Victorian Age, diary writing was a way of filling 

in time in a constructive way, believing that idle hands were the devil's playmate. Diaries 

were also regarded as educational tools, a means of leamhg how to write and to express 

one's self Such is the reason behind the use of journal writing as an exercise today in 

Canadian elementary schools. Canadian diary scholar Betty Wylie recalled why she 

began a diary; "1 was told, as is every student of creative writing, to be sure to keep a 

journal to refine my thoughts, store my images, polish my phrasing and cernent 

mernory. "jl Closely related to the idea of the diary as a tool to learn the importance of 

constructive activity and moral discipline was the concept of the diary as a spintud 

exercise. Dating back to the seventeenth century, these diaries of conscience were the 

Christian way of "monitoring their souk and recording temptations and afflictions and 
. . 

how they reacted. "j2 Robert Fothergdl in Private Chronicles. A S t u d d  

wrote that "miniaers called on parishioners to compile a secret history of your heart and 

condua."j3 In this way the devout Christian could keep track of her relationship with 

God. A record of one's actions and feelings might indicate one's preparedness for 
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conversion or death. In the late 1980s. Nova Scotian English scholar Gwen Davies 

exanined diaries of this type written in eighteenth century Nova scotia.j4 

For others. the diary was a way to record information that might be needed at a 

later date, a listing of important activities and decisions, when children were bom or 

parents died; when seeds were planted and when the harvest was collecteci; when the cow 

calved and how many eggs the chickens laid; the costs of goods and how long things 

lasted; recipes and remedies. Dianes can record daily tasks and domestic activities. 

thereby revealing the routines of Iife. The recording of daily tasks was not the 

consequence of a lack of imagination. The written evidence of work done was a kind of 

proof that the wornan had accomplished sornething. As Betty Wylie described it, "the 

task justified the time spent; "... see, see how hard I worked."j5 This kind of record 

validated the woman's place in society, her worth. Anne Langton, an English immigrant 

to Upper Canada wrote in 1846, "it is much more difficult to let woman's work stand still 

than men's work ... no bread! no butter! no clean clothes! ..."? Even women who 

worked outside the home sought to vaiidate how they had spent their day. Belle Stuart 

Kittredge, age 23. fiom Port Arthur, Ontario, recorded on December 2, 189 1, "1 got up 

daylight today, that is seven o'clock, dressed and wrote short hand for an hour ... Had 

breakfast at half past eight and then came down to the office by half past nine ... began our 

work.. . busy altemately at the typewriter until noon, when at half past twelve I lefi for 

lunch...".57 

jJ C. Davies, "Persona in Planters Joumals," -y P M  Well: New Fhgh.d . . ers in Mantirne& M. Conrad (ed.) (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1988) 
21 1-217. 
j5 Wylie 109. 
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Children aiso recorded their daily tasks and age appropriate activities. Sara 

Gammon wrote on December 12, 1888, "1 began my dolls dress today.. . She is no shape 

in the world. Her waist is as big as her shoulden and such a neck ... so the dress is quite a 

length.. . ". 58 On January 24, 1 890, fifieen year old Sadie Harper of Shediac, New 

Brunswick, wrote: 

... I did not go to school today as we have no girl yet and no hopes of 
one. 1 think it is dreadful. It is run here and there, keeping pots fiom 
going dry and not letting things bum and so on ... Today 1 cooked the 
meat for dinner. It was pork and had to go on about half past Nne and 
then you had to watch that it didn't bum and kept turning it over, which 
was prew hot work. ..This aftemoon I washed out the cup towelg which 
is rny work ...j9 

Young girls who kept diaries tended to write about playmates, school and garnes 

played. Fourteen year old Etheldra Chadwick confessed to her diary on April 10, 1896, 

"Today Charles came over when we were skipping and took my marbles and threw them 

in the mud. Then 1 threw his cap in the ice and he ran and tried to get rny tam but he 

couldn't. Then he ran at me and fought. 1 hit him with the skipping rope but at last he 

threw me right d o m  in the mud. My purple dress is covered with r n ~ d . " ~ ~  Etheldra did 

not record her mother's reaction. Sadie Harper wrote about her school activities. 

Generally she found school rather a trial but on February 7, 1890, she recalled, " . .. 1 

went to school and had quite a bit of fun because a certain male member got up to read 

and then would not finish because we girls were laughing at a slight rnistake he made. 

Poor boy, I felt s o q  for anyone that is so bashful as that.. ." .6 

j8 Public Archives of Nova Scotia, Sara Gammon Papers, MG1 # 1 195 B xerox. 
j9 Mary B. Peck, A J ,  and .einane.ers of 
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Some women recorded everything that they purchased and included the prices. 

Kate Shannon listed the Christmas @fis she gave in 1892 and wrote d o m  the cost of 

each to make or purcha~e!~ She also wrote down when she bought new boots and 

clothes. On November 1.1888, young Sara Gamrnon, also of Halifax, wrote, "Mary and 1 

went to the bank this moming. Then we went.. .and got me a pair of slippers and.. .a fiir 

collerette. The slippers were lines with fur and cost 75 cents. The fur cost s 1 -25.. ." .63 

For many women it was important to keep track of their spending habits and their 

finances, not only because money was limited, but because it was a way of rerninding 

themselves of the vinues of hgality. Mary Ann Noms, the daughter of a aria Angiican 

in the Annapolis Valley, kept account of every penny earned and spent? From the back 

cover of her diary were recorded the various expenditures, "butchering pigs - 25 cents; 4 

days thrashing $2.00; hdf a bushel of lime - 25 cents; f m  hand/two weeks work - $1.13; 

horse bought for $60.00; yolk of oxen - $48.00; and sold 4 turkeys for 50 cents e a ~ h . " ~ ~  

As is clear here. Mary ANI kept record of every transaction carried out through the 

running of her f m .  Methodical account keeping for many mral women was absolutely 

essential to the econornic welfare of the farnily fann or the family's fishing business. Lists 

of transactions for food and grain bought and sold, for example, provided valuable 

records for cornparison and budgeting for the next year. 

There were many kinds of lists kept in diaries. Young Etheldra Chadwick kept 

notes on the number of marbles and deys  lost and won. She also recorded at the end of 

each month her number of good works done, confessions said and communions taken. 

Another kind of lia was that kept by the Halifax midwife, Jane Soley Hamilton, who 

62 Stanley 114. 
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delivered 770 babies over a forty-two year span, 185 1- 1893. During this tirne she wrote 

down in her diary the date of birth, the mother's name, and the baby's sex for every child 

she helped deliver. Most lists were more genealogical in nature, recording binhs, deaths. 

marriages, and baptisms.66 

Some women kept diaries as a sort of baby book, so that their children could read 

about their infant years much later. Ethei Robertson Whiting began a diary in 1924 with 

the sole intent of recording information about her life for her grandchildren who might 

never know ber?' The first grandchild was bom six years later. More typical was Edith 

Merkley of Momsburg, Ontano. who began a "baby diary" when her first and oniy child, 

Edith was born March 2, 1886. Wnting on Novernber 2, 1896, the happy mother wrote 

about her darling, "My little Edith is eight rnonths old today and what a little treasure she 

is. She is bnght and happy and smiling always. She does not waik or creep yet & has no 

teeth. She takes one good sleep in the dernoon and very often does not sleep any more 

until 1 put her to bed at seven or half past. Her first present was a bmsh from her Uncle 

James When her daughter died at the age of ten, Mrs. Merkely stopped writing in 

the diary, the purpose for it had gone. Her lan entry of February 17, 1896 bore the sad 

expianation: 

Little thought when 1 last wrote in this book that when I again wrote 
in it our little darling girl would have spent over six months in the "Paradise 
of God". It is al1 too fresh and my heart is too sore to &te down those 
dreadful two weeks that she was sick. But on the seventh August the angels 
came and carried back to God the little bright and happy sunbeam that had 
gladdened Our hearts and our home for nearly ten years ... This book so 
IoWigly kept and ail the little sayings were written down that rny little one 
might read it when she became a wornan will now never be read by her but 

. - 66 J.E. Kennedy, "Jane Soley Hamilton Midwife," NOM S- Re- 
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as she lay in her bed so long she took great pleasure in reading it over and 1 am 
repaid .69 

The weather is a fairly common feature of al1 dianes, perhaps because it provides 

the &ter with a concrete place to begin each day. Sometimes it is a matter of 

considerable importance to record the weather for future reference, particularly in rural 

farming and fishing communities. Daily weather reports may well reveal patterns which 

can be used for cornparisons from one year to another. Weather is an important part of 

the work life of al1 and can influence not ody the activities of the day but also moods of 

the people. Weather is a conscious force with which to be reckoned and therefore an 

understandable part of the diarist's recording habits. The very standard of living of a f m  

family might depend upon the weather and its affects on the growth of crops and the 

health of livestock. The natural world, for many like Louisa Collins, living on a f m  near 

Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, in the early nineteenth century was an dl pervasive fact of life 

affectinç everything, crops, health and social activities. On Fnday, September 15. 18 15. 

Louisa comments upon the weather saying, "The weather has been the same as usual-- 

disagreeable and wet. 1 am afiaid much of our hay will ~ ~ o i l " . ' ~  In Louisa's world every 

aspect of life was afTected by the weather in some way, from travel to crops. 

Depending upon the interest of the diaria, political and other public events might 

receive note, even comrnentary. Louisa Collins. for instance, wrote on Monday, 

Septernber 4, 18 15, with great relief about Napoleon's defeat even though it was a remote 

event that took place in a distant land. She wrote, "There is news of Bonaparte's being 

taken. 1 hope it is true. There is no punishment too great for such a wretch. How many 

lives have been sacrificed for his ambition."71 Kate Shannon mentioned thedeaths of 

leading local citizens as well as that of Prince Edward and Cardinal Manning, "whoever 
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he might be. "72 Elections sometimes warranteci observation, although depending upon 

the historical times, women might have had little interest in politics since they were 

excluded from voting in Canada until the twentieth century. Nevertheless, if the woman's 

farnily was interested in politics, the diarist might well, at a minimum, record election 

results and issues.73 Fourteen year oid Etheldra Chadwick, the daughter of an Ottawa 

lawyer, reponed to her diary on Apnl 28, 1896, "...yesterday M a c k e ~ e  Bowell resigned. 

Sir Charles has taken his place."74 Fifteen year old Sadie Harper noted in somewhat 

more detail on January 20, 1890, "Election day ... The coalition ticket got half in, that is 

Mr. Melanson and Hanington and Stevens and Powell. Mr. Melanson was the head man. 

being a thousand votes above the [next] highest Lady Aberdeen, the wife of 

the Canadian Governor Generai, and a very politically astute and public women, recorded 

political developments in considerable detail. On July 13, 1895, she wrote, "Today the 

first eelctions at home are taking place and here we are but beginning to calm down after 

a week of fierce political excitement such as they have not had for twenty years or so at 

the time of the Pacific Scandat. It is al1 the outcome of this Manitoba Schools Question, 

which has been loorning daily over our parliarnentary world here dunng al1 the ~ e a s o n . " ~ ~  

Social activities were much more likely to receive lengthy comment in a woman's 

diary since these were often the only exciting breaks in the routineness of life. Parties, 

quilting bees, outings, church fiinctions, balls, political picnics; they were al1 written d o m  

in varying amounts of descriptive detail. Noting social encounters was a way of keeping 

track of who had visited whom and what was happening in the cornmunity. Diarias 
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reflected their own interest by what details they chose to present to their diary %end. 

Belle Kittredge was fascinated by fashions and not surprisingly wrote on January 3, 1893, 

much about the dresses wom at a New Year's Party, "Hilda wore her yellow silk. She 

looks sweet in it. Maria had a new crearn fish net with yellow ribbons and looked very 

nice ... Miss McNiece had a very pretty dress, white with glass beads al1 down the front of 

the ski rt..."." Other diarists would concentrate on the foods eaten, the decorations, the 

garnes played or the people who attended. The best of these accounts capture the very 

ambiance of the social event. Consider the account of the twenty one year old Etheldra 

Chadwick who wrote on September 23, 1901, about her presentation to the Duke and 

Duchess of York in the Senate Charnber, Ottawa: 

. . .&er dinner in the evening, I dressed in my white satin, white stockings, 
shoes, flowers and hair ornament. Papie and I went in a cab to the Senate.. 
We. Papie and 1, had a long wait in the hall for the Senators, their wives and 
daughters and ail the ministers were presented before the ordinary unofficial 
people. The Senate Charnber was ablaze with the elearic lights of different 
colors. At one end of the room was a raised dias of red cloth with a light 
where the Duke and Duchess stood with Her Excellency and Lord Minto. 
There was a long line of officers through which one had to pass. Then we 
gave our cards to Captain Bell Graham who gave them to one of the Duke's 
aides who called out the names. Then we slipped in front of the Duke, made 
a bow and shook hands with him. Then passed and did the same to the Duchess, 
bowed slightly to the Governor and Lady Minto and passed on. It was a lovely 
sight for afler we were presented we went and stood at the side of the room. 
Everything was in mourning black or gray or white...78 

As well as describing elaborate public fbnctions, many diarists have lef? to history 

wonderful descriptions of more pnvate, fmily events. Weddings and funerals were 

particularly likely to be descnbed in some detail. In January 1890, Sadie Harper wrote 

about the marriage of the local doctor: 
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The chape1 was well filled and the bride looked lovely. She was dressed 
in a plain green suit of a very pretty color and a very pretty hat of green 
plush and feathers and beaver furs of a lovely shade. The Dr. looked very 
nice but very pale. The bridesrnaid was Miss Belliveau and the groornsman 
Mr. V. Bourque. The singing was very nice and the service was performed 
by Father Ouellet and Father Cormier. The congratulations and the presents 
were numerous.. .".79 

Less happy but equally important social occasions were funerals. Margaret Young of 

Falmouth, Nova Scotia described the tiineral of Analdah Crowell on November 2, 1890, 

"In the aftemoon the people assembled at the fùneral. The paaor presided. He read 1 5 

Corinthians. sang and prayed ... A beautifùl casket with flowers inside, a wreath on her 

head. Everything was done with great delicacy to show respe a... A procession followed 

the hearse to the grave.. . 

In addition to writing about special occasions like weddings, baptisms. coming 

out parties. birthday ceiebrations and anniversaries, there were aiso meetings of various 

female organizations. Oflen women with an eye for the future wouid record the names of 

those who attended and what was discussed. Well known Canadian ferninists like Nellie 

McClung Lady Aberdeen, and Ameiia Hoodless kept such diary records.81 So too did 

lesser known women like Edith Ryerson of Yarmouth, Nova Scotia. Miss Ryerson was 

instrumental in organizing the Home Circle Society in that community and her diary of 

1886 provides the historian with an account of every meeting including the inaugurai one. 

In essence, she Ieft to posterity through her diary an unofficial set of minutes for the 

organization which was responsible for the sening up of the first home for aged women in 

the ares.** 
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Diaries need not be maintained for years and years. There are some remarkable 

ones such as those kept by Lucy Maud Montgomery and Etheldra Chadwick which were 

maintained pretty much fiom their teenage years until they died. However, some women 

simply kept a daily record of a particular period of their lives, a short time during which 

something special or important to remember took place; a town visited, a child bom, a 

boyhend found. Some kept an account of their courtship and stopped writing afler the 

wedding. H e ~ e t t e  Dessaulles of Quebec, maintained a diary about her love for a young 

man she was forbidden to see. Once they finally were engaged she showed him the five 

year old diary that focused largely on her thoughts about him and what she was feeling.83 

Some wrote only as long as they were on a trip and used the diary genre as a way to 

commit to memory the modes of travel, people met, places seen, and customs observed. 

Anna B. Jameson kept a travel diary of her trip to Upper Canada fiom England in 1837 

and upon her retun home published it as W i e r  S t w  S u m e r  lbmbkin 

M. Some travel accounts were more than just records of events and descriptions of 

scenery. Bella McLean used her travel diary to record her impressions of places and her 

own feelings of being on her own when she lefi Ontario for Fort Gary in 1873. Upon 

her arriva1 in Fort Gany she wrote, September 10, "1 felt so lonely, so homesick, so 

friendless, so completely transferred fiom the most cornfortable and pleasant of homes to 

isolation. ..However, 1 soon dried my tears and moved on...".84 Having recorded her 

feelings, she gained solace and strength and whether consciously or not, Bella had used 

her diaq as a source of reassurance and as a friend when no other was at hand. 

For many female diarists, the diary went far beyond a daily account of events, 

finances, weather or vital statistics. While their diaries rnight well contain such 

information what was far more important was the special relationship they had with their 

83 Wylie 23-24. 
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diaries. To many the diary was a safe place where the writer could find refuge, 

reassurance, even &dom. Betty Wylie recalled that her first serious diary proved to 

be, ". ..my lifeline, my paper shrink, my source book, my closest companion, my 

confidante, my commonpiace book and my constant renewable r e s o ~ r c e . " ~ ~  Diaries for 

some writers were a kind of lifesaver, permitting them to retain their inner dignity and 

public composure and, at the same time, releasing their emotional turmoil and hstration 

in private. The very secret nature of the diary form gave women a reason for writing 

d o m  iheir feelings. The diary is that special someone with whom the diarist cm speak 

openly with assured privacy. Fifleen year old Fanny Burney writing in 1767, addressed 

her diary as Nobody, "to Nobody 1 cm reveal every thought, every wish of rny heart, 

with the most unlimited confidence, the moa unremitung sincerity, to the end of my 

life!. ..From Nobody 1 have nothing to fear. "86 

For some diarias the daybook was a companion and fiend, someone with whom 

to share the day's events and one's own thoughts and drearns. Thirteen year old Helen 

Brandreth even gave her diary a narne, "1 have determined to keep a journal. 1 shall caii it 

Fannie ~ern."~' Interestingiy enough for those diarists who employed the genre soley as 

a means of relieving loneliness or finding fkiendship, diary wrïting was abandoned as soon 

as tnendship was found and loneliness subsided. Many young women like Elizabeth 

Smith stopped writing once they were married or once they had children to fil1 their lives. 

In part this was because they no longer had time on their hands for daily recording. But, 

in large measure, it was because they no longer needed the companionship of the diary. 

Others, however, discovered a new kind of loneliness in marriage and once again tumed 

to the diary for fiendship. Often in marriage, female fi-iendships faded away and women 

sought a replacement in "Dear Diary". 

85 Wylie xi. 
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Modem diarist, Paris bom h a i s  Nin, found in the diary a way to release the 

srress resulting fkom the demands of her life as, "dutiful daughter, devoted sister, 

mistress, protector, my father's new found illusion, Henry's needed, al1 purpose f?iend."88 

She sought stability and solace in her diary. She described her daybook as a kind of 

sounding board and, "the only steadfast fiiend 1 have, the only one which makes my life 

bearable;.. .in the journal 1 am at ease ... 1 had to find one place of truth, one dialogue 

without falsity. This is the role of the diary."89 For Nin the d i q  was a haven to which 

she could escape. Unlike most who used their diary for confessional purposes as she did, 

Nin actually published her diaries on a regular basis, sharing her tniths with the outside 

world. 

Mary Am Noms also ~ r n e d  to the diary genre for a friend, although she had no 

intention of publishing her inner secrets. In her early twenties, Mary Ann lived at home 

with her very demanding and insensitive clergyman father. Her diary was the one place 

she could vent her emotions and describe the mental abuse she endure. without fear of 

retnbution. On February 2, 1822, she wrote, "1 did not go downstairs for my father with 

his abominable conduct had completely mocked me, but it is not the first time."YO On 

another occasion she wrote, "Mothefs finding fault with me ... Oh God give me patience 

and fortitude to bear d l  the trials and vicissitudes of this life.. ." .gl For Lucy Maud 

Montgomery the diary was "my only comfon and refuge."g2 Ironically, for some, even 

the d i q  was not told all. In January 1890, twenty year old Lucy Maud Montgomery 

wrote, "Mollie and 1 have made a decidedly startling discovery about some of our little 

88 Moffat 14. 
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personal affairs. 1 am not going to write it down because it is dead secret."g3 Some 

secrets simply could not nsk the chance of being seen. 

Kate Shannon used her diary as a way of coming to tems with her own inner 

conflicts and adolescent hstrations. M e r  she had written in some detail about a verbal 

battle she had had with her sister, she added, "I'rn sorry now I wrote al1 this down.. .it isntt 

a very lovely thing to read over. Cnly, maybe, when I don't feel so very unhappy and 

desolee (! ) over it, 1 may perhaps see where 1 was to blame, or what the trouble w ~ s - . ? ~  

Kate also reported to her diary on the evidence of the disintegration of her childhood 

fnendships and appealed to the diary for advice and guidance as well as reassurance. She 

entitled this on-going chronicle, "History of the Wedse: A Sketch fiom ~i fe ." '~  From 

time to tirne she returned to the nory when she felt she had another piece of information 

to add to the puzzle of why her fiends seemed to be abandoning her. Like Belle 

McLean. Kate found that by writing of her woes in her diary, she felt better afienvards 

for having unburdened herself Like a true fiiend, the diary liaened without interruption. 

It shared the hurt, the sadness, the loneliness, and understood. And, it also passed on 

reassurance and confidence. As Betty Wylie suggeaed, the diary is a kind of "paper 

shrink. "% 

The private nature of the diary genre allows the inner person to find expression. 

It is not uncornmon for family members and close fiends to be surprised, even shocked, 

to discover the "other self" of their loved one when they gain access to a diary. What 

they find might very well be a different person than the one they thought they knew so 

intimately. For instance, the public persona of Kate Shannon was that of, "a sumy, 

cheerful, disposition ... ".97 Yet, in the privacy of her diary, she revealed a young wornan 

93 Wylie 28. 
94 Stanley88. 
95 Stanley 36-38. " Wylie xi. 
97 Stanley 12. 



who was often sad. depressed, hstrated and tonured by feelings of inadequacy; "read 

and t hought and had sorne awfully crazy feelings . . . 1 sometimes think that I won? live 

very long or else end my days in an insane a ~ ~ l u r n . " ~ ~  

Pnvacy also pennitted the diarist to write of scanda1 and gossip accompanied by 

personai observation no maner how catty or unsubnantiated. Gossip, as Patricia Spacks 

has written. "is the stuff of domestic hinory and the very substance of female 

n e t ~ o r k i n ~ . " ~  To overlook the social and cultural significance of gossip and set it aside 

as nothing more than trivialities, is to ignore a very key component of the female 

environment. Betty Wylie believes that gossip, "provides the scraps of life that are 

stitched at the sewing bees and the quilting parties, and the strawbeny picking and also at 

coffee breaks, hairdressen, carpools and Home and School meetings." She adds, 

"diarists are very çood at gossip." Io OAen gossip is accompanied by a cautionary 

comment, a lesson to be learned from the unwed mother or the unfaithfid husband. On 

November 1 1, 1823, Mary Ann Noms made such a comment regarding the upcoming 

wedding of a Mr. Memt to her sister Kate. Mary Ann told her diary that she had serious 

doubts about the future prospects of the marriage, "Hope it will end ~ e l l . " ~ ~ ~  Betty 

Wylie stresses the importance of women's history scholars looking upon gossip with 

seriousness. Gossip, she maintains, provides, "the clearest picture the social historian 

would want of people f i d y  rooted in their time and society ... how people lived, what 

they did, how they saw themselves. ..". lo3 

98 Stanley iü. 
99 Wylie 44. 

See also: P.M. Spacks, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986. 
loO Wylie 44-45. 
Io' Wylie 44-45. 
lo2 PANS, Mary Ann Noms Diay MG 729A : Entxy for November 1 1, 1823. 
lo3 Wylie 46-47. 



It is clear that the reasons for writing diaries are as numerous and vaned as the 

authors thernselves. Kate Shannon was probably fairly typical in that her d i q  served a 

number of purposes including a chronicle of events. a listing of items purchased, a fnend 

and a confessional. Wnting on January 1, 1892, she stated, "Here I am in a new diary.. . 

perhaps 1 may put in a few feelings to fiavor my bare record of facts and to aid me in 

putting my thoughts into suitable language. 1 wonder whether anything very shocking 

terrible or sad will be chronicled in these pages?" 1°-' Eliza Ann Chipma writing on July 

20. 1823, indicated that her diary had a single purpose, "This little book was made . . . for 

the purpose of penning down a few exercises of my mind." lo5 Young Anna Green 

Winslow kept her diary as a result of parental pressure, as, "a way of communicating with 

ber parents and as an exercise in penrnanship." lo6 Rebecca Chase Kinsman Ells also was 

quite precise about her objectives in keeping a diary as a way of chronicling the domestic 

chores of her household and family on a commercial fann in Nova Scotia. Mary Ann 

Noms regarded her diary p r imdy  as a document of self reflection and prayer and as a 

record of personal inner growth. And, then there was the purpose expressed by one of 

the most famous child diarists of al1 time, Anne Frank, who wrote, "the reason for my 

diary; it is that 1 have no such real friend. " lo7 

Clearly the reasons that inspired the keeping of a diary are as important to the 

historian as its content and literary form. What might, on fint glance, appear to be a 

trivial, unimportant comment, may well assume greater significance when its emotional 

contea is taken into consideration. As Virginia Wolfe once said of her own diary, "the 

advantage of the method is that it sweeps up accidentdy stray matters ... but which are the 

lo4 Stanley2. 
lo5 Margaret, Conrad, Toni Laidlaw and Doma Smyth, No Pbce J.ik Ho= 

1 ,ettm of Nova Scotia W o m  1 77 1 - 193 8 (Halifax: Formac Publishing 
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lo6 Conrad 84. 
lo7 MoffatIS. 



diamonds of the dustheap." los It is this rambiing nature of the diary genre that sets it 

apan as a source in the reconstruction of women's history. So it is that women's diaries, 

regardless of length and literary quality, al1 contribute sornething to the painting of 

women's history as well as the reconstruction of many other aspects of Canadian social 

history . Della Stanley comrnented in the introduction to the published version of Kate 

Shannon's diary, "Kate's seemingly insignificant diary provides a wealth of information ... 

it reveals much about family and cornmunity life fiom the unique perspective of a young 

woman; how time and space were ordered; how family and comrnunity expectations were 

realized: how social, religious and cultural values were expressed. .. ". log Such could be 

said about the value of a woman's diary. Margaret Conrad has noted that inspite of 

"repetition, disorder and incompleteness," diaries provide one of the few detailed sources 

of primary documentation on daily life. l l0 

The l i te rq  quality of a diary is largely dependent upon the education anainment 

of the writer. Those women who were fortunate enough in an earlier period to be 

educated privately or at public school, were better able to express themselves in proper 

English. Those who were widely read often adopted turns of phrase and style from their 

favorite authors. For example, Louisa Collins' family placed considerable value on 

literacy but her lack of formai academic instruction was evident in her failure to conforni 

to the conventions of wriaen English and her use of colloquialisms and phonetic 

spellings. l l l Nevertheless, her father brought her books and encouraged her to read. 

Her interest in the eighteenth centuly poets and the classical age was reflected in her 

more descriptive literary passages. On Oaober 14, 18 15, she penned, "1 think we shall 

drink Oaober's chilling tear ere Aurora with her rosy fingen opens the golden gates of 

log Moffat 13. 
'O9 Stanley iii. 
l l0 Conrad, No P- 1-2. 
l ' McClare 22. 



the East.. . " . I2  The Bible was another common source of literary inspiration. On 

February 12, 1892, describing a temble blizzard, Kate Shannon tumed to Judges 25: 1. 

writins, "tremendous snow and wind stom lasî night, snow dnfied fiom Dan to Beer- 

sheba...". l l 3  

Whether a diary is a literary work of art or not, does not detract fiom its place in 

historical documentation. The history of women is not jua the history of educated or 

sophiaicated or socially and economicaily advantaged women; it is the history of ail 

women. The writing of those who were less formate in acquinng Iiterary skills is pan of 

the story of the place of al1 women in the evolution of Canadian society and culture. 

Literary quality rnakes a diary more enjoyable to read perhaps, but no less valuable. It is 

part of who the diaria was and the society in which she lived. 

Historians like Veronica Strong-Boag and Margaret Conrad have shown that 

women's culture is different from that of men. l l4 According to Conrad, even if men and 

women "shared geographical space, their interpretation of what happened in that space 

differed, sometimes profoundly." l l5 For instance, until recent times, most men measured 

day to day life in terms of the public environment of the workplace, in tenns of political 

events, elections and statutes, as professionals, civil servants, businessmen, and laborers. 

In contrast, women generally measured daily time in terms of the private environment of 

the home, in terms of birth, marriage, death, as daughters, wives, rnothers and widows. 

Yet, women's life stones in their distinctiveness with respect to experience and values, are 

no less important to our knowiedge and understanding of Canadian society and culture. 

l L 2  McClare 68. 
H 3  Stanley 8. 
l l4  Conrad, No Place Jike- 4. . . 
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Strong-Boag also notes that the private self, male and female, are very much a part of the 

human experience, which is the basis of hiaory. What better sources of information on 

women's culture and the private female self than diaries written by women? Diaries are 

an essentiai tool of hinorical reconstruction and interpretation. They chronicle facts and 

details fiorn the past, ones that often do not appear in more traditional public documents. 

They describe how women lived, what they did, why they did it and how they felt about 

it. Dianes provide the researcher with insights into the life and mind of the writers. 

Through the diary the person is revealed: her private visions, her personal discovenes and 

her own disappointments. Through the diary the historical time is revealed, the events 

and their place in a nation's development. Diaries provide information on female 

relationships with men, children, families, communities and other women. They reveal 

much about how technological development and public institutions like church, school 

and the law, affected the lives of women and how women shaped them. As Strong-Boag 

puts it. diaries, in part, help hinorians to study, "Canadian women as actors rather than as 

those being acted upon by others and forces over which they have no control." l6 

It is true that the diary, as a scholarly research tool, has its limitations. The 

contrasts of content and style, in terms of substance, quality and irregularity of entries are 

the source of some methodological constraint. Dianes are not authontative and suffer 

from the sarne kind of scholarly doubts as oral documentation and journalism. The 

selectiveness of the author requires the historian to supplement the diary with extensive 

traditional research for context and verification. As well, al1 too many diaries have not 

passed through time intact. Historians are teased and hstrated by missing pages, 

undecipherable writing and vague short forms and initiais. Nevenheless, to ignore diaries 

as a source of information and insight would be a serious oversight, seMng only to 

. . 
I l 6  Strong-Boag, 5. 



perpetuate the w-riting of "distorted history". particularly as it relates to women. l7 

Margaret Conrad made such a case for the use of women's diaries in 1982, when in an 

article written for the Canadian Research Institute for the Advancement of Women, she 

said. "failure to consult their personal documents would seriously warp the ponrayal of 

women in history. " l l8  M e r  d l ,  women, regardless of social natus and ethnic origin, 

were essentials to the settling of Canada and the establishment of social order and cultural 

habits. To overlook them would be to forget the story of pioneering, whether in the 

French Regime or under the Homestead Act. According to Laurie Alexander, "Canada's 

history of s u ~ v a l  and growth is in great measure the result of women's work." I 

Women's dianes, therefore, are not second best sources, they are part of the body of 

pnmary mat enal available to the researcher, social hiaorian, geographer, socioiogist. 

psychologist or literary scholar. As Margaret Conrad concluded in No Place 1.- 

"diaries and personal letters tum traditional histoq inside out. Inaead of forming a 

backdrop to 'great events', ordinary lives here occupy centre stage." lZ0 

Onto the stage walks the person of Almira Bell. 

. . 
Strong-Boag, Canada.  
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Chapter III 
Almira Bell: The Woman 

Little is known about Almira Bell. Indeed, had parts of her diaries not been 

preserved, she would have remained largely unknown to rnost. But, for reasons lost in 

time, some of Almira's "lifelines" have survived and what for her was a private act has 

become a public document. Not only do her daily recordings provide historians with a 

glimpse into comrnunity life in rural Nova Scotia in the first half of the nineteenth century, 

but they have lefi to poaerity a picture of Almira Bell herself Unfortunately, the diaries 

do not provide as complete a biography as one mi-ght hope but with carefùl reading and 

attention to even the most seemingly inconsequential comment, the researcher can 

reconstruct a piaure of this young woman, including not only her physical characteristics 

and dress but also her attitudes, values, hopes and disappointments. 

Almira and her twin sister Clarissa (Clara) were bom on April4,1804, in 

Shelburne, Nova Scotia. Her father, Joseph Bell, was a local f m e r .  Little of Almira's 

father is known. Almira's grandfather, Joseph Bell, was bom in England and fled fiom 

New York dunng the Amencan Revolution. He went to Port Roseway in the spnng of 

1783 as a captain of one of the groups of Loyalists to arrive in Shelbume. Bell began the 

tannery and shoemaking firm of Bell and Company, rnanufacturing shoes and b ~ o t s . ~  He 

built a home in Shelburne which still stands today. In 1792, he moved to Yarmouth 

where he became a major of the 2nd. Battalion of the Shelbume County Militia in 1 793.3 

Joseph's wife, Catherine, was the daughter of Sarah DuBois and Captain Peter 

Harris who came to Shelburne fiom New York State. They built a home in the town and 

1 Statistical data found in genealogical records housed at the Shelbume 
Genealogical Centre in Shelbume, Nova Scotia. 
2 Marion Robertson, King: I A A r y  of Early S ~ N o v a _ S c o l i a  

(Halifau: Nova Scotia Museum, 1983) 194. 
3 Shelbume County Museum, Naorni Rouse Family History, N.R. 44b. 



raised their family there. Catherine and Joseph were manied on May 6, 1802 in 

Shelbume. Catherine was mother to twins Almira and Clarissa, Lucretia, Sarah Ann, and 

William. Ciarissa or Clara and her sister were baptized on April4, 1804 at Christ 

Church, Shelbume, by the resident Anglican prie!& Thomas B. ~ o w l a n d . ~  

Almira's siblings ail married and lived in Shelbume with their families. Her twin 

siner, Clarissa, los  her young infant son and she herself died early at the age of forty. 

Alrnira and her other family members lived long into their old age and remained in 

Shelbume ail their lives. Aimira did not marry but lived out her days in Shelbume with 

her pet cats. She continued to write poetry into her eighties? 

Nothing is known about Almira's childhood although by her own admission, it 

must have been a happy one. In her diaries, she ofien spoke with fondness of her home 

and the love and kindness that filled it. "1 thought of the happy days of childhood ... oh that 

1 could recall the cares of youth.. ."6 Similarly, on another occasios she wrote that while 

living in Barrington she was, ". . . far away fiom my ~ w n  home.-with no kind mother to 

console me..."' The family must have been a close one, for Almira wrote home regularly 

d e r  she lefi Shelbume, and she kept in touch with her siblings. Homesickness was a 

constant problem for Almira even in her late twenties, "Oh, if 1 could see my Mother or 

Clara--the only two fnends this world fiords me! vain wish-we are separated, and 1 

must bear my gief done.? Two years later, afler retuming fiom a vacation in 

Shelburne, Almira wrote, "1 have been thinking of home today. 1 lefk it very relu~tantl~."~ 

-I Data found in Shelburne Christ Church (Anglican) baptismal records housed at 
the Shelburne Gendogical Centre in Shelbume, Nova Scotia. 
5 Shelbume County Museum, Naomi Rouse Family History, N.R. 4qb. 
6 All diary entries fiom Alrnira Bell diaries will be noted as follows: diary entry 
fiom September 2 1, 1 833. 
7 Diary entry from August 1 7, 1 833. 
8 Diary entry from October 10. 1834. 
9 Diary entry fiom June 29, 1836. 



Like many twins Almira was especidly close to her twin Clara, who. by 1833, 

when Almira first began to keep a diary, was married and had two children. Once when it 

was feared that Clara had contracted consurnption, Almira repeatedly expressed concem 

for her dear sister, "1 exerted myself in writing to Clara and Lucretia, ... the illness of the 

former causes me much anuiety--Oh! for resignation to say "The Lord will be done" 

respecting her-I know He c m o t  err-yet when 1 think of losing a sister so beloved, 

every feeling of my heart nses in opposition to such a display of His will." 

Several days later. upon receiving news that her sister was recoverïng, she wrote in her 

diary, "1 shed tears of joy.. ." ' 
As close as she was to Clara, Almira was always interested in what her other 

siblings were doing, and she was always ready to help them. In October 1834, Almira 

and Lucretia humed home to Shelbume to help their mother care for William who was 

seriousiy il[. (October 1 7, 1 834 - December 5, 1 834) The next year, she assisted her 

sister Sarah Am, wife of George Wilson, when Sarah had her first child, ".. my sister S.A. 

was brought to bed of a fine girl. She sent for me.. ." l2  And, throughout 1836, Almira 

encouraged the blossoming relationship between her brother William and Jane Demis of 

Barrington. 

Although Clara mamied, Almira did not. Nevertheiess, she was not without beaus 

in her youth and the local gossip was that Almira's intended, John Horner Doane, had left 

her in 1833 to marry another. l3 On July 30, 1833, Alrnira wrote, "...oh! where are they 

whom 1 gave my heart with al1 its w m  and truaing affections? g ~ n e - ~ o n e  ..." l4 Seven 

days later she wrote again, "Once 1 deemed 1 had met with a kindred spirit ... oh! ye, the 

'O Diary entry fiom September 19, 1834. 
Diary entry fiom October 1, 1 834. 

l2 DiaryentryfiomOctober18,1836. 
l3 Data found in the Marion Robertson Papen housed at the Public Archives of 
Nova Scotia; File # MG1 Vo1.3622 #4. 
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faithless fiiend and the pe rjured lover!-ye who have robbed my spirit of its lightness, and 

my heart of its repose."lS Not only did she lose her "lover" but also his sister, Emma, 

who had been her best fiiend at the time, "I think how Our affections have becorne 

alienated and estrangcd from each other.. . " . l6 

Almira makes a number of references to I.D. in her diary. On July 29, 1834, she 

met the recently married Mrs. Doane. Clearly, Almira still felt strongly the hun of 

betrayai, particularly since she could not see in Marris Doane what her new husband did: 

Took tea this aftemoon at Crowell's in Company with Mrs. .i.D.--1 was 
disappointed in my [word unclear] she is a mere nothing-homely withall- 
it is not prejudice causes me to say sol for I am not conscious of the lest  
degree of that towards her-Maria C. introduced me to her, al1 
me, but 1 could bear this scrutiny and was she, his choice "oh" 
must he be altered. I7 

eyes were on 
how strangely 

That same day, Almira also came face to face with her once intended. She was tom by 

codicting emotions on the inside but controlled herself on the outside: 

In a few minutes J.D. (who had been in meeting) caught up with us. He 
stepped between [word unclear] and the child and taking the latter by the 
hand began to speak to E. I did not let go of the child for 1 knew many eyes 
were on me, but I would not like a repetition of the feelings 1 experienced at 
that moment. l8 

It is cIear that the entire community knew of their past relationship because Almira was 

very concemed about what people would think of their meeting. She continued: 

I walked on in silence with my countenance slightly averted, as tho' 1 saw 
km not; till on Emma's calling the child by name, he tumed quickly toward 
me and said, "Oh is this Miss Bell? I did not know you-how are you 

l5 Diary entry from August 6, 1833. 
l6 Diary entry from August 19, 1 83 3. 
l7 Diary entry from July 29, 1834. 
l8  Diary entry fiom July 29, 1834. 



Miss Bell?" He held out his hand at the same time and 1 did not refbse mine 
saying, "How do you do Mr. D.?" as I gave it to him. Coldly 1 spoke and 
scomfully and he knew I did, for he looked contùsed and embarrassed ... l 9  

The 1 830s seem to have generally marked a change in Almira's character and 

h e  of mind. Once carefree and happy, Almira became increasingiy bitter and dour. As 

the eldest unmarried daughter, she had many family responsibilities thnist upon her. Not 

the least of these was helping to supplement the family incorne following the death of her 

father. Where or how Aimira received her education history does not record, but she 

was, for her time, well educated and well r ad .  Using these skills, she found employment 

as a teacher in Barrington, Nova Scotia in 183 1. Barrington was about half a day's 

joumey by wagon nom Shelburne on the South Shore. Although sch~ol  boards were not 

legally permitted to hire female teachers in Nova Scotia until 1 ~ 3 8 , ~ ~  Almira appears to 

have been hired in an unofficiai capacity. It is interesting to note that her pay of 4 pounds 

in 1 836 and 7.14 pounds in 1837 was sent to her m~ther .~ '  But teaching was not a 

happy avocation for Almira: it was an economic necessity, "1 must not cornplain-I have 

my livelihood to earn."22 Her increasing unhappiness was recordai in her diary on 

August 1, 1833 when she reponed that Didy Crowell had said of her, "1 never saw a 

person so altered in their looks as Miss B., is, within the last two years, in my life ... she 

looks no more like the girl she was two years ago--than if'she were not the same person- 

sure she laughs-but the laughs donnt seem to corne h m  her heart as it used to do..."23 

l 9  Diary entry fiom July 29, 1834. 
20 See article in Janet Guilford "Separate Spheres: The Feminization of Public 
School Teaching in Nova Scotia, 183 8- 1880," Women's W o u  in & 
& (Fredericton: Acadiensis Press, 1994) 1 1 9- 1 44. 

l Data found in the Ross Thomson Papers, Shelbume housed at the Public Archives 
of Nova Scotia; File # MG1 Vo1.912 #648, 654, 671. 
22 Diaq entry fiom September 23, 1833. 
23 Diary entry from August 1, 1 83 3. 



During her unhappy years in Barrington, Alrnira kept a daily journal. It began 

only when she reached the point in her emotional distress that she felt the need to 

privately unburden herself Her's was a "journal intime". It began on July 19, 1833, 

perhaps shortly after she and John Homer Doane parted Company. Certainly she appears 

to have adopted the diary form as a way of releasing some of her pent up emotions. 

Moping about and daydreaming was a waste of time in Aimira's puritan opinion. Wasting 

time was a sin, not a monal sin, but a sin no less. Writing about her feelings, however, 

was not. since writing required a degree of personal discipline and ensured one was not 

idle. To her newly created fiend and confidante she wrote, "1 am now (for the first time) 

about commencing a journal. ..Often when my heart has been tom by confiicting 

emotions, have I retired and passed forth its feelings upon paper ... therefore, 

uninteresthg tho the matter may be with which 1 shall fil1 the following pages. still if 1 

begin a few of my lonely hours by doing so, I will not account it mispent time..."24 

The diary, as it has survived, part preserved at the Public Archives of Nova Scotia 

and part at the Shelburne County Museum continued until Friday, October 28, 1 836.25 

Although Almira was relatively vigilant in maintainhg her daily entries, there are gaps 

over the three years. In some cases, the gaps may be because parts of the original have 

been lost, but in most instances, Almira simply chose not to write anything down ifshe 

thought nothing worthwhile had taken place or if she was not particuiarly upset or 

needfil of a talk with her confessor and confidante. This is borne out by the fact that she 

did not write in her diary during any of her visits home to Shelbume. Between July 1833 

and October 1836 she went home for several weeks at a time on five occasions. Usudy 

?' Diary entry from Jul y 1 9, 1 83 3. 
25 The last recorded entry made by Almira Bell was on Friday, October 28, 1836. 
She does not end the diary in a particular way by means of finishlng her story, which 
lads  one to believe that there may have been pages that were lost. It is very possible that 
subsequent diaries were written years later that were lost to posterity, as she was a 
dedicated diary writer. 



she went home for vacation tirne, as she did between November 1835 and January 1836. 

Possibly. she continued to keep a diary after 1836, since there is no indication of finality 

in the Iast entry of October 28, 1836. Nevenheless, no such copies have surficed to date. 

Records do not help much in detennining how long Almira taught school in 

Barrington. In 1838, the Nova Scotia govenunent passed legislation allowing public 

school boards to pay salaries to fernale employees. It is possible that Alrnira continued to 

teach for a tirne if only because, as she had indicated in her diary, she had to support 

herself somehow. But, she was not happy away fiorn her family and hometown, and on 

October 17, 1836, just eleven days before her final diary entry she wrote, "1 am going 

home tho' and unless bitter necessity compels me, never again will 1 retum to this house 

as a teacher.. . " (Monday, Oaober 1 7, 1 836). Whether she did retum is not certain but it 

is probable that as the unmarried daughter, Alrnira evennially retumed home to Shelbume 

to care for her aging mother who died in 1852. 

For Almira Bell, while teaching was a "bitter necessity", writing poetry was the 

greatest of pleasures. In her diary she often mentioned poems she had been reading. She 

once noted with pleasure that one of her beaus, Ansel Crowell, had recited some poetry 

by Robert Falconer for her. This act raised him to a higher Ievel than most men in her 

estimation; "He . . .quoted some beautifid lines of Falconer's.. .fis fondness for poetry does 

not lessen km in my estimation" (Monday, March 16, 1835). Other young men of 

Barrington, such as Benjamin Doane read poetry and works of literature including those 

by Writing poetry was a lifelong interest of Almira's. The Census Records of 

187 1 for Shelburne listed her occupation as that of poetess.27 Like diary writing, poetry 

~ t i n g  was a form of emotional release for her. Almira oflen slipped into lines of poetry 

26 Benjamin Doane, FolIo- (Halifax: Nimbus Publishing Limited, 
1987) 5. 
27 The 1 87 1 Census Record for S helbume housed at the Public Archives of Nova 
Scotia lists Almira Bellts occupation as that of a poetess; (1 87 1 Census Records; p. 14). 



in her diary as a way of passing time and unburdening herself, "1 have been composing 

poetry al1 day-sadness is my muse-for the merit of my verses, is in proportion to the 

misery of my Usually her muse stmck when she was moved by the beauty of 

her natural surroundings or by the death of a fiiend or by some personal imer confiid. 

Early in her d i q  Almira wrote, "1 have been composing poetry al1 day-sadness is my 

muse--for the merit of my verses is in proportion to the nsing of my feelings."29 

Homesick for her family in Shelburne and depressed by the loss of John Homer Doane in 

her life, she wrote on August 14, 1833 : 

Tis hard to srnile. when one could weep 
To speak, when one would dent  be; 
To wake, when one should 1 wish to sleep, 
And to wake to agony 
Oh! world--world--1 am weary of thee!30 

Ott times. she sirnply inserted short poetic phrases to better express her feelings; "Today 

(Monday) 1 have felt miserable both in body and mind, "Oh! what is life-that thoughtless 

wish of dl?  A drop of honey; in a draught of gdl.113 l Other times, Almira wrote quite 

extensive poetic passages such as on April 10, 1835 when she described the moon. She 

may have been thinking of moonlit nights shared with another, "1 have been standing 

gazing at the moon with the feeling of enthusiasm that I always experience when looking 

at her- 

My own loved light 
That every soft and solemn spirit worships 
That lovers love so well-strange joy is thine, 
Whose influence o'er al1 tides of sou1 hath pow'r, 
Who lands thy light to rapture, and despair; 
The glow of hope, and wan hue of sick fancy. 

28 Diary entry from December 22, 1 83 3. 
29 Diary entiy fiom December 20, 1833. 
30 Diary entry from August 14, 1 83 3. ' Diary entry fiom July 29, 1 83 3. 



Alike reflect thy rays; alike thou lightest 
The path of meeting or of parting love. 
Alike on mingling or on breaking hearts 
Thou smil'est in t hroned beauty . . 32 

Lost and unrequited love were favorite topics for Aimira, perhaps reflecting her 

own expenences. Throughout her life she continued to write poetry and these themes 

were often present, implicitly if not explicitly. In "Cast Aside", written in July 1854, 

Almira, now living in Shelbume, wrote of her own lost love. Comprising six verses of 

ABABCC construction, "Cast Aside" tells of how cruelly Almira's love was "cast aside". 

However, time and faith heal al1 wounds and the now mature spinster concluded that 

sadness and bittemess should be cast aside, that reason must rule over passion and that 

solace is best found in living one's life according to God's precepts. She began by 

speaking of love abandoned: 

..- 
Cast aside! what? a loving human heart! 
A heart that ofi hath bled- 
With fount uncurdled by the poisoned dart 
That in it to the head 
Was driven by one unworthy of the rare 
And precious charges committed to his care. 
- -. 
Alas that man shoufd tear 
With reckless hand such jewel fiom his breast 
... 
Cast aside! what a fair unspotted name! 
And, oh how recklessly! 
.*. 

But, over time, the love cast aside turned to heavenly love and Almira concluded: 

Cast aside! what? Oh that the high response 
Utter'd by everyone 
Might be-"Each weight and tyrant-sin once that 
Whene'er I tried to nin 
The heavenly race bowed down--and hindered me. 

32 Diary entry fiom Apd 10, 1835. 
33 Poem "Cast Aside" written by Aimira Bell in July, 1854. 



From time to time, Almira Bell was moved to write sonnets or other shon poems 

marking the death of a friend. She was no stranger to death. She experienced the agony 

of death in her youth at the age of nineteen when her best fkiend, Mary Bongay, died on 

March 18, 18 13. Almira was devastated by the death of such a young fnend. She turned 

to poetry for solace and in her youtffil resentment and bittemess portrayed death as a 

"cmel monster", "a tyrant" and as "a cruel despot", that listened not to, "the anguish of a 

tender &end" and stole a "spritely youth to the unconscious tornb.. . . " Almira shed rnany 

tears for her "sweet cornpanion of my happiest days" and bemoaned the fact that: 

... none but the afflicted can my sorrows share; 
and sympathking shed the fnendly tex3.' 

As the years passed Almira began to view death in a somewhat different light. 

Resigned to its cruelty and inevitability, she began to regard it less as a tyrant and more as 

a heavenly c d .  Prone to depression and pessirnism, Almira often wrote that she actually 

longed for death and that she even envied those who had found etemal rest. Her concem 

was more that she was not ready to enter the Kingdom of Heaven than it was that she 

feared death itself. In "Lines" she wrote of the death of Emmaline: 

. . . peaceful is her dreamless sleep 
wit hin the grave's repose. 
That bed ail damp and gravely 
1s soft to her as dom.  .. 

Almira acknowledged that she believed Emmaiiie died too soon and that her own hart  

rebelied, refusing to accept the reality of death, " . . .giving O how reluctantly unto the 

worm's their fancy ...", but it is God's wili and therefore to be accepted without regret: 

34 Lines from Almira Bell's poem entitled "By a Fernale Friend" written for her fnend 
Mary Bongay who died at the tender age of 19 years. 



... And now my Father heavenly 
The gift divine imparts 
Of resignation to Thy will 
To this rebellious 

In "Stanzas" Almira again wrote of the passing of another close fiend, "our sweet 

white dove hath gone to nest." But this time Almira revealed her own inner longings: 

. . . 1 envy t hee so early gone 
From paths by rude feet trod upon 
a.. 

And she to now cannot choose but reprove 
That thy lot sweet songbird had not been mine...36 

In contrat to her poem in memory of Mary Bongay, by middle age Almira was better 

able to corne to tems with death, perhaps because it was by now so familiar to her: "And 

1 who have seen each fnend Save one, Depari neath the rneans of the midday's sun.. .". 

Firmly rooted in the Christian perception of the aflerlife, Almira reminded al1 who moum 

that it is selfish to wish the deceased back: 

... We weep not for thee t'were wrong again 
To wish thee back fiom thy native SS,.~' 

Almira's preoccupation with the subject of death found a less personal, but no Iess 

effective expression when she wrote a lengthy, thirteen verse poem about the wreck of 

the stearnship Ehgah~ off Cape Sable the night of February 20, 1 860. Al1 the crew and 

passengers, numbenng over three hundred, perished in the wintry sea. The opening 

verses, in ABABCC forrn, outlined the events Ieading up to and including the sinking. 

35 Poem "Lines" w&en by Almira Bell. 
36 Poem "Stanzas" written by Almira Bell. 
37 Poem "Stanzas" Witten by Almira Bell. 



Here Almira used her descriptive skills and powers of imagery to capture the full horror 

of the event: 

. ..The waves are fiercely dashing 
Thick snow flakes fil1 the air 
And the wind is loudly shrieking 
The death notes of despair; 
As towards her fate rnid sleet and dark 
Cornes mshing on that gallant b ~ t r k . . . ~ ~  

Alrnira noted with particular sadness the drowning of a "young champion of the cross," "a 

pair whom Hymen's chaiw silken-like had fend;" and Captain Jones, "one better skilled 

than he, /Or nobler, never steered a bark across the treacherous sea." She kept her most 

evocative imagery for the umamed masses, "the seaweed-wrapped, uncoffined 

dead, /Sleeping on ocean's oozy bed. "39 

Not al1 of Almira Bell's poetic inspiration came from death. She would tum to 

humorous verse on occasion, "1 have been amusing myseif by writing a ludicrous copy of 

verses ... Mr. and Mrs. Sargent read them this evening and they elicited much laughter and 

approbation from ail present"40 But Bell, only rarely, let shallow frivolity take hoid both 

in her life and in her poetry, "This talent of mine is a mischievous one and mua not be 

indulged. " l Instead, she preferred the more sedate and lady-like muses of nature. 

Almira was very sensitive to her nanird surroundings. This aspect of her artistic 

nature was well presented in "The Bonny Broom" written in 185 5. These Lines descnbed 

a bush called the Scottish Broom which grew in great profusion around the remains of an 

old house in Shelbume. This plant "in al1 thy golden glow", r a i d  several questions in 

38 Poem "The Hungaxian" written by Almira Bell. 
39 Poem "The Hungarian" wriîten by Aimira Bell. 
4o D i q  entry fiom October 2, 1836. 

l Diary entry from October 2, 183 6. 



Aimira's mind; who had brought the plant from Scotland and what memones did the 

Broom plant evoke for the planter? 

... Fond eyes once watched thy budding- 
Brought from thy native glen 
To flourish in a foreign soil, 
Beheld by manger men- 
Perchance watm tears gushed fieely 
Thy golden fiowers among: 

Oh! Who can tell what images 
Thy sweet buds conjur'd forth 
... 

And al1 the treasured memories 
That clung to " Auld Lang Syne". . . 42 

Almira however. could not escape the theme of death even in this poem. She found 

herself thinking on the mortality of humankind and the insignificance of manmade things 

in the face of the durability of things made by God, like the " B o ~ y  Broom": 

. ..Sole relic of thy planter 
Long passed frorn earth away 
Thou, thou alone art left to tell 
Where once his garden lay ... 
StiIl blooming on in beauty 
A rugged mound beside 
Where once a goodly dwelling stood 
Thou seemst to  mock man's pride ... 
By man had raised this structure 
Now lying in decay 
And rains and dews that nourished thee, 
Have mouldered it away ... 43 

42 Poern "The B o ~ y  Broom" written by Almira Bell. 
43 Poern "The Bonny Broom" written by Almira Bell. 



The subject of Mm's monality surfaced in another lengthy poem witten in 1858. 

In "The Old Burial Ground of Shelbume", Alrnira looked upon the disintegrating stones 

that once marked the final reaing spot of Shelbume's founding settlers and concluded 

that only the dark spruce trees rising above the bunal ground were, in the end, both 

"monument" and "dirge" for "those mouldering bones." She opened with a descriptive 

passage: 

'Tis an Autumn day-but Iovelier far 
Than any bnght Spring e'er could calendar; 
For the trees are ail1 clothed in the gorgeous dress 
That precedeth t heir wintry nakedness: . . . 

.-& responsive to her natural surroundings as she was, Bell quickly moved on to the 

purpose of her musings. She spoke of Man's pnde and God's power: 

... Of those stones there remaineth now not one: 
How little once, they, the erectors thought 
That the rough and humble granite, unbought, 
(Withstanding the force of Time's eating mst) 
Should remain there to mark the sleeper's du S... 

Almira further rerninded the reader that in death al1 people are equal as they are in God's 

eyes; 

. . . Within thee the Rch man hath found a rest 
And for Poverty's child thou hast open'd thy breast, 
And reposeth each in a common bed, 
With the same broad covering o'er them ~ ~ r e a d . . . ~ ~  

AIrnira Bell found heavenly repose herself in Shelbume on April 24,1882. She 

was 78 yean old. Unfortunately, other than her poems, which were occasionally 

* Poem "The Old Burial Ground of Shelbume" written by Alrnira Bell. 



published in local and Halifax newspapers, and her diaries for 1833-1836, Almira Bell lefi 

linle of herself to posterity. A careful examination of Nova Scotia papers at the time of 

her death did not produce an obituary. Almira certainly placed iittle value on earthly 

things and would not have been surprised by the absence of material evidence of her place 

in the world. Her diaries have received more lasting attention than she had ever intended 

or expected. Their value lies in the fact that so little contemporary documentation exists, 

particularly about the daily lives of the people of Barrington, Nova Scotia. The residents 

of Barrington were obviously aware of the diaries for in 1948, Frank A. Doane in his 

book Old T W  Ramngtan, made reference to Bell's diarîes. It seems that local 

people used the diaries to validate oral claims concerning various aspects of community 

history. Today, the diarîes can also be read with a view to leaming something about the 

place of women in that community and something about the young diarist herself. For 

later generations, Almira's diary is a key to the past, a key to understanding what women 

did. what women thought, what women believed, what women dreamed of, what wornen 

feared, what women wore and how women perceived their place in their home and their 

comrnunity. 

Unfortunately no photographs or portrait drawings of Almira Bell have been 

found. However, based on the occasional reference in the diary to her physical self. one 

cm develop a rough sketch of what she looked like. She was small in stature and weight, 

and she was certainly not robust. On July 3 1, 1834, she, Mrs. Farrish and Sarah Knowles 

went to the one place in town where there was a large scale, at the local store, to see how 

much they weighed. Mrs. Farrish was very petite at 1 10 pounds but Almira was not 

much larger, weighng in at 123 pounds. She was rather self conscious about her tiny 

hands and noted on Augua 30, 1833, that Thomas Crowell had brought her a pair of 



gloves as a gifi. They were in a child's size because, "he thought it useless to get 

women's gioves for such foolish looking hands as mine-they fit me ni ce^^."^^ 
Smail though she may have been, Almira mus have been very fit. She obviously 

enjoyed running. One August aflemoon a fiend challenged her to a short race, "1 

accepted it and as 1 always do on such occasions, came off c ~ n q u e r o r . " ~  She walked 

everywhere in Barrington and noted on July 2, 1835, that she had walked, "9 miles 

without stopping to rest. "" She explained her accomplisbment by cornrnenting, "there 

are few things impossible, both as it regards mental and corporal exenion. An energetic 

and enterpnsing spirit is dl that is required? 

Sometimes, however, Almira's "energetic and enterpnsing spirit" was sapped by 

illness and depression. Not only did she greatly mhd the discodort of her monthiy 

cycle: "1 have been sick al1 day ... 1 carne home early this evening for I felt too il1 to take 

any cornfort in ~ i s i t i n ~ . . . " ~ ~  but she often suffered fiom headaches and tooth problems; 

"1 was seized with the ague in my teeth which lasted until l a s  evening .A suffered greatly 

dunng the attack; but 1 am in hopes the worst is now over, and that the violent pain will 

not return again."jO But it did retum periodically, "...I attended suffering with the tooth 

ache.. ".j * Almira was resigned to recurring periods of feeling unwell noting, "Alas! What 

poor frai1 creatures we are!ff52 In particular, she minded the heat of summer which often 

lef? her feeling faint and disgnintled, "1 have suffered greatly with the heat today. My 

weakness must be the cause of my feeling so sensibly. "j3 (Tuesday, September 1, 1 83 5). 

Diary entry from August 30, 1 833. 
Diary entry from August 6, 1834. 
Diary entry from July 2, 183 5 .  
Diary entry fiom Iuly 2, 1 83 5. 
Diary entry from September 6, 1833. 
Diary entry fiom Septemner 15, 1833. 
Diary entry from July 2 1, 1834. 
Diary entry from September 1 1, 1 83 5. 
Diary entry h m  September 1, 183 5. 



Alrnira took great care of her dress and appearance. She was not vain but she 

enjoyed wearing fashionable clothes now and again. She was also very practical and 

migai, partly out of econornic necessity and partly fiorn Protestant conviction. She 

usually made her own clothes. remodeling old ones or buying material for new. "1 just 

finished making a merino frock for myself. "j4 In another entry she wrote, " 1 ran as far as 

Mr. Robertson's this mon-ing and got Sarah to show me a little about making a caiash, 'a 

penny saved is a penny eamed'."55 Occasionally she would purchase a dress at the store 

but her h g a l  upbringing tended to undercut the pleasure of such an extravagance," ... I 

have been extravagant enough to purchase two new dresses today-silk and a muslin. 

Oh! how little do 1 value them."j6 

On the whole, Alrnira placed Iittle value on dressing "a la mode", after ail, vanity 

was a sin. As well, she could not afford to change styles regularly and isolation fkom 

even the small urban centre of Halifax made it hard to acquire idormation on the latest 

styles. Being stylish in a rural village was not usually practical given the dirt roads and 

the fact that most people had to walk everywhere, "1 lefi rny pantalettes (as they were 

covered with rnud) at Squire ~rowell's.. .".j7 One rahy night she wrote, "...in order to 

Save my new silk fiock, 1 tumed it over my shou~der."~~ Another evening she borrowed; 

"an old gown and pelisse of Maria's as 1 was unwilling to spoil the light silk dress 1 wore. 

They ail laughed heartily at the figure 1 made in my scanty and old fàshioned habitiments. 

1 got home dripping wet ... Mrs. S. commended me highly for the care I had taken of 

t i  59 K.. - 

" Diary entry fkom November 1 83 5. 
j5 Diary entry fkom July 1 5, 1 83 6 .  
j6 Diary entry fiom June 23, 1 834. 
57 Diary entry h m  December 20, 1 833. 
j8 Diary entry fiom October 22, 1 833. 
59 Diary entry from September 16, 183 5 .  



Nevertheless, fashion did not completely escape Almira's eye. In church one 

morning her mind began to wander; "1 could not help contrasting the present appearance 

of the ladies, in respect to costume, to what it was when 1 first came to Barrington-plain 

calico h and mw nothing but Grande Naples and Langhom bonnets. .. "!O Almira, 

herself. enjoyed being in fashion and had a parùcular taste for large puffed sleeves. These 

attracted a cenain amount of attention in the community. On Sunday, September 29, 

1833 she noted her "fashionable appammx." Obviously her sleeves caught the attention 

of Dr. Crowell who. "laughed at my large sleeves and said 1 looked like some of the 

angels he had seen carved on old tombaones in Scotland with both wings expanded. "6 

Another time she wrote, "the sleeves of my fiock were a source of amusement.. . I  could 

not help laughing myself for 1 knew they looked enormously large. She also enjoyed 

the rare time that a special dress was required such as for the mid-winter musical party at 

the home of the local musician, Mr. Wreyton, "we girls settled Our dresses for the 

occasion--we are al1 to Wear dark silk frocks with white ribbons ... ' I.~~ 

One of Aimira's weekly tasks was to repair her clothing. She also sewed for 

pleasure and to make gifls for fnends, "1 am working on an elegant linen cambric cap for 

~ a l ~ h o . " ~  Making gifis was not ody a way to be fnigai and a way to occupy one's time 

usefully, but in Barrington there were very few places to buy @S. On May 22, 1836 

Almira recordeci that she was covering a blue parasol for Flavilia Doane and a few days 

later she was, "employed in braiding a little frock for w ~ u ~ . " ~ ~  

Although Almira was boarding, she d l  involved herseif'in the domestic activities 

of the household and those of her local acquaintances. She periodically took a day off to 

60 Diary entry corn July 20, 1 83 3. 
61 Diary entry fiom September 12, 1835. 
62 DiaryentryfiomMarch13,1835. 
63 Diary entry fiorn February 19, 1834. 

Diary entry frorn Augua 2, 1836. 
65 Diary entry fiorn June 3, 1836. 



tidy her room. On August 1, 1833, she and Sarah helped Ellen put up cumins in the 

parior. "Sarah and I took tea with Ellen, and assisted her in puttinç up window curtains in 

the parlour--we compelled her to take down the looking glass, besides clearing the roorn 

of several other "supedicials"-and the apartment looked much more genteel at Our exit 

than it did at our en t r an~e . "~~  As Aimira's place of residence ernployed a number of 

servants, she was not often required to make the meals, so she rnainly completed her own 

personal domenic chores of sewing, cleaning her room and making a light lunch for 

herself every now and again. 

In addition to sewing, relaxation for Almira Bell included drawing, reading or 

going for walks. On a number of occasions she noted that she was drawing as a way to 

fil1 her vacant hours, "1 have been trying to amuse myself with ~ i r a w i n ~ . " ~ ~  Like many 

gentile young middle class women of her age, Almira probably worked in water colors. 

She must have been relatively accomplished as she was happy to give her drawings as 

gifts and they appeared to be warmly received, "1 had been drawing a picture for Urbane 

and took it over this evening.-She seemed highly pleased with it."68 

Reading ofien accompanied a duil day. One wet October day she entertained 

herself, "with drawing and reading..?"' Another boring day she wrote, "by means of 

drawing 1 have beguiled the time a little. 1 have been reading a sermon for Grandma 

~ o a n e . " ' ~  Reading out loud to othen or silently to herself brought Almira much 

pleasure. lust as she enjoyed writing poetry, so she also reveiled in reading it. In 

particular, she enjoyed the works of Alexander Pope, "1 have contrived to pass an hour or 

two quite agreeably in perusing a volume of Pope's letters-this is the sort of reading I 

66 Diary entry fiornAugust 1, 1 833. 
67 Diary entry from August 3 1, 1833. 
68 Diary entry fiom October 3 1, 1 83 3. 
69 Diary entry fkom October 14, 1 833. 

Diary entry from Septernber 5, 1 83 3. 



prefer."71 She also read the occasional romance novel although with some self doubts as 

to their suitability for a well brought up, Christian lady, "1 have been reading aloud to 

Mrs. S. this aftemoon, a romantic n o  y... Oh my evil nature! Would I have read the 

blessed Bible with haif the pleasure!"72 A very solitary person at times, Alrnira was able 

to escape the dullness and sadness of her life by reading of other worlds. "My thoughts 

and books are my best companions. "73 Her reading interests were eclectic it seems, 

including "h4rs. Trollope's Americans , FernalePo& II II 
" and 

Melissa'' and " w o n  c-''.'~ Not ail her reading expenences were 

positive ones, however: 

Thomas came home with me. He appeared very anxious to know if 1 had 
seen a book he had lost lately. 1 told hirn 1 had not but could see he did not 
believe me; 1 felt determined he should not remain under such an impression 
and therefore told hirn al1 1 knew about the book, only concealhg my knowledge 
of the homd title-he appeared agitated and angry-vehemently asserting he 
had never seen the contents hirnself. 1 was certain this was false but affkcted to 
believe him. In order to clear myself and the girls from the imputation of having 
seen it. 1 was obliged to tell hirn who took it out of his trunk-he then appeared 
satisfied of innocence ... still I am glad the shocking trash is no longer in his 
possession.. . 75 

Almira found other ways to relax and to share with her acquaintances in some of 

the local activities and entertainments. Long before electricity, the gramophone or the 

radio, entertainment in Barrington took the form of things like quilting parties, picnics, 

berry picking expeditions, evening parties and games. Almira shared in each of these 

kinds of activities fiom tirne to time. On August 14, 1834, she described a blueberry 

picking trip undertaken with seven fnends. On May 17, 1836, Sarah Ann, her sister, had 

Diary entry from August 27, 1833. 
72 Diary entry from September 16, 1 83 5. 
73 Diary entry from October 2, 1833. 
74 Diary entry May 3, 1 83 3. 
75 Diary entry from October 14, 1833. 



a sewing party to which three women were invited. On October 24, 1833, Urbane had a 

quilting Party, "there was quite a large party", which included nine women and five young 

men, "We sat and sewed neariy al1 evening. 1 was pleased at this but the men appeared to 

sit very uneasily ... ".76 Later that same year in November, Hamah Crowell had a quilting 

party of some considerable size, "...Emma and 1 were at it. ..There were no less than 

twenty ladies and only two gentlemen-a sad disproportion in number~."~' 

Taking tea was a particularly common way of relaxing and getting caught up on 

the news of the community. In fact, it was vinually a daily activity which could be quite 

formal or very spur of the moment and informal. Almira often stopped to tea at a friend's 

on her way to andlor from going for the mail or going to Chapel, "1 have been up to 

Sarah A m ' s  where I staid to tea."78 While she enjoyed the Company of infornial tea 

times. she did not like more formal tea parties. In particular, she disliked pounng tea, "if 

1 had been home the task of doing the hours of the tea-table would have dissolved on me 

and it is rather a fatiguing bus in es^."'^ 

As well as formai tea parties attended by invitation, staying for tea seemed to take 

several forms including staying for lunch and/or staying the evening til moming. The 

degree of fnendship and the nature of the weather often determined the form of tea taken; 

"1 took tea at Mr. Robertson's yesterday. The Misses K. were there with H.C., A.C. and 

also Thomas. 1 staid al1 night as it was near twelve when the party broke up ... 1 staid to 

breakfast and it was near ten o'clock before 1 got home this r n ~ n i i n ~ . " ~ ~  On Sunday, 

August 1 1, 1835, she wrote; "1 went to the Island meeting house ... 1 took dimer with 

Urbane after which we went to Uncle Nezer's to see if' Hannah would go to The Head 

with us--when we went in they were just at dinner and there were no less than ten 

76 Diary entry fiom October 24, 1 833. 
77 Diary entry fiom November 6, 1 833. '* Diary entry fiom July 14, 1 835. 
79 Diary entry fiom January 15, 1834. 

Diary entry fiom October 23, 1833. 



visitors exclusive of three children, sitting around the table4 think they have more 

Company than any other family in ~arrïngton. "8 

There were also forrnal dimers and parties. Almira found the former a bit of a 

triai. On M y  1 6, 1 83 5, Col. Marshall, "a stem martial looking man," who had loa an 

ami in the Battle of Waterloo, visited the Sargents, the family with whom Alrnira was 

boarding at the time. Anxious to show her off, Mrs. Sargent, "insisted on my making 

myself look as Nce as 1 could and going down to dinndg2 Almira was relieved to get 

away when dinner was finished, although she noted, "the dinner time passed off quite 

pieasantly, tho' 1 should imagine the gentlemen felt the effkcts of their ~ i n e . " ~ ~  

Parties of various kinds relieved the monotony of daily Me and the long winters in 

the rural comrnunity. Almira seemed to attend her fair share. On February 1, 1834, she 

went to a party at the Robertson's, "enjoyed myself very well ... we broke up at near 2 

o ' c i ~ c k . " ~ ~  Three days later another party was held at the Robertson's and Almira was in 

** 85 attendance, "Wreyton played the Bute for us and we danced, hunted the squirrel. .. . 

Most parties included singing, dancing and games, "af'ter a game of 'how do you like it' 

we broke up."86 Almira took part in most of the activities, but she was quite 

uncornfortable when it came to card playing, "1 was prevailed upon to play in spite of the 

remonstrances of rny con~cience."~~ She succumbed to card playing but she could not 

fire a gun. At the beach party on July 30, 1835 she refused to put a gun to her shoulder; 

"While we were on the beach the girls amused themseives with firing off guns, charged 

only with power but for my part, 1 was not amazon enough to engage in such sport."88 

Diary entry from August 1 1, 1 835. 
Diary entry from July 16, 183 5. 
Diary entry fiom July 16, 1835. 
Diary entry fiom Febniary 1, 1834. 
Diary entry fi-om Febmary 4, 1834. 
Diary entry from October 25, 1833. 
Diary entry from December 20, 1833. 
Diary entry fiom July 30, 1835. 



She preferred the more lady-iike aactivity of sitting on a swing "we amused ourselves with 

swinging. "89 

Some parties were held jus to relieve boredom while othen were held to mark 

special occasions like weddings and baptisms. Almira seemed to attend most of the 

weddings held in the village. About fi@ people attended the wedding of Hannah 

Osborne on January 2, 1835. For Almira this crowd was "too great a number for 

cornfort." Dr. Wilson's rnarriage to Matilda W. took place on April6, 1836. Forty 

attended this wedding, inciuding Almira. To Urbane's wedding on November 19, 1833, 

twenty-six were invited. Almira thought this was more a suitable nurnber. She always 

noted the number of people who attended a wedding perhaps because the number 

refiected one's place on the social hierarchy and one's popularity. 

Aimira's happiest outings seemed to be those outdoors; picnics, beach trips, long 

walks and beny picking; "Mer dinner S. and 1 ran up to see Maria Coffin and spent an 

agreeable hour rambling about the field with her. We seated ourselves by a large rock 

and 1 read to them out of a good little book which S. had in her hand when we left the 

~ r . ' s . .  ."?O Almira loved nature, the flora and fauna that surrounded her. One very 

special outing was that to Seal Island lighthouse on September 18, 1835 with a large 

group of fnends. Ansel Crowell accompanied her on a moonlit walk dong the shore. 

Such closeness with nature always awakened her sou1 and imagination, "closing my eyes 1 

almost fancied 1 could hear supematural voices mingling with the roar of the ocean ... 1 

couid have lingered on the shore for hours ...".gl On another moonlit Nght in August 

1833. she wrote: 

. . . we had a pleasant walk back-the air was like balm ... 1 never gaze on the 
giorious stars without experiencing a feeling which I cannot descnbe-a mixture 
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of admiration. awe and humility, while 1 look at them with delight; a sense of the 
Pllmightiness of the great Being who formed those ponderous orbs by the 'word 
of his power', and suspending them in liquid ether, assigned to each its respective 
orbit 

Bell was absolutely enthralled when she looked at the night sky. The beauty of 

the stars filled her with feelings almost too powerfùl to describe. She attributed this 

wondrous phenornenon to God which in tum led her to question Man's existence in the 

whole scheme of things. Bell's philosophical thoughts revealed her intelligence and 

curiosity of things that seemed to be beyond her understanding. 

As seen in her poetry, Alrnira felt a particular closeness to nature. She ofken took 

tirne in her diary to note some particular thing she had seen or had admired on one of her 

waiks. She found cornfort in the things of nature, even the weather. Of the rainy day in 

October 1 834 she wrote; " . . .I have been sitting during the last haif' hour at rny open 

chamber window, looking at the driving sleet and listening to the wind rnoaning among 

the trees of the forest that surrounds my dweliing place,. . .I love such weather.. . Bell's 

empathy with her natural surroundings seemed to affect her inner feelings and attitudes, 

"...the wind is moaning and whiçtling alternately-and 1 could alrnost do the sarne, so wild 

and contradictory are my feelings. 

Almira felt a similar closeness with animals. In July 1835, she awoke in the 

morning to find a little squirrel ninning around in her bedroom. It managed to escape her 

room and hide behind a bureau in the children's room. Mr. Sargent was awakened by the 

screaming of the children and proceeded to figure out a way to get rid of the criaer. 

Aimira felt great concern and compassion for the fiightened squirrel but Mr. Sargent did 

not. He tried to kill it with a stick and Alrnira concluded, "Man by nature is a cmel 

animal ... I stood inside my room door and begged for its life, but in vain for Mr. S. ody 
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laughed at me. 1 was in my bedgown or should I have sullied forth in its defence ...".Y5 In 

the end h4r.S. gave up when he could no longer find the animal but Alrnira quietly 

worked out a way for its safe escape: 

After breakfast 1 came up and .. .first opening a window near which I placed a 
chair, awoke Squirrel who walked Ieisurely dong the room, several tirnes 
stopping to look at me with his beautifid bright eyes ... he at length sprang out of 
the window ... I have heard and read that animais have an instictive feeling which 
enable them to distinguish a fiiend from a foe and I aiways smiied at the idea, but 
I feel tempted to believe it...96 

Perhaps Almira could identify with the sad creature for she too ofien felt trapped and 

alone. Certainly Almira Bell felt a closeness to God when she observed God's animais 

and natural creations. 

By profession Almira was a teacher, but she did not appear to enjoy this vocation. 

Students such as Benjamin Doane who were attending school in Barrington dunng this 

time did not Iike school days either.97 Maybe it was the environment in which she lived 

and her homesickness which colored her attitudes. Whatever the reason, she seemed to 

derive no sense of accomplishment or fùlfillment from being a teacher. She often referred 

to the "dmdgery" of t e a ~ h i n g . ~ ~  She did not teach according to the ten month pattern 

known today (September-June). It seems as though she rarely taught through December, 

January, and February and that she went home again for part of June and July. The actual 

school term is unclear and it does not appear to have followed a strict pattern. It is also 

unclear whether she taught in the local school house or whether she taught in private 

homes including the house where she was boarding. On one occasion, she refers to "my 
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lonely schoolroom unblest by the sight of not one sympathetic co~ntenance."~~ On 

another occasion she mentions "1 am keeping school down nairs as the weather is too 

cold to admit of any writing in my own room." loO Teaching was an economic necessity 

for Aimira, not a love, "1 have my livelihood to eam." lol In February 1836, she noted 

that she had not been teaching since November and was much happier as a result, "1 have 

not kept school this winter and my health and spirits are much the better for it."Io2 She 

did not start again until Apnl 3, 1836. 

Almira Bell did not speak oflen in her diary about her school teaching. This may 

be due to the separate spheres that existed between men and women during the early 

1800s. The woman's sphere was involved with the domestic activities surrounding the 

family unit. The ultirnate goal for a woman during this time period was to be a mother. 

As Almira was not a mother or d e ,  she may not have recieved the same degree of 

respect that other women did in her comrnunity. There was no admiration given for a 

working woman because the ultimate goal was to have a f d y  to care for. As a result, 

Aimira Bell may not have written about her career because it was not a source of 

enjoyment and respect for her personally. She was origùially fiom an elite Loyalist f h l y  

and her loss of economic status after her father's death may have aêcted her personal 

identity. Her dependence on others for her income would leave her feeling selfconcious 

about her social position in Barrington society. 

One wonders what kind of a tacher she was if'she was so unhappy with her job. 

Not that she disliked children. On the contrary, she seemed to Iike children, "1 have been 

arnusing rnyself in playing with the children-a body mua relax sometimes ...".103 One 

dernoon Almira took al1 four of the Sargent children for a walk, "1 took Sophia, 
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Margaret, Bessy and Isabelia a rambling with me in the woods a short time before tea and 

this was the bnght spot in the day."lo4 She also showed concern for children who were 

il1 or who had experienced the loss of a parent. When her fiend, Mn. Sargent who lived 

on the [Sherose] Island died on August 1, 1835, Almira was concerned about the 

children; "Sarah wept bitterly when she saw her Marna lying alas! pale and cold in her 

coffin. The sight alrnost overwhelmed me. 1 took her back with me and she cned al1 the 

way, poor little thing.. . " . los 

Perhaps the worst feature ofbeing a teacher for Almira was that she had to board 

with Rrangers and that she had very little privacy. Over the three years of the diary, she 

lived in a number of homes but none of them played the role of surrogate family for 

Almira. She generally felt ignored, demeaned or exploited at one t h e  or another; "the 

home of my childhood is distant far-and 1 dwell in the halls of a aranger--no kindred 

voices fa11 sweetly on mine ear-and there are none to whom 1 can look for sympathy or 

consolation.. . ". lo6 At first she lived with a family on the Island but by November 1833 

she was living in Barrington in the home of Mr. I. Geddes and hating it; "My residence 

here. has been bearable, hitherto, thon at no tirne agreeable, but at present the 

disagreeableness of my situation is almost insupportable. Mr. J.G. is a very disagreeable 

person to reside with and 1 feel just now as XI  never can bear to corne back again, when 1 

once quit his house, which I hope 1 am now on the eve of doin g...". lo7 She moved but, 

"to a house aimost equaliy unpleasant.. .". log This was the home of the local Justice of 

the Peace, John Sargent. Her feus were realized, although she remained with the 

Sargents and their seven daughters until the end of the d i w  penod, 1836. On one 

occasion she wrote that she was left to walk to t o m  while Mr. Sargent and his daughter 
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Bessy passed her by in the waggon; ". . .I  thought he might have ofliered me a seat as both 

he and Mrs. S. knew how unwell 1 felt. S.R.. Janet and myself dined at Mr. Geddes. 

They ail expressed astonishment that I had been permitted to walk by Mr. S... .I could 

have told them it was only a piece with other treatrnent 1 have met with. 1 felt too 

mortified to say much on the subject." log She particularly resented her lack of privacy 

and personal fieedom and the Sargents did little to make her feel welcome or at home. 

Her opinion of Mrs. Sargent was none too high; "1 have allowed myself to be uritated 

and put out of humor today by Mrs. S., weak-minded and variable tempered woman that 

she is. I feel myself above her in al1 riches' with a mind which 1 fed to be superior to my 

station.. .". l l0 On October 17, 1836, Almira took her leave of the Sargents, hoping never 

to retum; "1 find I have been surrounded by a complete set of spies and no action, 

however trivial. has escaped its comment. A poor reward for the pains 1 have taken and 

the privations 1 have undergone. 1 am going home tho' and unless bitter necessity 

compels me, never again will 1 return to this house as a teacher. " l l l 

In so many ways, Almira Bell was an unhappy person. By her own admission, she 

was a pessirnist, "1 always fear the wora which is very foolish in me." l l2  LXe was a 

burden to her and she often felt despondent and bored. She had iost childhood niends 

like Mary Bongay to death and on Saturday, November 16, 1834, she spoke of another; 

"it is the anniversary of the death of my beloved fiiend & past scenes have been 

harrowing my soul-five years have elapsed since he died, yet it seems but as yesterday- 

very dear were you unto me rny fkiend and my bleeding h a r t  still cherishes thy 

memory." l l3  She had l o s  her love to another, she had had to lave her beloved home 

out of economic necessity and she disliked her job. So miserable was she at times that 
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she indicated once that she understood why someone might commit suicide such as a 

young man in Barrington did in December 1833: 

Today 1 have felt miserably dejected-cornfort and happiness seem to have 
fiown from me forever and life appears a burden-surely it is such feelings that 
tempt poor wretches to commit suicide-well ir is we have salutary dread of an 
hereafler! 1 have shed tears and they have cased my bursting heart. 

Bell would probably never have gone so far as to commit suicide if only because it was 

both unchnstian and anti-social, but she certainly harbored those kinds of feelings at 

times. 

Homesickness was a constant source of depression and discouragement for 

Almira. Never was this more so than when she was feeling il1 or when she was missing a 

special family gathering in Shelburne. Easter weekend in 1835 she succumbed to self pity 

and wrote: 

This is Good Friday, a holy day at home (my own home) but none to me. 1 do 
feel unhappy and 1 cannot help it. None-not one to speak a kind word or 
affectionate word to me and not one to whom 1 can impart my feelings--"I mua 
be silent; But O! a reined tongue and bursting heart are hard at once to bear. 11 1 15 

Alrnira's loneliness might have been lessened if she had had a close fiiend, other 

than her diary, to tum to. But, she had trouble developing and foaering such friendships. 

Cenainly her closest friends were her imrnediate family, people iike Clara whom she 

trusted and who loved her unconditionally. Almira had had close fiends like Mary 

Bongay, when she had been growing up in Shelbume but in Barrington Almira always felt 

alone. She met regularly with some of the young women of the commun@, and she even 

set up a signahg system between their homes so that they could get in touch with each 
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other, but Almira never let them become too close to her heart. Almira was convinced 

that whenever she made a fnend they either died or were untrue to her. She had good 

reason to think this. Her dearest fiends in Barrington were two older women, a 

Mrs-Sargent who lived on the Island and Aunt Didy Crowell in Barrington. Both died in 

1835 and Almira's depression and resignation to loneliness seemed to deepen. Of 

MrsSargent she wrote, "She is a person 1 am sincerely attachesi to."116 Almira admired 

her goodness and fïrmiy believed Mn. Sargent would pass into Heaven, "surely a being 

so inoffensive cannot be otheniise! "l l 7  Aunt Didy who died just a few weeks after h4is. 

Sargent was viewed in much the same way, "If she has not gone to Heaven, no one need 

try to get there." l l8  The passing of such precious fnends left Almira feeling alone and 

abandoned, "How many of my fnends have 1 seen falling around me like auturnn 

Ieaves?" l l 

Because of her lack of fnends, or at lest her perception that she had no real 

fiends Almira spent a great deal of tirne alone. This did Little to relieve her 

despondency: "1 did not stir out of the house ail day." 12* While she ofien complained of 

having nothing to do and few &ends, the truth was that she rather reveled in her self pity 

ar times and did seem to enjoy solitary times. Quiet moments with her books and her 

thoughts provided her with the t h e  needed to sort out her problems and hopes. She 

could dream and think of her future; "Some people cannot bear to be alone and prefer any 

Company to none ... in solitude 1 never yet felt listless or wearied-tho' I ofken have, when 

surrounded by company,-melancholy, 1 do often feel when alone-but when it is of the 

pensive, soothing kind I prefer it to gaiety.. .". 121 She recognized that there was a 
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difference between a lonely time and time alone that was soothing and replenishing of her 

person. Almira Bell seemed to feel most secure when with her family or alone. 

Almira seemed to fdl into penods of depression which coincided with her 

monthly cycle. Entnes recording negative thoughts and feelings appear at rather regular 

intervals in the diary, which would lead one to believe that her penod may have affected 

her emotionally as well as physically: 

1 feel very wwell this morning-better to be in my bed than to undergo the 
drudgery of school-keeping; 1 scarcely know how 1 shall go thm with it for my 
mind partakes of my body's irnbecility, and in spite of al1 my efforts to conquer 
this weakness, the tears will keep flowing-Oh! that 1 had wings like a dove; for 
then would 1 flee away and be at rest ... l would flee afar off into the 
wi1demess.. . 122 

Aimira made it difficult for people to befiiend her. OAen aloof, she was 

suspicious and cntical of the motives of those who tried to befnend her. Not only did she 

seek time alone rather a lot, but she also shied away from shows of affection, even those 

of a non sexual kind, afkaid of giving her har t  to another only to be hurt again either 

through rejection or death. She was also concemed by what others might say and think 

of her. An unmarried woman in her late twenties always would attract some gossip 

where the attention of young men were concemed and Almira was very conscious of 

Victorian social proprieties and her reputation in a small community where everyone 

seemed to know everyone's business. Above ail, she disliked the practice of kissing as a 

show of fkiendship. Perhaps she associated it with the Judas kiss. Whatever the reason, 

she believed a kiss was only exchanged between the closest and truest of fiiends or 

between genuine lovers. For exarnple, the happy bridegroom who shared his joy by 

kissing al1 the guests drew this criticism fiom Almira; ".. .he bestowed kisses very liberally 
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on the ladies who went to wish him 'joyt-but as 1 was not at al1 arnbitious of the honor of 

a salute, 1 kept a respectable distance from him 2'. IZ3 

Even when a known Fnend approached her, Almira shied away. Kisses were not 

to be received from a "cornmon acquaintance": 

Hannah came with us to the corner-she kissed my cheek at parting-she has 
become strangely affectionate in her behavior of late-perhaps 1 am ~ Q Q  

fastidious but I feel 1 cm only retum her kindness with cold civility-our ideas . . 
and sentiments are even to admit of my regarding her in any 
other light than that of a cornmon acquaintance ... 124 

Bell, herself, realized that she might have been too hasty in her judgement of this girl who 

only wanted to be her fiend. But Almira was suspicious of Hannah's motives and would 

not allow herself to become close with her even though she longed for a good and tme 

friend. Apparently Bell felt that it was easier to be without fiends because then she could 

be sure to remain unhurt. The pain of being hurt by fiiends was greater in Bell's mind 

than the pain of loneliness. 

Ironically, Alrnira wanted fnends as much as she rejected them. She wanted a 

"kindred spirit" but noted the contradictions of fnendship. She wrote; "Oh! for a kindred 

spirit to whom I could reveal the workings of my soul? vain wish--there are none to 

participate in my emotions-and 1 am obliged to smother my feelings; and bury them in 

my busom, lest I should incur the ridicule of the fiigid and insensible being with whom my 

war with fate compels me to associate." 125 On another occasion she wrote, "when we 

open Our hearts to a fiiend it disburdens them of their load-happy they who think they 

have a fiiend-even tho' they but pour their hearts best treasure on the dust, in believing 

so." 126 Such cynicism must have made Alrnira a rather unattractive person at times. She 
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spoke of the folly of depending too much on friendship. People, she argued, could be 

deceived by others who pretended to be fiiends and the result would be hun and distrust. 

Alrnira spoke from experience. She always felt the pain of rejection by Homer Doane. 

He, more than anyone, had taught her the true rneaning of betrayl, and she was 

detennined never to feel that hurt again; "at present 1 feel done in the wide world-oh! 

where are they, to whom I gave my heart with ail its warm and trustkg affections? gone- 

gone--and what had I done to merit their desertion?. ..oh my spirit! thou art no longer 

duped by false prefession fiom the lips of the false and hollow h e a r t e ~ i . " ~ ~ ~  

On the whole, Almira viewed potential fnends with suspicion and distanced 

herself fiom them. She was very much like young Kate Shannon, who at the age of 

eighteen, wrote in her diary of 1892: "Doo't put your t m a  in fiiendship for when you 

g o w  cranky and duIl and stupid you may be deserted and then what does your fiiendship 

amount to?" 12' Aimira herself wrote, "once ... I fondly deemed that there existed in the 

world a thing called 'Friendship' ... and oh! folly-even imagined 1 had obtained its 

blessings--vain delusion! " 129 

Alrnira certainly did not always avoid the Company of the young ladies of 

Barrington, or the young men for that matter. She was well aware that as an single. 

marriageable woman, she attracted considerable male attention; "There was a goodly 

number of young men present, and i f 1  might presume to judge h m  their eyes, 1 think 1 

must have been an object of great admiration to thern."l3O Her opinions of the young 

men, however, were not very favorable, "such a set of scare-crows 1 never beheld 

before." l3I On another occasion she wrote cntically of the behavior of the Barrington 
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men; "...the other young men stood in a cluner laughing and whispering. 1 do not know 

when 1 have felt more displeased. The Head young men certainly possess &ce the 

politeness of those down this way." 132 She suspected that they were mocking someone, 

perhaps her, and she found this distasteful. But one thing was clear, Almira set very 

specific guidelines as to what she liked or disiiked about men. Commenting on one man 

she wrote, "He is a very strange young man."133 

Alrnira Bell was nothing if not opinionated. One suspects this characteristic 

reached well beyond the privacy of her diary. Her list of dislikes was long indeed and 

reflected her Victoria Protestant morality. She was critical of girls she believed were 

rather open in their flirtations with the opposite sex. Bold women were on  her 'do not 

like' lia; "Elise's behavior disgusts me-lx&l and vraatan in the highest degree--as an 

instance, she sat on the bed and placed her feet on Thomas' knee but this was a trifle." 134 

She also had little use for those who partook in trivial talk, as opposed to gossip, "1 met 

Hannah C .  yesterday and chatted with her 'till 1 got tired of her nonsense. " 135 Another 

time she described a conversation with Thomas: 

Our conversation tumed wholly on senous subjects & 1 can now reflect on it with 
satisfaction. 1 spoke of the dying moments of a beloved fiend & of the effect it 
produced on my mind at the time. We then talked of the cholera & of the 
necessity of being always in a state of preparation for death. Oh how much better 
satisfied 1 feel now with myself than if 1 had indulged in trifling conversation. 136 

Almira was very pleased at having had a meaningful conversation with Thomas about 

important subjects, rather than a meaningless one about the trivialities of everyday Me. 
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Almira's mixed feelings about solidifying fiiendships and unburdening herself to a 

"kindred spirit". whether male or female, mua have been very confusing for her would-be 

fnends. This must have been especially true for the men who tned to court her, in 

particular, Thomas Crowell and Ansel Crowell who, alternately, gave her considerable 

attention throughout the period of the diary. Almira approached her relationships with 

confusion and unease. The result was often misunderstanding on the part of one or both 

parties. She had feelings of fondness for both Thomas and Ansel, but she had no desire 

to choose one over the other or to mislead them. Thomas, in particular, maintained a 

fairly constant interest in Almira. Often she seemed to actually relish his Company but 

when she began to sense something more than acquaintantship, she puiled away 

rerninding al1 that they were just "common acquaintances"; "Thomas came home with me- 

-it was bnght and moonlight-we had a pleasant walk-I felt sony when 1 parted with him 

at the gate, at the thoughts of not seeing hirn again for so long a tirne-if some folks saw 

this they would srnile-yet 1 mean nothing by it-neither do I consider him in any other 

light than that of a common acquaintance. " 37 

Obviously, some in the community were interested in encouraging a relationship 

between Alrnira and a local bachelor. Almira noted a number of times that people had 

ideas about who was interested in her and in whom she was interested. Bell regarded 

Thomas, most of the the ,  as a good fnend , but she did not want others, including 

Thomas, to think it was more than that. Although a fairly reserved person, she wanted to 

keep her options open. Thomas and Ansel were persistent but unsuccessful suitors, yet 

Aimira did enjoy their attentions. She accepteci their gifis; gloves, a thimble and comb 

from Thomas; a book and coconut from ~ n s e l . l ~ ~  She even let Thomas Wear a ring of 

her's. The explanation Alrnira gave to her diary was that the ring had inadvertently 
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become stuck on Thomas' finger. Interestingly enough, it rernauied there for some time 

until he and Alrnira had a falling out. They did not speak for a month after. 

At times Almira seemed to actively encourage Thomas' attentions and did not pull 

away fiom his shows of affection. On one occasion she cornmenteci on his boldness but 

indicated that she had not adrnonished him at the time; "When he came away, T. seized 

hold o f  me and declaring noone else should go with me, tned to hurry me off-the saucy 

fellow held his cheek close to mine dl the way-he is really getting wilder than e ~ e r . " ~ ~ ~  

Other times she appeared to be playing with him. One evening d e r  Thomas walked her 

to her residence she wrote; "He tned to detain me at the door but 1 burst fiom him and 

hurried into the house. 1 must t y  and keep aloof fiom hirn for a rnonth to corne or 1 shall 

have to tell a dozen falsehoods." OAen she stopped short of fuIly explaining her 

comments or feelings for Thomas. She might have made some situations easier had she 

told Thomas exactly what she meant and how she felt but she seemed afiaid to tell her 

inner feelings to anyone but her diary; "When T. and 1 were alone 1 told him how 

offended I felt on Monday night. He tned to apologize but 1 would not listen to him. 1 

told hirn something which I am sorry for now for he misunderstood my meaning and 

thought something very dserent. 1 retùsed to explain my meaning, tho' he soothed and 

threatened altemately." Rejected one day, sometime later Thomas would be back in 

her life again as a friend. 

Her sentiments for Ansel were equally contradictory. One minute she was resting 

her head on his shoulder, Iooking at the moon with him and marveling at his poetic 

interest and the next she would descnbe hirn as despicable, "Anse1 came home with me- 

he has been quite attentive ever since he came home but 1 çanopt Like him. " 142 Anse1 
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clearly was interested in pursuing the young Miss Beli; "Ansel caught hold of me ... he has 

grown insufferably bold lately for as soon as he took hold of me, he had the sauciness to 

kiss me. I did feel vexed ... 1 do not like such romping ways but what can a penon do with 

such a ~reature?"'.'~ One senses that "she doth protest too rnuch." Ansel's attention 

increased throughout 1835 and he seemed to want to open up to ALmira, but she 

generaily closed the door to his advances; "He waited upon me home and as usuai laid 

open aii his affairs home. 1 felt as $1 did not like him well enough to desire his 

confidence. Oh! the caprice of women! Sometimes i like him quite tolerably ~ e l l . " ~ ~  

By her own admission it was not to be unexpected that men like Ansel were confised and 

eventually tumed off by her capricious behavior, one minute flirting and the next 

rejecting. 

Almira's attempts to clariQ her feelings for Ansel and Thomas were as fhitless in 

her diary as they were in person. Instead, she chose to humor them both and then draw 

away from them both; "We did not stop long and Ansel, Israel and Thomas came out 

with us. The latter seized hold of me at the door declaring that Ansel should not have 

me--teasing wretch! He walked slow because he thought it would plague A ... T. would 

" 145 Aimira now at his side, Thomas pleaded with her to walk not quit his hold of me.. . . 

with hun awhile and not to go in with the others of their party to visit the Robertsons; "1 

did not care about going in but seeing him so urgent againa it I thought proper not to 

humor him. 1 therefore went in... He looked displeased and A. looked displeased. And 

oh! how much 1 cared for neither of them. 81 146 

Whatever her m e  feelings for Ansel and Thomas, there was one link between al1 

three which she would never forget. They both had corne to her rescue when she almost 

'j3 Diary entry fiom April8, 1 83 5. 
IJJ Diary entry ftom March 2 1, 183 5 .  
la5 D i q  entry from March 26, 1 83 5. 
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drowned one Februas, evening. During that terrible night Almira first heard Ansel calling 

to her; "While I remained in this state. suspendeci, as it were, between iife and death 1 

heard a voice, which 1 knew to be Ansel Crowell's say 'For God's sake do not give up, we 

are trying Our bea to reach you'." i47 A moment later Almira also heard Thomas cal1 out: 

1 remember saying '1 shall die nowunothhg can save me'--when I saw a person 
flying towards me-he had no hat on, and 1 did not know who it was, tiil I heard 
him exclaim No-you shall nnt die, if it is possible for me, to save you'-1 then 
knew it to be Thomas Croweil, and the next moment he was at my side having 
plunged into the water, immediately reaching me-he caught me in his arms (for 
this second shock made me quit my hold of the ice) and lifted me out of the water, 
as t ho' 1 had been an infant.. IJ8 

Both men saved Almira that evening, Ansel having found her and Thomas actually puilhg 

her fiom the icy river. Without the devotion of these two men Alrnira would not have 

survived t his terrible ordeal. 

A very independent person, Almira worked at trying to control her environment 

as much as possible as a way of protecting herselffiom hurtfùl feelings. Nevertheless, the 

result was that she was lonely and depriveci of a real confidante and friend. Alrnira 

recognized she built up buriers against close fiendships; "1 am inclined to disfnig such 

premature professions of fiendslip-Heaven preserve me fiom ever becorning a 

rnisanthrop-yet 1 cannot think 1 am in danger of this; for those 1 d~ love, 1 am not to 

blame-besides, 1 bave b e a  deceived-and ---who, then can wonder at my being 

more *-or, if it must be so, susoicious than heretofore. " '49 

Depression was her only constant cornpanion and much of that was of her own 

rnaking. In fact, her mood swings could be quite sudden and as confusing for her as they 

mua have been to her acquaintances; "1 have been in a laughmg mood this evening- 

14' Diary entry from February 6, 1834. 
14' Diary entry fiom February 6, 1834. 
L49 Diary entry from August 13, 1833. 



strange wild laughter-with a heavy hem as lead-such feelings I pray to be delivered 

from--they always a l m  me." lS0 Another day she wrote, "1 have had one of two spells 

of my wild mirth today and 1 succeeded in my effons to settle it down to a reasonable 

standard. " l 

Almira certainiy did not reject having a good time on principle. She actually 

could enjoy a party, and she had a good sense of humor. It surfaced oniy occasionally as 

she feared her light-heartedness might be unbecoming to a Christian woman of her social 

statu; nevertheless it was there. Interspersed throughout her diary are accounts of such 

moments. One such time occured on February 26, 1835 afier a Temperance Meeting 

which she had attended. Apparently tempers flared at the meeting and aftenvards among 

fiends Almira imitated the exchanges; "Before retiring to my room, 1 went into the parlor 

and made Mr. and Mrs. Sargeant laugh heartily, by giving an account of the proceeding in 

the meeting. " 15* Another time she found herself laughmg at the size of her puffed sleeves 

and suddenly a bizarre image popped into her head, "...I thought such sleeves as these 

would look strange in a coffin.. .such feelings are salutary.. . ". lS3 M y ?  Because they 

made her laugh and srnile. Often her descriptions of people and events revealed her more 

lighthearted, even whimsical nature. The fun loving child of the past sometimes shone 

through. She could see humor in many situations; "Suzanne Kinney is to be manied 

tomorrow-Caroline and myself have each received an invitation4 pitied the poor fellow 

who delivered it, for he quivered and shook as bad as thof it was his own wedding to 

which he was inviting us." 154 In another entry she commented on the humor in the name 

one of the Barrington girls would acquire upon marriage; "Tilpha Smi th... conversed 

freely with me conceming her approaching nuptials but oh! what a name she will have. 

ISo Diary entry from September 24, 1833. 
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Mercy me, the name of Hogg! I ought to be asharned. 1 believe Alexander H. is a 

worthy man and if this is the case it is of little importance how he is named." 15j 

Sometimes, her idea of what was funny achially verged on the hurdul and catty. 

Although she was ofien hurt by cornments made by others about her, Almira could retum 

in kind. Fortunately she seemed to keep such comments for the pnvacy of the diary, but 

they reveal her very human side. One wonders if such unkindness slipped past her lips 

when gossiping with her companions at a quilting Party. In one entry she descnbed 

Jemima Crowell, supposedly, a friend as, "a disagreeably zero little person." 156 She 

commented upon Gaven Lyle's bride by saying, "She was dressed splendidly but her 

enormous nose--it was enough to spoil the bea costume.. . " . 157 Weddings gave her an 

opportunity to muse on the physical characteristics of the brida1 couple. She certainly 

was observant, ifunkind. Of the groom she wrote, "he is certainly the ugliest man 1 ever 

laid eyes on--1 Iooked at him and thanked heaven 1 was not in Suzanne's place."158 On 

the occasion of an adult baptism by immersion, Almira wrote of poor Herman K ~ M Y  

who, "floundered and struggled in the water k e  an overgrown porpoise. 1 would not 

treat the matter ludicrously, but ïndeed 1 could not help laughing immoderately . . . " . l 59 

Some of Almira's moments of gaiety and laughter were associated with gossip. 

She would have been appalled to think of her kind of gossip as being destructive or e d .  

In fact, it has been said that gossip is one of the most important clues for social hiaorians 

as to how people in societies inter-relate and bond. Patncia Spacks, in her book &SS@ 

has stressed the importance of gossip in community Me. She describes it as "the shelf of 

domestic history", the way by which news was spread, and cautionary lessons learned.160 

155 Diary entry from April 15, 1834. 
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Gossip is a nomai part of human relation, a way to keep up to date with what is 

happening, between whom and where. Aimira recorded the gossip about the intended 

nuptials between William Kemey and Betsy Hopkins which were to take place in the fa11 

of 1835; "Dr. Geddes took tea here this evening. He says William Kemey who was to 

have b e n  manieci this f d  ... has a wife in DubIin and received a letter fiom her 1st week. 

1 feel sorry for poor Betsy, tho' I think her fortunate to have escaped an union with a 

person so unprincipled.. .". l6 l She also wrote about Anna C. who was pregnant but 

unwed. "...shameless creature that she is ... ". lti2 A similar fate befell Harriet Doane, the 

intended of J. Homer; "T. came home with us. He kept taiking about Harriet D. to me al1 

the way and his speeches were "pretty high". After J. left us, he spoke about what I told 

km last winter and said he thought it was some such &air as this. He said her brother J. 

obliged her to go to meeting last Sunday and her appearance aroused universal laughter 

arnong the young men.. .". 163 The poor girl was married eight days Iater, "Harriet D. and 

J.H. were married. The weather was very stormy and 1 heard there were ody ten at the 

wedding. " lM 

The light-hearted times were few and Almira oflen regreîted them. A devout 

Christian who held to some of the strictest tenets of Protestantism such as hgdity, 

moderation, keephg busy, modesty and hard work. Aimira always felt pangs of guilt 

after having enjoyed a particularly good tirne. She distrusted and disliked giddiness in 

herseras well as in others. Gaiety should not become a forrn of refùge for those who 

like herself were lonely and unhappy, at ieast so she reasoned: 

Key Porter Books, 1995) 44. 
161 Diary entry from October 17, 1835. 
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Alas! the hem may pine away with secret comsion yet fiippant wit and hollow 
laughter grace its martyrdom-and oh! how many are there who seek the society 
of the gay and thoughtless, merely as a refige fkom the thoughts that torture and 
reflections that agonize-the relief; indeed is momentary, but ail1 it is relief and 
who cm blame these 'stricken deer' for striving to blunt the barbed arrow that can 
never be extracted kom their wounded si de^.'^^ 

Almira certainly viewed herself as the "stricken deer". Perhaps that is why she felt 

sympathy for the underdog. Her sympathy for the underdog and less fortunate was 

revealed in her kindness and concem for the poor squirrel. She dso womed about those 

in debt and those who were widowed and orphaned. Aimira felt herself to be an 

underdog and could therefore identify with those trudging the "pilgrimage of life. " 166 

Religious faith was central to much of Almira's life. It influenced what she did, 

what she thought, and how she reacted to others. Although she was baptized an 

Anglican, Airnira attended the services and sermons of the Congregationalists in 

Barrington, probably because that was the oniy practicing religious affiliation in the 

comrnunity. Verging on the puritanical, Almira viewed life as, "a long, a rough, a 

toilsome road ...". 16' She desnibed it as a "pilgrimage not of one's own choosing but of 

God's". and in Almira's opinion, her's was a "gloomy" piigrimage indeed. 168 She fimly 

believed that the guiding principle of the pilgrimage from the womb to the tomb was to 

do as God wished to remain true to the teachings of Chria and to wage a constant battle 

against the sins of human nature and the fiesh, jealousy, pnde and excessiveness. Aimira 

believed that one must not dwell on the obstacles of life and wallow in bittemess but 

accept what God sent and recognize the silver lining in the gloomy clouds. One 

particularly trying day Almira codded in her diary, "Then bringest not to my mental 

vision the few green spots that embellished the Oasis of the Dese rt... I look in vain for the 

16' Diary entry fiom July 21, 1833. 
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spots of azure that illumined the clouds in the slq of my destiny." L69 On another day of 

great self-pity and loneliness Almira wrote; "Oh, my bark has been doomed to sail on a 

stomy ocean since the halcyon days of childhood but cm 1 presume to say my days have 

not been marked by numerous unmerited mercies! Oh no, my lot has dong been far 

better than I deserved." 

Above dl. Almira valued hurnility, "Oh! Thou God of mercy! give me a grateful 

sense of the obligations 1 am under to Thee for al1 thy favours and felt not the ungrateful 

repinings 1 too fiequently indulge.. . ". l Her's was a forgiving and understanding God 

who would reward devoutness and penitence. She worked hard, therefore, to overcome 

what she regarded as her greatest weakness, the selfishness of self-pity, "1 feel dejected 

and desolate but I mua not give way to these feelings-gratitude to my Maker and duty 

to myself imperatively cd1 upon me to struggle against them." 172 Bell's apparent distress 

did not allow her to enjoy a restful sieep and she wished to sleep to forget her problems 

but this did not happen. She felt guilty because she experienced these feelings of 

desolation and dejection and would not permit herself to be drawn in by them. Her 

religious beliefs and fath in God helped her to overcome her very disturbing feelings, 

even though the task was a diîfjcult one, "This past week 1 felt too lowspinted to write--1 

have struggled to conquer it and 1 have in part succeeded-1 mua not-mut not indulge 

173 

Through her devotion to God's way, Almira found the h e r  strength to be strong- 

willed and determined. It was this inner strength that helped her continue living in 

Barrington even when she was lonely, homesick and depressed. Almira, ever practical 

and philosophical, believed one must move on with Me and lave the unhappy past 

169 Diary entry from July 29, 1833. 
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behind, " . . . experience teaches me to bear witness.. .oh memory.. .lay aside thy magic wand, 

thou cruel Enchantress.. . " . 17-' She never doubted that her mercifbl God would hear her 

prayers and answer them even though she wondered why so many afflictions seemed to 

have been thma upon her, "Heaven g m t  me patience and resignation." 175 

Like the other virtues she aspired to, piety, purity, honesty and constructive 

activity, Alrnira also placed a hi& value on being busy. Idleness, in her mùid, was 

definïtely the devil's playground. M e r  enjoying a hn-füied evening she felt remorse and 

questioned whether it had been time well spent in the eyes of God; "1 took myself to task 

on account of the manner in which 1 had spent the day vainly and unprofitably 

indeed.. .and now when levity and folly had given place to silence and reflection, Ioved 

were the remonstrances of conscience.. ." . 76 Almira's need to constantly be doing 

something industrious may account for her devotion as a diary writer. 

Death was not something to be feared as far as Alrnira was concemed. It was the 

reward of the Heavenly afterlife which made it worthwhile. Death was to be welcomed, 

if one was prepared, particularly for one whose life had been a "desert." M e r  Mrs. 

Doharty's death in Shelbume in September 1 833, Almira codïded to her diary that she 

was rather envious of the old family fiiend: "Oh that 1 were safely landed! " 177 Similarly, 

when her fiend Mrs. Sargent was dying after giving birth, Almira looked upon her almost 

unconscious fnend and thought of the hardships of earthly life and how tnte mortal things 

were in cornparison to the etemal life after death: 

I do not think she imagined her end was so near. As I looked at her I thought of 
the vanity of al1 earthiy things. What was Earth or its concems to her? Her spirit 
so mon to encounter the unknown and awtùl realities of eteniity. Oh! what is the 
world, its joys, its griefs, its hatred, its loves, vanity, vanity! The grief of her 

174 Diary entry from July 29, 1833. 
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husband. the tears of her children. What do they avail the poor lump of mortality 
who has probably ere this exchanged worlds? nothing-nothing.. . . 178 

Almira's strong religious convictions and opinions meant that she often rnoralized 

on various subjects in her diary, in particular, on topics of wealth and happiness. True to 

the Christian belief that one should not place much value on eanhly possessions but 

rather, concentrate on heavenly treasures, she wrote of the John Sargent home where she 

resided; "It is a fine house indeed. But can stately mansion confer happiness on their 

possessors? Oh no! Content has ever been fonder of dwellings than palaces. Yet these 

are the ties that bind us to Earth and the Heirs of Heaven." 179 When one of the wealthier 

mernbers of the community died Almira commented, "1 heard of the death of Aunt 

Hannah Smith-poor woman! of what avail is al1 her riches now?" 80 

While Airnira placed most of her faith in the word of God, she was also prone to 

superstition. Almira did not think that being superstitious was a positive characteristic in 

a person, but she admitted to feeling that way at times, "1 am superstitious and 1 own it-a 

bel1 rang long and loud in my ear on Saturday and 1 feel as $1 were going to hear some il1 

news--my Mother and Clara-the two 1 love best are uppermost in my thoughts-but let 

me not anticipate." l 8  Although Almira admits that she is superstitious, she later denies 

this when saying; "1 received a letter fi-om Mother last night-the contents made me low 

spirited-she says during a fortnight past, she has been troubled with disagreeable dreams 

concerning me, which have made her uneasy lest 1 should be ill-it is shgular but 1 have 

really been far fiom well these two weeks past-she is not superstitious-neither am Lyet  

only mind dwells on the circumstance." 182 Even though she claims to be free of 

superstitious feelings, she is bothered enough by this to record it in her diary. It appears 

17' Diary entry from August 4, 183 5. 
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that she is unable to explain these happenings and it does make her feel uneasy but not 

superstitious. at least that was what Almira would have her diary believe. 

Through her diary Almira Bell has lefi to history a rnuch M e r  picture of herself 

the imer and outer woman, than history would othewise have afforded her. She reveals 

more of her personality and self through her writing than many diarias. She described 

intimate details of herself which are often not found in diaries, at least not so consistently. 

Daily routines and weather are only mentioned when they have impacted upon her imer 
. . 

self Her's was indeed a "journale intime". Arthur Ponsonby in his work 

A Review of F- f i o d e  S i x t e e n t h t o . e n & b  Cwentieth~entury wi îhm 
. . 

. . 
arv Wnting argues that introspective diarias may not leave a "faitffil 

picture of themselves", if oniy because they are consciously and intentionaily examining 

themselves: "Indeed it is not through their intentional and deliberate self-dissection that 

we really get to know people. Such a method is too self-conscious and too artificial." lg3 

Ponsonby believes that diarists record inner emotions and thoughts without careful 

reflection and analysis. They unknowingly lave to postenty a truer picture of 

themselves: "A diarist reveais himself or gives himself away by casual and quite 

unpremeditated entnes far more than by laborious self-anaiysis." IW Through her casual 

introspection, Aimira reveals to her unintended readers a woman whom her 

contemporaries probably never knew. As Ponsonby has noted: "The Introspective Diary, 

is specially interesthg as it ofien discloses unsuspected features and the light thrown on 

the writefs personality corning fiom withùi gives a dflerent and new relief to the tissue of 

his character." 185 

. * . * 

lg3 Arthur M.P. Ponsonby, &O- 
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When reading the firçt two years of Almira's diary, one finds a troubled and 

discontent. bitter woman. The diary section spanning February 25, 1835 to October 28, 

1836 was much more positive and upbeat in its content and expression. There is a 

definite change in tone. Aithough she aill harbored the same resentments and Protestant 

values. Aimira was less inclined to self pity. Almira Bell matured over the three year 

period. She was more familiar with her sunoundings and more confident in herself. 

Undoubtedly having her sister Sarah AM living in Barrington contributed to her greater 

contentment. She remained the same person but what she chose to wite about changed 

significantly. She spoke less about herself and her desperate feelings, as she had in the 

pan. Her shifis in mood were less dramatic and occurred less ofien. Bell was also not as 

introspective in her writing. She still k l y  gave her opinion on events and people, but 

her criticisms were not as harsh as they once had been. Not surpnsingly then, the 

character of the diary changed as did the character of the diarist herself. 

In her examination of the diary literature of Amencan women between 1764 and 

1985, Margo Culley argues that the reason women were more inclined to write intimate 

joumals was because of the, "emergence of the self as the subject of the diary." 186 Oflen 

lacking the foms of self evaiuation common in the public sphere, women whose lives 

were largely confined to the private sphere, as they were in the nineteenth century, used 

their diaries as a way to evaluate themselves, what they did and how they evolved as 

people. The diary was, "one place where they were permitted, indeed encourageci, to 

indulge full self-centeredness." 18' That is exactly what Almira Bel  often did. When she 

felt unhappy and sad, she would cornplain, criticize and vent her emotions without fear of 

public comment. She often felt personal remorse for her outbursts but she was confident 

that once written d o m  they remained private to herself. For Almira, the writing in her 

186 Margo Culley, A Davw a T i m e T h e L i a r v  WWamePdam 
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diary was a therapeutic experience. Indeed, it was very selfish, seKcentred in purpose 

and intent. S he was wrïting for only one person, herself. Interestingly enough, there is 

little sense that Almira perceived of her diary as a fnend. Although, it was a substitute 

for a fiend, a confidante, Alrnira did not name her diary and she did not express any 

feelings of persona1 relationship with the diary. It simply was a secret vault protecting the 

i ~ e r  self. 

Unfortunately, because no fùrther diaries have been found, the researcher carmot 

descnbe what kind of person Almira Bell was or what she did after the last entry in her 

available diaries. While this is fnistrating, it does not detract from the value of the diary 

in the literature of women's history. In fact, dianes, iike novels and autobiographies, are 

not conceived, generally, as "artinic wholes." 188 uistead, they are shaped by "their 

existence in time passing.. . by extemal events in the diaristfs life.. . ." 189 A diary is always 

evolving because the person writing the record is changing at the same time. Such was 

the case with Alrnira Bell. The Aimira Bell of 1833 was not quite the same Almira Bell of 

1836. Books and novels are consciously constructed around a beginning, middle and 

end, but the diary rarely has any intentionally devised structure. Some days the writer 

records long epistles and commentaries; some days she wrïtes nothing. A diary, 

therefore, can end without notice and while it may seem unfinished, the foregoing content 

does not lose its impact or significance. 

As Margo Culley has observed, "Most diaries ... are a series of surprises to &ter 

and reader alike." 190 This, of course, accounts for the immediacy and fieshness of the 

content. The reader of Almira's diaries is never sure how she was going to feel from one 

day's entry to the next. She was unpredictable. This was because her feelings and life 

188 Culiey 20. 
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were evolving and changing. As she met new people and experienced new things, her 

outlook on Iife was ofken altered. 

It is important to remember that, as a reader, one is examining the diary as a 

historical document, but it was not planneci as such. It was a document of the irnmediate 

present, freezing events and feelings in time. Had Almira expected her actions and 

thoughts would one day be examined as bistoncal evidence and biographical information, 

she might have taken the tirne to consciously explain herself and remove the intimacies 

and imrnediacies of her writing. The result rnight have been more clearly defined 

information for the historian but probably fewer surprises and greater dficulty in fleshing 

out the imer Aimira Bel. 

A diary alrnost always holds secrets and mysteries within its covers. That 

certainiy is the case with Almira's. The reader never really discovers who were her lost 

loves or the circumstances of their parting. One lems nothing about how or what she 

taught to her "scholars." One does not corne away knowing her favorite author, her 

favorite food or her favorite color. Thoughts are left hanging. Initials suffice for names. 

As Margo CuUey writes, " Some of the diary, at least on first reading may mean nothing 

to the reader ... As a result the reader must take a rather active role in the creation of the 

world within the diary ..." 19' The historian has to approach the diary as a pwzle full of 

dues, one must comb through the entries searching for Lùiking details which are there but 

were unrelated in the diarist's mind. This is what Culley calls, "decoding 'encoded' 

materials. " 192 

Almira Bell has now corne out onto the public stage whether she would have liked 

it or not. Her world has been examined with a fine tooth comb for dues and links. As, 

Betty Wylie suggested a diarist should, Bell has spoken to the historian and to posterity. 

I9l Cuiiey21. 
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Her diary has also provided the historian with "insights hto  the life and rnind and core" of 

Almira Bell. i93 Time has given Almira a place in history she never expected. Margery 
* * 

Peck writing in her introduction to A expndains the 

importance of diaries Iike Almira's "the crucial women are the millions who never became 

fmous, for in these millions rests the history of women in Canada." 194 Almi ra Beii was 

never famous. She was one of those "millions" of crucial women who shaped Canadian 

society. Her diary is one smaIi, but valuable piece, in the history of Canadian women. 

193 Wytie vii. . . . . lg4 Mary Biggar Peck, A F F e s  Sineine.ers &&& 
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Chapter IV 
Almira Bell's Community Revealed: Barrington, N.S. 

The value of diaries as research tools is closely linked to their primary purpose for 

the diarist. In the case of many women's diaries, the motivations are often rooted in the 

need to have a confidante, a special friend to whom one can confide one's most imer 

thoughts, feelings fears and hopes. To others, the diary is a way of maintaining a record 

of what they have done and a way of reaffirming their earthly presence. Whatever the 

personal reasons for writing, the female diarist is actually, "telling what it's like to be 

human from a female perspective, what it's like to be a woman." Certainly that is the 

case with Almira Bell's diaries. By decoding her entries, the historian is able to 

reconstruct a picture not only of the person, inner and outer, but also of the lives of 

women in general, in a particular place and at a panicular time. 

If carefully decoded, diaries reveal much more than something about the diarist 

and her sex. Diaries can be invaluable to genealogists searching for information about 

family kinships or particular individuais. They can also reveal something about the 

physical and social community in which the diarist lives. Veronica Strong-Boag makes 

this observation when she writes. "diaries offer rnany clues in the much larger picture of 

daily ~i fe ."~  People are, in rnany ways, products of their environment. Certainly they are 

shaped by the attitudes, values and customs of those around them; by the economic 

activities, the political events and the climactic conditions that comprise their 

surroundings. Consequently, whether consciously or unconsciously, diarists generally 

portray rnuch about their irnrnediate community and its residents. 

1 . . 
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In the case of Aimira Bell's diary, it is the community of Banington, Nova Scotia, 

which emerges fiom the pages. Almira is the messenger passing news of the p a s  to the 

present. A carefùl reading and decoding of her diary bnngs to life a rural, coastal 

community of the 1830s. As Mary Peck has written. diaries should be read in the context 

of the period in which they were ~ r i t t e n . ~  Almira Bell aaually provides much of that 

context in her diary. The d i q ,  therefore, not only can serve to confim data already 

gathered by historians 60m more traditional sources like government documents, census 

figures and private correspondence, but it can add previously unknown information. 

More importantly, it can bring to life the faas and figures about a community. Margaret 

Conrad argues that, "women's lives have been dominated historically by the domestic and 

community context. "4 That being so, it is not surpnsing that Alrnira Bell's diary contains 

considerable information about BarTington, how its residents inter-related, how they 

lived, what they did and what they believed. 

A careful study of Almira's diaries reveals the subtle shadings and nuances of life 

in Barrington. This form of persona1 historical documentation allows aspects of the 

community's personality to emerge. The very immediacy of the diary fom means that the 

observations are fresh and accurate, at leaa from the perspective of the writer who 

expenenced thern first hand. Often the names of cornmunity members are mentioned 

which adds a unique flavor to Bell's writing about the area, as the community's social and 

kinship network are woven together throughout the diary itself 

The Nova Scotia that Almira Bell knew in the third decade of the nineteenth 

century was a fairly stable, orderly British colony. Joseph Howe said, in 1830, of the 

3 . . . . 
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approximately 143 000 Nova Scotians that, "a more contented and happy population is 

not to be found within the wide circle of the British ~ominions."~ Virtually al1 aspects of 

iife in this Atlantic colony were affected one way or the other by the proximity to the sea. 

Fishing, shipbuilding, shipping and naval activities dorninated the economy and politics 

dunng this "Age of Sail" which reached its peak around 1850. Merchants controlled the 

political and commercial centre of the colony, Halifax, which was the colony's largest 

town boasting about 15 000 residents? In 184 1, Halifax was granted incorporation as a 

city. Although the early 1 830s were years of economic recession, there were few 

thoughts that existing trade patterns and transportation technolog were about to corne 

under attack. Free trade and the Age of Stem were aiil off on the horizon for most 

Nova Scotians. 

The "Age of Sail" spamed the penod between 1830 and Confederation in 1867, 

and the peak or "Golden Age" occured in the 1850s in Nova Scotia because of free world 

trade. Barrington was in close proximity to the sea, they had availability to raw materiais 

and could be easily involved in this period of sailing history. The Protection of 

Navigation Acts after the Amencan Revolution meant that there was a lucrative West 

Indies trading system with a preference for Imperia1 ships. The most popular trade items 

were barre1 staves and foodstuffs fkom the colonies. This was a "shipping based- 

economy that pervaded drnost al1 apsects of Maritime society."' Men were able to visit 

the far corners of the world and most captains were under the age of thirty8 When the 

"Golden Age of Sail" began around 1850, the Maritimers becarne a leader in tonnage 

5 J.M. S. Careless, Colonistçand 1760-1 867 (Toronto: Macmillan 
Company of Canada Lirnited, 197 1) 175. 
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owned and operated and were the fourth largest in tonnnage in the world following Breat 

Britian, France and the United statesm9 Bamngton was heavily involved in this shipping 

and some of Almira Bell's fkiends. including Thomas Crowell and Ansel Crowell were 

captains of their own vessels. 

The pre-industrial society of Nova Scotia seemed to be a relatively content one, 

dominated by English-speaking Protestants and rooted in British traditions and cuaoms. 

Not that Nova Scotia was without its movers and shakers. On the contrary. As J.M. 

Beck has observed, some Nova Scotians were "eager to overhaul the entire ship of 

state.. . " . l0  The 1 830s witnessed growing criticism of the merchant-bound Executive 

Council appointed by the Crown's representative, the Lieutenant Governor. Refonners 

like Jonathan Blanchard and Joseph Howe cailed for the abolition of the Council and of 

unnecessary, costly patronage positions. But, Nova Scotia's refomers were moderates, 

prefemng the power of the pen and the voice, to the power of the rine and the pitch fork, 

which some of their more radical coioniai counterparts opted for in Upper and Lower 

Canada in 1837. 

The Mother Country was also putting into place refoms which would eventually 

alter the relationship it had had with its British North Amenca colonies since the mid- 

eighteenth century, including Nova Scotia. Colonies were becoming costly possessions 

and the Colonial Office was looking for ways to ween the colonies from their financial 

and trade dependency on Great Brïtain. l The seeds of change were being planted 

throughout the 1 83 Os, although the average Nova Scotian was probably unaware of 

them. For example, the Governor Colin Campbell who had arrived in the colony in 1833, 

convinced the legislative assembly to assume responsibility for paying the civil lia, in 

9 Muise, 3. 
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return for which Britain abolished its collection of quit rents and casual and temtorid 

revenues in the colony. However, the politics of refom were not yet a central issue in 

moa of rural Nova Scotia. Communities like Barrington were far more concemed about 

trade relations; markets and prices for fish and lumber. They were interested in more 

local matters like wharf repairs and road construction. 

The community of Barrington sat facing the Atlantic Ocean on the South Shore of 

Nova Scotia. Located in Barrington Township in Queen's County, it was the main 

settlement area between the western communitites of Pubnico and Yarmouth and the 

eastem communities of Shelbume and Liverpool. Barrington's sheltered harbour and 

ready access inland by the Barrington and Clyde Rivers meant that it had long been a 

gathering place for seamen and fishemen. The Mi'kmaq had carnped on the shores of the 

harbour which they narned "Menstu-gek", during the surnmer months to fish clams, 

saimon and trout.12 According to local tradition, Champlain had anchored off the area in 

1604 afier which the French established a small fur trade poa known as Fort St. Louis, 

close to Cape Sable ~sland. l 3  By the 1670s, census figures showed a number of Acadian 

farnilies residing in the area of the future cornmunity of Barrington. Later, in 1 7 13, 

when the English gained control of Nova Scotia under the about 

twenty families were noted living in the ara later known as The Hill, and at the mouth of 

rhe Bamingion River known as The Head. l5 Apparently there was even a small none 

church and grist mil1 at Le Passage, later referred to as The Passage? At the tirne of the 

deponation of the Acadians undertaken by Govemor Lawrence in 1755 and 1756 forty- 

l2 Edwin Crowell, The of w o n  Township (Ontario: Mika 
Publishing, 1973) 9. 
l 3  Crowell 14. 
l4  Crowell 17. 
l5 Crowell 18. 
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four Acadian families were removed from the d i s t n d 7  However. a small group 

retumed in 1767 to take up gants slightly to the West of Pubnico. 

Following the removal of the Acadians, Governor Lawrence issued Proclamations 

in 1 758 and 1 759, inviting English-speaking Protestant New Englanders to take up the 

vacated Acadian lands. He also wrote to the Lords of Trade in London emphasizing the 

rich fishery which was waiting to be exploited off the Nova Scotia coast. l 8  Such 

opponunity would surely make the area of the South Shore attractive to potential settlers 

Lawrence reasoned. About the same tirne, as a means of facilitating local governrnent 

and the establishment of electoral constituencies, Lawrence divided the colony into a 

number of townships. One of those was Barrington, named in 1759 in honour of Lord 

Bamington, William Wildman, a mernber of the King's Privy ~ o u n c i l . ~ ~  

The absence of good agricultural lands, however, made Barrington less attractive 

to the New England f m e r s  who sought to take Govemor Lawrence up on his offer, than 

the nch marchlands of the Bay of Fundy region. Only a few, at first, saw the potential of 

the fisheq and the advantage of being so close to the fishing banks. By 1768, there were 

eight-four families in Barrington, including the first who arrive, the Srniths, CroweiIs, 

Doanes and ~ i c k e r s o n s . ~ ~  Most were from the Cape Cod area and many claimed they 

could trace their roots to the Puritan Pilgrim ~ a t h e r s . ~ ~  It is interesthg to note that a 

number of the second generation of these so called New England Planters were still living 

at the time Almira Bell was writing. By virtue of their ongins, age and community 

involvement, they were arnong the elite in Barrington. For example, the third child born 

l7 Crowell23. 
l8 Crowell 56. 
l9 Hattie Perry, Was Bamneton (Kentville: Kentville Publishing Company 
Lirnited, 1973) : 77. 
20 Demis 273,276-77. 
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in Barrington was Ebenezer, the son of Thomas Crowell one of the very first ~ e t t l e r s . ~ ~  

Born in 1763. he was living in Barrington in the 1830s and was respectfùlly known as 

Squire Crowell. Almira referred to him many times and was often entertained in his 

home. "We stopped at Squire Crowell's where we got treated to shmb and cake."23; "The 

Squire says he will take me to ~ h e l b u m e . " ~ ~  She also mentioned the Squire's younger 

brothers. Nathan born in 1779 and Thomas, bom in 1768, fondly called "Uncle Tommy"; 

" ... we al1 went to meeting together..&er it was out ... went home and we did not go into 

Uncle ~omrn~'s .  "25 Another time she wrote of the local worthies confronting each other 

in a heated temperance meeting debate, "1 was very amused at the squabbling that took 

place between uncle Seth Wilson, Uncle Tommy and Nezer ~rowell. t'26 Sirnilariy, 

mention was made of Mn. Samuel Osborne Doane whose husband, for many years, was 

the oniy commisioner authorized to solornize marriages in the township;27 "1 have been 

reading a sermon for Grandma ~ o a n e . " ~ *  She often spoke of Aunt Hannah Smith, 

daughter-in-iaw of Archelaus Smith, one of the first two grantees. Almira frequented her 

shop at the Head; "We had an errand to Aunt Hannah   mi th's...".^^ Almira also seemed 

to know many in the Sargent family who had originally corne from Salem, Massachusetts 

in the early 1 7 6 0 s . ~ ~  She lived with two of the families and was especially fond of Mrs. 

John Sargent who Iived on Sherose Island; "1 lefl home with the intention of going on the 

Island to see Mrs. John ~ a r ~ e n t . " ~ ~  Invitation lists to parties Almira attended oflen read 

like the founding f d i e s '  "who's who"; "Emma went also with us and after dimer, 
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Hamet, Mary, Esther Crowell, John Homer, Osborne Doane, Thomas Doane. James 

Crowell and severd more came.. . Warren Doane waited on me.. .Sarah Robertson with 

Ann Crowell with Thomas and Israel Crowell had gone home in the aflemoon ... Hannah 

Crowell was there...",32 

The Barrington lands were divided in such a way that each grantee received both 

a homestead lot and a fish lot. This was in recognition of the importance the fishery was 

expected to play in the economy of the community. It also meant that every grantee had 

a place to build a wharfand moor a vessel. Not surprisingly, then, in addition to fishing, 

shipbuilding and shipping becarne integral parts of Bamngton's economy for more than 

two centuries. Hattie Peny writes of this economy: 

Barrington Township gained worldwide recognition through its comection 
with the shipbuilding industw as well as through the character of its sons who 
manned the ships set out frorn its Little ports. To  be known as a B h n g t o n  
man was the open sesame to the respect and confidence of businessmen 
throughout the w ~ r l d . ~ ~  

Shipping and shipbuilding were certainly the mainstay of the local economy in the 1830s 

when Alrnira was a resident and she frequently recorded the comings and goings of 

captains and sailon, brigs and sloops, "They introduced me to Captains Lord and Carey 

(of the Brigs Ottoman and Serena) and 1 spent an agreeable evening in the Company of 

these gentlemen."34 She wrote of the young men in the community whose livelihood 

depended on shipping and fishing, "Israel and Nathan did not stop more than an hour as 

they intended setting sail for Halifax this evening and had to get the vessels in readiness. 

Thomas ... informed us he was going away tomorrow rnomïng and did not expect to retum 

in less than two r n ~ n t h s . " ~ ~  Almira also commented on the shipbuilding activities that 

j2 Diary entry from January 21, 1834. 
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generdly were undertaken during the winter months, "Thomas C. and Ansel are at work 

building a vesse1 on Seal Island this  inter."^^ 

Among the New Englanden who settled in Barrington in the 1760s was a group 

of Quakers fiom Nantucket who immigrated to be closer to the whaling grounds. While 

some lived in Barrington village, most preferred to be aione, living about a mile away on 

Cape Sable  sia and.^^ With a few exceptions the Quakers returned to New Engiand at the 

start of the American Revolution. The Planters, however, remained although many may 

have wondered why they had chosen to stay in light of the trouble they encountered with 

Arnerican privateers who raided homes, stole boats and catches and generally intirnidated 

the populace.38 

One consequence of the pnvateer threat on the water was that some Barrington 

residents began to shifi their attention from fishing and shipping to farming and road 

building; the former as a way to ensure self efficiency; the latter as a way to reduce 

isolation fiom other parts of Nova Scotia. By the 1830s. although the economy of 

Barrington was still largely dependent on the ocean, agriculture was of some imponance. 

Between the rocky outcroppings were small areas of rich soi1 which could be planted with 

grains and provide food for livestock. In December 183 1, John Homer organized a local 

Agricultural Society because he believed the agricultural potential of the area had b e n  

negleaed far too long. The fira objectives of the Agricultural Society were to find ways 

of improving the quality of oats grown and the breeding of cattle and ~ h e e p ~ ~  Although 

Aimira made no specific references to fanning one cannot escape the evidence that there 

were f m s  close to the village. There was a grain mil1 at the Head, "1 went with Miss 

Mary as far as the Mill streams...".u) Alrnira spoke of the John Sargent fm on Sherose 

j6 Diary entry fiom January 3 1, 1 836. 
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Island. "My mother, Sarah and Mary Ann Sargent and myself took tea at Mr. John 

Sargent's. We wafked al1 over the f m . .  . And, a couple of times Almira mentioned 

that cattle had gotten loose and were on the road paths, "We had a walk of terror for fear 

of the cattle that might infest the r~ad." '~  Similarly, "We were very much afkaid of 

meeting the bu11 but fortunately we saw nothing of him and reached the Head in safety. 

We fared bener than we expected for we came across John Crowell who came dong with 

USA think 1 should have died with terror had we been alone. "43 

Slowly but surely the institutions and trappings of community life began to take 

shape. The first general store was opened in 1 762 by Edmund Doane. In 1 767, Joshua 

Nickerson and Elijah Swain finished building the Old Meeting House at the Head, the 

name given to the settlement at the mouth of the Barrington River, at the head of the tide 

water. The Rev. Isaac Knowles was hired as the first Congregational minister. The 

enterpnsing Joshua Nicherson aiso buiit a mil1 at the Head. Houses were construaed, 

sorne from frames and building materiais that had been brought fiom Cape Cod. 

By the rnid 1770s. Barrington had the basic ingredients of a village. The three 

areas of development had evolved, The Head, The Passage and The Neck. The Neck 

was largely an ara  of housing and was located between The Head and The Passage. The 

Head was the township's administrative and business centre. Here were located the 

courthouse and jail, warehouses, the school house, a tannery, dry goods, miU, shipyard 

and bait suppliers, as well as post office. The latter was particularly important to Alrnira 

who longed for mail from Shelburne; "Yesterday was poa day and 1 started for the Head 

towards evening to get my letter."* The Head was also the location for the county court 

sessions. The holding of the sessions was part of the rhythm of cornrnunity life which 
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.+mira noted; "It is just a week corn the time when the court will sit.. .but I fear 1 shall 

not be there? The Passage was in the location of the earlier Acadian community 

known as Le Passage. It was sometimes referred to as "The Back of the Island" because 

nearby Sherose Island faced The Passage. There was a bridge mnning between the two 

locations. Because of its excellent anchorage The Passage was the centre for shipping 

and fishing vessels. Here fieight was loaded and unloaded and stored in the many 

warehouses. 

Sherose Island was also part of the Barrington comunity because of its close 

proxirnity to the mainland. During the Acadian period it had been known as Ile De 

Chevrose, but the name was anglicized to Sherose in the 1 7 6 0 s . ~ ~  There was always 

much coming and going of residents to and fiom the island not only for business and 

social purposes but also to attend the meeting house on the Island; "Mr. Hams Harding 

preached at the Island Meeting House yeaerday morning. He had a very large 

congregation. Several people from Clyde were there besides a great number from the 

~ead."." Before the bridge was conanicted the Crowells had run a ferry but even once 

the bridge was constructed some people, during the winter months, walked across the ice 

as a short cut. That was how Almira almost drowned in February of 183 3. "1 pursued my 

way across the ice unsuspicious of danger ... 1 got a little way past the middle of the 

river ... 1 could hear the ice cracking around me and it was now quite dark ... the ice broke 

and 1 fell 

11 48 in ... . 

It was on Sherose Island that the Crowells eçtablished a shipyard and where the 
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Squire resided. It was also home to two other second generation Planter families, that of 

Obediah Wilson, "Uncle Obed" and that of John Sargent. Both built fish stores and wharf 

facilities on the Island. Alrnira was certainly farniliar with the Sargents and their five 

children for she lived with them when she first arrived in Barrington. She counted Mrs. 

John Sargent as one of her dear fi-iends. Almira also often referred to Uncle Obed who 

was married to Squire Crowell's sister Hannah; "We were at Uncle Obed's. We had a 

pleasant visit there ... 1 came down with Mrs. Sargent as mother staid al1 night at Uncle 

Obedts. "49 

The Amencan Revolution not only afFected the local economy of Barrington but it 

also changed the social makeup of the comrnunity. In the early years of the Revolution 

hundreds of Black and White Loyalist refugees took up land gants around Shelburne 

about twenty miles east of Barrington. This was when Almira's grandparents took up 

residence in Shelburne. On the whole, the people of Banington regarded the Loyalia 

newcomers as being rather snobby and ungodly. Likewise, the Loyalists viewed the 

Barrington New England Planters with a degree of suspicion and s ~ ~ e r i o r i t ~ . ~ ~  These 

attitudes did not totally vanish with the passing of time. Even in the 1830s. there was still 

some evidence that old tensions ail1 existed between the residents of Bamngton and 

Shelbume although many of the Loyalists had actualiy left Sheibume in the mid 1780s to 

take up land grants in the newly created colony of New Brunswick. A Shelbume girl by 

birth and sympathy and of Loyalist hentage, Alrnira felt this tension while she lived in 

Barrington and commented on it a number of thes;  "We spent a pleasant aflemoon at 

Elvira's but it would have been more so if she had given us simple bread and butter 

instead of worrying herself to make cake and biscuit, but this is the Barrington fashion. 

They manage these affairs better in ~helbume."~ On another occasion Aimira 
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attempted. unsuccessfÙlly, to convince a Barrington girl that rumours that Mr. Homer 

was interested in her were unfounded. Aimira conciuded that her inability to convince the 

nirl lay in the fact that Aimira carne from Shelbume; "1 laboured to convince her of  the 
Y 

contrary-mercy me, if the folks get the that notion in their heads-1 might as well take 

leave of here at once-old and young will ail get upon me like a pack of hounds and the 

blackest word they c m  say of me will be, in their opinions, too whi te4  am not a native 

of their biessed township and this would be reason suf f i~ ien t . "~~  

It was really in the post-revolution decades that Barrington expenenced marked 

growth and expansion, particularly in population size and shipbuilding and shipping. 

Much of this was due to the amval of William Robertson at The Passage in 1 8 1 4 at the 

end of the War of 18 12- 14. Dunng the war years the men of Barrington, having leamed 

a iesson during the American Revolution, readily took to pnvateering themselves. Aimira 

recalled in her diary a Mr. W. Kenny who, "was the person who during the last Amencan 

War rather unnecessariiy killed a poor Amencan sailor whom he saw in a boat and 

imagined to be a privateers man."j3 Originally from Scotland, Robertson had been 

among the Loyalists who had corne to Nova Scotia's South Shore during the Revolution. 

He lived for a tirne in Yarmouth and then moved to Barrington. It was during the "Age 

of Sail" and the demand for vessels and crews to sail to Britain, the United States and the 

Carribbean was great. Bamngton was wel1 located strategically to take advantage of the 

demand. Robertson was impressed by the economic potential of the region. Here he was 

not only the local blacksmith but d s o  the receiver o f  wrecks for Lloyd's of London, the 

notary public and the owner of several warehouses and a dry goods store. Almira was 

very good fnends with Sarah, Robertson's daughter. In fact, Sarah eventually married 

Thomas Crowell who, for a time, couned Almira. She was ofien a visitor at the 
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Robertson home as well as a patron of the store, "1 sat with Mrs. Sargent about an hour 

and then went to William Robertson's where 1 took tea. "j4 Similady, in January 1834, 

she wrote, "There will be a party at Mr. Robertson's tomorrow evening and 1 am 

invited."j5 It was largely due to Robenson that The Passage becarne the thnving centre 

it was in Almira's day. 

Robertson was not only the Loyalin who eventually took up residence in 

Bamngton. There were others including a number of Blacks who moved to what becarne 

known as Brass Hill, just back of The Passage. The Hill was named for the first Black 

resident:j6 "Dr. Geddes overtook us before we went far and offered his arm to Ann-he 

only came with us as far as Brass's ~ i l l . " ~ '  While Almira did not comment on the cultural 

mix within her community, she did mention occasionally the presence of a Black person 

in Barrington; "Sarah Ann had gone to bed but we made Matilda (S.A.'s black girl) put 

on the kettle and get us some ~ u ~ p e r . " ~ ~  

In decoding Almira's diary one leams the narnes of places probably well known to 

the people of Barrington in the nineteenth century but which have been forgotten, 

disappeared or passed into oral tradition. One was Ghost Hill; "On Sunday last 1 dined at 

Dr. Geddes' and he brought me d o m  in the gig as far as Ghost Hill. .."? A nearby 

community to the east on the way to Shelbume was Clyde; "Sarah Ann is at Clyde..so 

near and I debarred the pnvelege of seeing her-but Mother says 1 mua not walk 

thereeN60 A spot often mentioned was the Big Rock; "We met Mr. Larkin by the Big 

~ o c k . " ~ '  The Kissing Bridge also appeared relatively oflen in the diary and while Aimira 
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did not use it for that purpose others cenaidy did: "We met Sarah and Thomas just 

below Kissing Bridge.. .Thomas appeared very du11 and 1 fancied ernbarrassed. "62 

Another ofien mentioned spot was Doctor's Cove. which because of its sheltered location 

West of The Passage, was regularly used as a mooring for the vessels; "Miss L. and her 

brother ... were to return to the Yarmouth Packet which was lying in Doctor's Cove, by 

ten ~ ' c l o c k . " ~ ~  Michael Wreyton also had a general store here where Almira occasionally 

shopped, "1 went to Wreyton's and bought a comb and ~ t o c k i n ~ s . " ~  

Another sheltered harbor was that of Shag Harbor. Originally called 

"Pipequeniche" by the aboriginal peoples, the Acadians narned it Shag, the French word 

for cormorant of which there were many in the area. The French name was retained by 

the Loyalists who settled the area in the mid 1 7 8 0 s . ~ ~  Shag Harbour was connected to 

Barrington by a rough road in 1 794.66 Although there was a certain amount of social 

interchange between the two places, each maintained its individual charader and identity, 

at least in the mind of Almira. She referred to her imrnediate group of fiends on the 

mainiand as "our set" separating them from "the Island girls" and "Shag-Harbourers." 

She labeiled people in this marner as a way of making clear distinctions. Her opinions, 

t hus, were implied rather t han directly stated. 67 

A place of particular note was the Valley of the Dry Bones located on Seal Island, 

the largest of several islands sitting between the Cape Sable Island and Cape Fourchu. 

Known as the Seal Islands because the seals gathered there to bear their Young, these 

island outcroppings were a sailor's nightmare. Running nom the islands were two 
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dangerous ledges which accounted for the nurnerous shipwrecks in the area. Alrnira 

rnentioned several wrecks during her stay in Barrington; "News has corne that there is a 

large brig ashore at Seal Island-she is fiom Boston-Mr. Robertson will think it another 

'God  end'."^^ Collecting wreckage dong the shores and burying bodies were comrnon 

activities for the people of Barrington. In 1823, Captain Richard Hichens moved his 

family frorn The Passage to Seal Island in order to assume the job of rescuing those 

shipwrecked. His d e ,  Mary, was the daughter of Uncle Tomrny. It was she who 

convinced her husband to ask the Governor for a lighthou~e.~~ On Novernber 28, 183 1. 

the seal oil larnp in a new iighthouse was lit for the first time and the Hichens became the 

govenment paid iighthouse keepers, as well as the rescuers, for Seai ~ s l a n d . ~ ~  

Cunosity drew many to see the new lighthouse. One pleasant September day in 

1834, Almira and a group of her fnends including Anse1 Crowell decided to go to Seal 

Island to visit the Hichens; "We..went to the Sed Island. We had a very pleasant passage 

indeed.. . we amused ourselves with inspecting the lighthouse. " 71 The lighthouse duly 

examined, Ansel offered to take Almira for a walk to the Valley of Dry Bones. Whiie not 

named on a map it had been known to local residents for several generations. It mented 

its descriptive narne; " . . .as Fdf. as the eye could reach, bones that looked as if they had 

been bleached in sun and rain for centuries lay scattered in every direction Almira 

continued with her description; "1 felt almost angry at Ansel for telling me these bones 

belonged to certain animals called Seals, when I was just about fancying they rnight once 

have stalked in the shape of her~es."'~ 
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Bamngton, like so many coastal communities in Nova Scotia, was quite isolated. 

The colony comprised vast areas of wildemess broken by small fishing and farming 

settlements and a few larger cornmunitities like Halifax and Yarmouth. The few roads 

that existed were ofien impassable for much of the year owing to weather conditions, 

fiooding and mud. Poor conditions probably accounted for the short lived coach seMce 

James Ensor tned to inaitute between Yarmouth and Shelburne in 1834. The post road, 

as it was called, running between these two places, was really only passable to canïages 

and wagons in the summer, and then only if it was fine.74 Those on horseback or walking 

could use the road for a longer penod but it was not a dependable means of getting fi-om 

one senlement to another. Local hiaorian Hattie A. Perry has captured a picture of the 

Barrington roads in her book This Was Rarringtnn: 

During the 1800s when travel by horse and buggy was in vogue, the roads 
throughout the township were far less than satisfactory and often impassable 
for several months of the year. Boats, which were in cornrnon use, prevented 
complete isolation of the communities, except when stoms and ice conditions 
curtailed this mode of travel. People of that day accepted the dry, dusty roads 
in summer, the snow-blocked or slushy roads in winter and the slippery, muddy, 
axle-deep rnucky roads in fa11 and spring. The savannah between Barrington 
and Pon LaTour and low swarnpy places were dl-year round troublesome 
spots.'5 

Almira was al1 too aware of these limitations as she often bemoaned the weather 

preventing her from going home to Shelbume or the lack of sorneone willing to travel the 

road; "Mr. Sargent tells me he cannot possibly go to Shelbume. I felt greatly 

disappointed for T.C. has given up also-1 have but one recourse left and that is to apply 

once more to my good old Squire. I think he cannot remain against rny entreatie~."'~ 

'.' 1. Howe 15. 
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Most people relied on their legs to get around locally. Aimira, for example, ofien 

walked miles in a day getting from Sherose Island to The Passage and to The Head; "He 

walked me home, which I reached sufficiently wearied-having walked more than twelve 

miles dunng the day."77 But walking also had its hazards including stray bulls, muddy 

conditions and early nightfàil; "1 met T.C. near Aunt Ruth's. He wanted to know where I 

was going. I told hm 'To The Head' if his sister Hannah would accompany me-He said 

the roads were not fit, indeed, 1 was of the same opinion."78 Clothes and boots often got 

wet and rnuddy; "1 went to the Head on an errand this afternoon, the wind high, which 

rendered rny walk very disagreeable Another day she noted ". . .the mud was above 

my boot-tops and the wind blew Full in my face."*O One ais0 had to be flexible with plans 

given the nature of the roads and paths, "1 am afiaid we shall have rainy weather 

tomorrow--if so, 1 shall not be able to go to The Head, which will be a great 

disappointment. l Darkness was another concem and Aimira occasionally stayed over 

night with fnends because she was afiaid to walk home in the dark. One evening, for 

instance, she agreed to let Thomas Crowell bnng her the mail from The Head the next 

day;"I acceded to this proposal, for the night was as dark as Egypt, and 1 felt doubtful as 

regarded my ability to perform the j ~ u r n e ~ . " ~ ~  

Depending on their financial resources people had access to other modes of 

transportation including horse, wagon, carriage, gig and sleigh. Although Almira did not 

own a horse, she obviously knew how to ride one; "John Robertson was kind enough to 

offer me his horse (without which indeed 1 could not have gone) so 1 had the pleasure of 

77 Diary entry from January 1 0, 1 834. 
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riding while the others were obliged to w a ~ k . " ~ ~  She also welcomed rides with those in 

the town who possessed more relaxing alternative means of transportation; "1 went to 

The Head in Squire Crowell's wagon as we heard The Bishop was to preach there at eight 

o ' c ~ o c k . " ~ ~  Similarly, "Miss Geddes sent James down this moniing with an invitation for 

me to spend the day with her. He brought the carnage which rendered it somewhat of a 

temptation...".85 Or again, in the winter she noted with some glee, "Mrs. Sargent and 1 

took tea at Elvira's yesterday aftemoon. We went in the sleigh Mrs. Sargent acting the 

part of the driver. tt86 Nevertheless, like walking, there were dangers to travel in a 

camage or wagon, "1 rode in the carriage with George and Sarah and our brother William 

accompanied us on horseback. When we reached Brass's Hill Our foremost horse 

stumbled and Sarah Ann and I were thrown out of the gig. Fortunately, we escaped 

uninjured except that 1 bniised my shoulder a bit."87 

The people of Barrington were very dependent on sea and river transponation to 

move goods and people. As Joseph Howe observed in 1827, "clouds of smaii craft, from 

petty shallops to schooners of 20 tons annually emerge from the sequestered inlets, al1 

around the shores of the province...".88 Most vessels were powered by wind although a 

steam propelled schooner plied the waters from Annapolis to Saint ~ o h n . * ~  Sailing 

packets like the Yammuih Pa* were used for local trade as well as trade to the West 

Indies, the United States, Bermuda, even South Arnenca. Barrington was a hive of 

aaivity once the shipping season began in the spring; "Barrington was simply a 

continuous waterfront. In 1834, for example, one brig and sixty-seven schooners 
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registered at the Custom's House at The passage?' Vessels took away dried and pickled 

fish and lumber and retumed with sugar, molasses and mm. They aiso camed mail and 

passengers. Barrington men were respected sailors and their captains, not surprisingly, 

held positions of social prominence in the comunity. Almira was pleased, for example, 

to meet young Captain Obed Homer and recorded their meeting; "1 met George Wilson 

who shook hands with me and told his father's Bng had arrived. The Captain (young 

Homer) was just behind with him and 1 also shook h a n d ~ . " ~ ~  

The rhythm of the shipping business shaped the rhythm of the community Me. 

Men would often be away for eight to ten weeks at a time leaving the women to take care 

of the families and farnily business; "We thought we should be alone as dl the young men 

were aboard of their vessels. "93 Comrnunity meetings and social events had to be 

planned around the shipping season to ensure the presence of the young men. Though 

the winter months the men would be home for long periods but in the spnng, surnrner and 

faIl they were generdly at sea, retuming home for just a few days at a time. Both of 

.41mira1s suitors. Ansel and Thomas were sailon who eventually captained their own 

vessels; "Ansel says he is gohg to Boston in a f~rtnight."~%nd "Sarah is going to Saint 

John next week in the Entemnze (the vesse1 Thomas sails in). "95 

Like many vessels, the E- carrieci mail as well as freight and passengers. 

In one way or another the ships were the principal contact with the outside world. Not 

only did they bnng in goods and news, but they also made it possible for people to leave 

to visit fnends and family and to escape their isolation for a time; "Mary and Ellise lefl 

Barrington this moming. They went in the Haz&"96 The &wd retumed two weeks 

91  Crowell 341. 
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later and Almira's fiiends were full of news of people and things they had seen in Saint 

John. New Brunswick. Many ships, of course, çailed beyond Nova Scotia. This meant 

that the people of Bamngton, in spite of their physicai isolation, were aware of a much 

bigger world. Sailors brought stories and goods fiom far away places. Almira looked 

fonvard to the retum of Ansel and Thomas when they had been sailing in the southern 

waters of the West Indies and she was thrilled by even the simplest exotic @fi. A 

coconut. for instance, brought excitement and something specid to the humdrumness of 

daily iife. Iust home fi-om being away for over two months, Ansel visited Aimira on 

March 14, t 835; "he treated me to some coconut and when I came home he waited on 

me- 

As isolated and restricted in travel as the people of Barrington might have 

seemed, there was ail1 a fair amount of short distance travel undertaken by the 

Barringtonians. Almira usually managed to get home to Shelbume severai times a year, 

generally going by wagon with someone else who was also going; "The Squire says he 

will take me to ~he lburne . "~~  Destinations like Saint John, Halifax, Yarmouth and 

Boston could be reached by reguiar packet service; "The George Henry arrived yesterday 

and George has gone to Halifax in her this a f t e rn~on . "~~  Meanwhile. nearby spots like 

Clyde, Port La Tour, Pubnico and Sheibume were accessible part of the year by road. Of 

course, travel plans did not always work out and there were lots of disappointments; 

"Lovitt was to have taken Jane and me to Pubnico today but 1 suppose something has 

happened to prevent him."lo0 Travelling in the 1830s could be tedious, dirty, tirne- 

consuming and dangerous, whether by land or sea, but it was absolutely essential and it 

was the only way Barrington and its residents maintained contact with the outside world. 
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Not only was the isolation broken by trips away but visitors also mived by land 

and water routes. Alrnira always looked fonuard with great anticipation when memben 

of her family came to visit h m  Shelburne. Each year her mother, a sister and her brother 

came for one or two short visits. Once her mother came for almost two weeks, staying 

ovemight with different members of the comunity as well as her two daughters, Alrnira 

and Sarah Am, "My mother &ed at Barrington last night.. .I felt glad enough to see her 

in Barrington.. .My mother, Sarah AN1, Mrs. Robertson and Sarah spent the aftemoon 

here. My mother staid al1 night and slept with me.. . ". 

Occasionally one of the leading members of the cornmunity would be visited by a 

person of some note or someone from considerable distance away. Such visits generally 

resulted in a fluny of teas and dinners to which Almir& as a well educated, single woman, 

was invited: "1 received and invitation ffom Mrs. Sargent this moniing to take tea at her 

house as she expected Miss O'Brien and Miss McNeil there, this aflernoon ... They are two 

ladies from Halifix, and at present, on a visit at Mr. Webb's." IO2 Visitors brought news 

and stories from beyond Barrington's shores and created a certain amount of cunosity and 

excitement; "Col. Marshall is here to dimer ... 1 peeped through the window at him, a 

stem, martial looking man. He fought at Waterloo and lost an a m  at that time ... I wore 

my black silk dress. The Colonel is a pleasant sociable man ... The dinner time passed off 

quite pleasantly, tho' I should imagine the gentlemen felt the effects of their wine." 'O3 

Another group of unexpected visitors were those poor souls shipwrecked off 

Cape Island. Since ships were grounded quite regularly in these areas, the people of 

Barrington were accuaomed to playing host to upset and bedraggled survivors. For the 

people of Barrington shipwrecks broke the tedium of daily life and one never knew what 

interesting people might be seeking refuge in one's home, "1 did not go to the Head 

Io' July 16-17, 1835. 
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yesterday but went over to Aunt Didy's-Jemima, Hannah, Thomas and Mr. Sayne, mate 

of the Brig lately wrecked on Seai Island was there." 'O4 It was part of the unwritten 

code of the seafaring world that one was hospitable to those in distress at sea in the 

marner one would hope others would treat one's loved ones when they were in need of 

assitance. Those at sea were always at the mercy of nature regardless of where they were 

in the world; "Ann and Sarah could not go as they had people fiom the wrecked vessels 

at each of their houses." 

The life of a seafarer was always at risk and accidents and wrecks were an 

accepted part of daily life for those at home as well as at sea. Some los  their ships; 

"Ansel came home with me. He talked about the loss of his vesse1 and seemed low 

spirited. It is no wonder. He has cause."lo6 They were much more fortunate than those 

who lost their lives leaving behind widows and children. In September 1835, "Mr. W. 

who sailed in Wreyton's sloop was unfortunately drowned last night. He had just 

returned fiom Yarmouth and was going ashore in a small boat. The accident happened 

just before his own door.. .". lo7 

Mail was an important way of maintaining contact with people outside of the 

immediate community. Not only did it keep families and fnends in touch, but it also 

brought newspapers and information fiom outside. In a day and age before telegraph, 

telephone or radio, the mail was a very valuable link to modem day fashions, 

contemporary political events and economic conditions. Good communication in a rural 

community was essential for continued family interaction, fiiendship cultivation and 

political awareness. Letter writing, therefore, filled a goodly portion of one's time. 

Almira was probably no exception as she mentioned writing a Ietter almost on a daily 

lo4 Diary entry from September 6, 1833. 
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basis. Receiving leners was so important and such a highlight of the day that Almira 

always mentioned when some mail had arrived, especiaiiy i f 3  came fiom a family 

member like her mother or Clara. Its arriva1 was greeted with excitement and 

anticipation; "...the post has arrived 1 suppose-and tomorrow if no chance occurs of 

sending, I shall start off to the Head to see if I have any letters ... 1 mua have letters 

there ... and I am going to get them."108 

Most of the mail was moved by wagon or packet ship. It was distributed from the 

post office at the Head. Mail was so important in everyone's Iife that most willingly 

helped each other to deliver it or carry f?om one place to another ifone was going that 

way; "Mrs. Sargent was kind enough to send Mary to the Head for my letters today. " lo9 

The failure of the mail to get through because of weather conditions or some other delay 

was a source of great sorrow; "1 have shed tears of disappointment too, for Mary has 

retumed fkom the Head and brought no letters-the post has not arrived.. .". l The mail 

seMce obviously was uncertain at tirnes but with people willing to pass the mail on to its 

intended recipient, it was somewhat more dependable; "Thomas got home fiom Halifax 

jua before the afternoon meeting--He bbrught a letter From George Wilson to his siaer 

Mercy. " l l 

Within the community, because there was no such means of communication as a 

telephone and because it was often inconvenient to have to send a message by a fiend or 

to go one's self, people ngged up their own forms of messaging. Almira and her firiends 

who lived within sighting distance of each other developed their own system. Jus as 

Anne of Green Gables designed a signalling system to communicated across the fêmi 

meadow with her best friend, Diana, so Almira did the sarne; "Urbane got home 

'O8 Diary entry fiom August 5, 1833. 
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yesterday. S he hung out her signal as mon as she came and I went over immediately. " l2 

Sirnilarly, "Jemirna hung out her signal yesterday. I went round and took tea with 

her. " l l On another occasion she wrote, " 1 have not stirred out, tho' Urbane's signal has 

been flying al1 the aftemoon." l4  Almira does not describe in detail what form the signal 

took but it appears to have been some kind of fiag or cloth that would fiy in the breeze 

and couid be easily seen. One form appeared to mean "corne to t a " .  The other appeared 

to send the message, "1 am going to the Head. Join me?" With this system the only 

response necessary was acceptance by appearing shortly &er the signal was put out. If a 

person did not want to visit or go for a wak, no reason had to be given at the time. It 

was dl very simple and it seemed to work; "1 was afiaid 1 should have to go aione as 

Urbane had not yet answered my signal and 1 knew that she was not going? l5 Almira's 

group of girl fnends was closely knit, if only because of the isolation, and this method of 

communication made keeping in touch much easier. It is probable that others in the 

cornmunity cornrnunicated simple messages over short distances in much the same 

fashion. 

The montony of daily life, particularly in an isolated, rural community, required 

that residents find ways to entertain themselves. Not only was the comrnunity dependent 

on its residents helping each other in times of need, but they needed to mVc together 

socially in a relaxed environment. Since the cornmunity was relatively small and close 

knit, everyone was acquainted with one another. They knew who was being visited and 

who was not. It was expected that one's door was open to guests any time of the day. 

This was a way of ensuring the cohesiveness of the comunity, particularly one like 

Banîngton that had developed around a number of smailer locations. 

l l2 Diary enuy frorn July 25, 1833. 
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In BarTington socializing took many forms including teas, oveniight stays, 

dinners, sewing bees, singing parties and celebratory gatherings. Sometimes fnends got 

together for relatively simple exchanges. AIrnira and her fiends read out loud to each 

other and look at each other's scrapbooks to brighten an otherwise du11 day. Some days 

they would read fiom the Bible and sometimes fiom a new work of fiction. One late 

April aftemoon Sarah Robertson, Hannah Crowell and Almira met for an impromtu tea 

and "a comfortable Little repast", and then Almira, "read several pieces aioud to them out 

of Hamah's scrapbook." l6 Other times fnends might gather to play cards or other kinds 

of board and word games, "We played cards till eleven o'clock." l7 However, card 

playing was not always endoned by the older generation with whom moral values were 

aiIl deeply ingrained. One Saturday aftemoon several of Almira's fnends were playing 

cards when Squire Crowell returned unexpectedly; "...as usual they al1 comrnenced 

playing, in which 1 was comwlled to join but it was soon terminated by the unexpected 

entrance of the old Squire, who 1 suppose suspected what was going on-we ail came 

away at an early hour. " l l8 

The most comrnon fom of social exchange involved taking tea. Tea was a way 

of ensuring a visitor would stay for awhile as well as a way of refreshing both mind and 

body; "Robert Hogg came with his sister's compliments, desiring us to stop in and take 

tea with her-we pleaded a thousand excuses, but it was in vain, for he carried his point- 

when I went in, tea was ready, and it tasted refieshing afler our tiresome walk."' lg Tea 

was intended for men and women alike. Afterall, tea provided an oppominity for al to 

taik over cornmunity events and to gossip. Tea could be offered at aimost any tirne of 

day, assurning either a formal or informal presentation. It could take but halfan hour or 
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several hours. It could consist of light refieshrnent or a subaantial meal. But, whatever 

form it took, hospitality was of great importance in Barrington Society and it had to be 

done properly according to Barrington custom with lots of food; "We spent a pleasant 

aftemoon at Elvira's but it would have been more so if she had given us simple bread and 

butter for tea instead of worrying herseif to make cake and biscuit, but this is the 

Barrington fashion." lZ0 In fact, sometimes she had to graciously accept tea twice in one 

fiernoon if she stopped to visit in different locations; "We ail stopped at Squire Crowell's 

where we got treated to shmb and cake and then proceeded to Aunt Didy's where we 

panook of another repast. " l 2  

Wanting to make one's guests feel welcome and satisfied was the key to 

Bamngton hospitality; "Elizabeth Crowell, however, went to work and made me an 

excellent cup of tea-she aiso set before me a plate of plum-cake and mince pie4 took 

my repast quite comfortably." 122 One evening when Alrnira was late retuming home, a 

light lunch was left for her in her bedroom. She greatly appreciated the small jesture; "It 

was near 12 o'clock when 1 got home. 1 found some Nce bread and buter with a pitcher 

of ginger tea left on the little table in my room of which I took heartily.. .". 123 It is clear 

that someone in the household knew that Almira would be tired upon her retum home, so 

a nice lunch was lefi in her room. Such was the hospitality of the cornrnunity which saw 

people always entreating others to stop and visit; "On Our way we called at Uncle Obed 

Wilson's. They were al1 very glad to see us. Treated us to wine, cake etc. and begged u s  

to stop." 124 

Most hostesses must have been successful in achieving their goals if Hannah 

Croweli was anythng to judge by: 
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Hannah soon had a cornfortable meal consisting of tea, bread and butter, 
cake. cheese etc. ready for us. She rurnmaged about and found a bowl of 
boiled apples which she also set before us. Hannah took it into her head that 
the apples had not 'sauce' enough on them and looking for the pot they were 
boiled in, she at length found it half £Ùll of Iiquid which she pronounced to 
be 'sauce'. She approached the table crying Who wants sauce?' Upon 
which Sarah and 1 irnrnediately held out our saucers to recieve some. 12' 

Hannah's hospitality knew no bounds but on this occasion it went beyond the cal1 of duty. 

To everyone's dismay the extra sauce was dirty water, providing a good laugh to al1 

concemed. apart from the poor hostess who thought that she was serving something 

special. 

It is apparent from reading Almira's diary that food was a topic of some 

importance in Barrington. Aimira recorded what was served at moa teas and dinners she 

attended. Food was clearly more than sustenance, it was a way of showing one's level of 

hospitality and kindness to others, whether one was serving tea, delivering food to the 

sick or providing a full meal. However, Almira cornmented that sometimes one tired of 

the sarne foods being served; "We have had a r d  visiting time this winter and 1 am tired 

of plum cake and minced pies." 126 Although Almira enjoyed visiting she would have 

liked more variety in the foods that were served. This was both a reflection of the 

amount of visiting that was conducted and the somewhat limited resources that were 

available for cooking and baking. Generaüy, though, Almira was pleased to be served 

and everyone appreciated the culinary efforts of the hostess; "We found Our beef and 

apple dumplings ready and dined with an excellent appetite." 12' Almira often found it 

relaxing and convenient to accept an invitation for a iight meal before heading home; "We 

called for a few minutes at Dr. Geddes where we got a glass of wine and piece of cake 

12* Diary entry from 
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and then set off again." 12* She also thought of the family with whom she was living and 

brought home food treats for them, as she knew the items they favored; "We fared 

surnptuously and 1 brought home for Mr. Sargent three nice doughnuts as it is a cake of 

which he is particularly fond. I also brought Mrs. Sargent a nice slice of pound cake."i29 

While the foods might be starchy, sweet and lacking in vaiety, there seemed to be plenty. 

Nothing in Aimira's diary suggests that a lack of food was a problem or concern in the 

cornrnunity. Quite the contrary, food was an important part of the local way of life, a 

way of silently communicating friendship, respect and caring. 

If the Company was good and the weather poor, tea could easily tum into supper 

andor an overnight stay with breakfast in the moming. This was panicularly nue in the 

winter when daylight gave way to darkness in the late afternoon and when walking hours 

became more difficult; "1 went to Miss Robertson's yesterday aflemoon-they made me 

stop dl Nght and to breakfast this r n ~ r n i n ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Similarly, on another occasion Almira 

wrote; " We met Urbane and Hannah-I went home with the former, and staid tilI &er 

breakfast this moniing.. . " . l3  Bad weather rnight also result in an extended tea and 

overnight aay; ". . .I staid al1 night with Jemirna for the weather did not admit of my 

retuming home. 1,132 

Ovemight stays usually meant a sharing of beds. This was not, it seems much of a 

social issue since the sharing was between the sarne sexes. Sometirnes such intimacy 

allowed for an exchange of secrets and a kind of piliow taik between friends;"I aopped 

the night at Miss Hogg's ... 1 slept with F m y  and she communicated her troubles to 

me.. . ". 133 Other times, sharing beds was not an enjoyable experience and although it was 
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a common way of making room for an ovemïght guest, it was viewed with some 

trepedation; "When 1 got home 1 found Aunt Harding who had arrived a few minutes 

before m e 4  was dreadfùlly fîightened, for 1 thought 1 should have to share my bed with 

her, and the prospect of lying awake al1 Nght was not very pleasing, but Caroline relieved 

rny apprehensiveness by telling me Mrs. H. would sleep with ber." 134 

In addition to teas, the Baningtonians oflen had people in for dimer, both at noon 

and in the evening. Almira made particula. note of Ebenezer Crowell's hospitality at 

dimer time. His home was always full of guests it seemed; "1 took dinner with Urbane, 

d e r  which we went to Uncle Ebenezer's to see if Hamah would go to  the Head with us- 

when we went in they were just at dimer, and there were no iess than ten visitors, 

exclusive of three children, sitting round the table4 think they have more Company than 

any other farnily in Banington." L35 Almira identified this home as being probably the 

most popular in the area. The door was always open to welcome a few more. For 

example, one afternoon at Squire Crowell's, Aimira noted; "They insisted upon my 

staying to dinner, which I refused, as there were a dozen folks assembled there 

aiready. " 136 

When dinner was a noon time meal, it rnight well flow into tea time as it did one 

July day in 1835; "After meeting I went home with Maria C o f i .  Mr. Hogg and Telpha 

were there to dimer as well as myself. Mrs. Geddes, Ellen Geddes, Margaret Staiker, 

Gwen Lyle and Charles Stalker ail came in &er dinner and stayed awhile. Robert Hogg 

came in ... Dr. Wilson came in soon afterward with Mr. Crowe U... Both he and Robert 

Hogg aaid to tea. It was nearly sundown when 1 left the Head...".'37 While many teas 

were spur of the moment gatherings full evening dinners were more formal and were 

L3"iary entry fiom July 28, 1 83 3. 
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generally plamed a linle in advance so as to give the hostess time to make preparations. 

Such was the case with the kind of dimer Mrs. Sargent prepared the time Col. Marshall 

came to visit. But, whether it was breakfast, tea or dinner, a good hoaess in Barrington 

was always ready with food and drink because someone was always likely to stop in 

sometime during the day. 

Within the comrnunity there were obviously different social groupings probably 

based on economic status, family connedon and religious affiliation. Almira often 

referred to her fiends as "our set." They seemed to be a tight cliche that did most things 

together including going to religious meetings; "Mer meeting al1 Our set went to 

Harvey's.. . ". i38 Similarly, they planned excursions together such as one to Cape Cod 

Island, "...Our set has concluded to go to Cape Island tomorrow." 139 Being part of a 

"set" meant one had a distinct sense of belonging as well as somebody with whom to do 

things. It was also evidence of definite social divisions with the cornmunity. 

Iudging fiom Almira's round of activities social life in Barrington was dive and 

well in the 1830s. There were always gathenngs of some son, particularly in the winter 

and sumrner rnonths. In the winter months when the shipping and farming activities were 

much reduced, there were more entertainments that invoived both men and women. 

Singing parties were a favorite with Almira; "In the fiernoon, Sarah Robertson, Jemima 

Croweil, Hannah Crowell with her brother came and we had quite a singing meeting-- 

Lydia-Am, Homer and Maria Osborne were there also." 140 Generally, they sang hymns, 

had something to eat and enjoyed their aftemoon or evening of rnixed Company. Music 

was obviously of some importance to the people of Barrington. The chief musician 

13' Diary entry fiom July 19, 1 833. 
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seemed to be Mr. Wreyton who not only played the Bute but also taught singing; "Sarah 

says Wreyton intends teaching a singing school this winter." I4l  

During the surnmer period, while the men were generally away at sea or busy on 

the farms, there were still rnany occasions for outings including picnics and beach pariies. 

With wonderfùl sandy beaches nearby and Cape Island jus  as easy sail from Barrington, 

there were lots of pleasant spots to gather. In July 1834, Almira joined a large crowd of 

fiiends at the beach; "Sarah, Janet Kendrick, Mrs. F., Hannah CrowelI, Ann CroweU, 

Sophia Marcia and myself went on the beach this afiernoon-Job, W~lliam Kendrick, 

Corning Crowell and William Knowles rowed us over ... while we were on the beach the 

girls amused themselves with firing off guns, charged only with powder. ..". ld2 

Berrypicking was a similar outing that fnends could share in during the sumrner period; 

"Sarah Robertson, An.  Crowell, E. Osborne, Janet Robertson, John Robertson, myself 

with Bessy and Margaret were on a blue berrying expedition ... Miss Farish went with us 

also.. .". 143 This was a relaxed opportunity for young people to be together, free of 

adults, to talk, laugh and have fun. 

Another form of social exchange was the sewing party or quilting bee. While the 

women did the sewing it was not at aU uncornmon for the men to stop in to visit and take 

tea, particuiarly if the young women of the community were gathered together. For 

instance, on October 25, 1833, Urbane Crowell, "had her quilting." It was a large 

gathering including Almira, Emma and Harriet Doane, the Misses Kendrick, Ann and 

Hannah Crowell, Sarah Robertson, and Chloe; "the gentlemen were J. and Nathan 

Crowell, Lovitt Wilson, John Robertson and Thomas Crowell." Almira reported, "We sat 

and sewed nearly al1 the evenhg but the gentlemen appeared to sit very uneasily-der a 
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garne of 'how do you like it', we broke up." lu But mon quilting parties were dominated 

by the women. Sometimes such parties were very large. In November 1834, Hannah 

Crowell had twenty ladies in to quilt. Only two men appeared which, as Almira wrote, 

was, "a sad disproportion in numben." J5 Quilting parties were a very efficient way of 

producing a number of wann quilts for the winter months but, more imponantly, they 

were relaxing affairs at which much female gossiping took place; "We have had an old 

woman's quilting today and a cornfortable, scandalizing tirne they had." IJ6 

Special parties were greeted with great enthusiasm. They were the highiights of 

the year and gave those involved something special to which to look foward. Mr. 

Wreyton pianned such an event in the winter of 1834; "he gave us al1 an invitation for 

next Thursday evening-we girls settled our dresses for the occasion-we are al1 to Wear 

dark silk fiocks and white nbbons, the men also fixed their's-dark clothes and white 

shoes-laughable-but we rnust do mm&hg to amuse ourselves--1 believe it is to be a 

grand entertainment." 14' Almira's tone reveals the importance attached to having fun 

given that much of daily life was lacking in excitement. Such parties included eating, 

dancing and game playing. Almira wrote of one evening Party at Mr. Robertson's; "Mr. 

Wreyton played the Bute for us and we danced, hunted the squirrel.. .". 14* Clearly the 

Puritan disapproval of such frivolities as dancing did not affect the social set of which 

Alrnira was a part. 

Teas, parties, outings and dinners served a purpose other than social mingling for 

Barrington residents. They also provided a sociaily acceptable environment for courting 

and beauing. In the first haif of the nineteenth century in Canada most women married in 

lW D i q  entry fkom October 25, 1834. 
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their early twenties. 149 Not surprisingiy then, young men and women developed 

fnendships and relationships early on. Since most of the courting had to be conduced in a 

relatively public way, or at least in the presence of an adult chaperone, group outings and 

parties were an important way of facilitating counships. Scholars have examined 

counship patterns and social activities surrounding the courting ritual in the nineteenth 

century. Peter Ward in his article, "Courtship and Social Space in Nineteenth Century 

English Canada", discussed the places where young people could meet one another 

without arousing social contempt and cnticism; "In drawing cornmunity members 

together, religious observances allowed intimate social as well as spiritual contacts. 

Popular amusements and recreation-balls, house parties, skating, sleighing, picnics, 

concerts. plays and surnrner excursion-dl provided courtship opportunities as well." lSo 

This certainly was the case in Barrington. Church meetings, teas, outings and 

dinners were common gathenng occasions for the young men and women of Aimira's 

social set. For example, Ansel Crowell, who for a tirne was interested in pursuing a 

relationship with Almira, took the occasion of the group trip to Seal Island to take Almira 

for a private walk dong the shore. The setting was perfect for an exchange of romantic 

thoughts and comrnents on the beauty of the landscape; "It was a sweet moon light 

evening and we had a chamiing walk dong the sea shore ... 1 leaned on the a m  of my 

cornpanion.. . " . l5 Similarly, Thomas Crowell, Almira's other moa persistent suitor, 

found occasions after meetings or during a party to accompany the young school teacher 

on a romantic walk; "Thomas reached the gate almost as soon as I did. He went home 

with me, keeping my hand in his al1 the way." 152 On another occasion she wrote; 

"Thomas who beaued me was in a very lingering mood -2. 153 

ld9 Conrad, No P l a c e  Like 4. 
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As a single, highly eiigible young woman in Barrington, Almira attracted a fair 

amounc of male attention and rarely lacked for someone to beau her home afker an event. 

Beaujng was only a first step in the courtship ntual and ofken was nothing more than an 

act of chivals, and thoughtfùlness. Nevertheless, it provided an opportunity for a young 

couple to chat, flin and simply discover whether they enjoyed each othefs Company 

enough to become more serious about their friendship; "After meeting I came home 

directly, Thomas of course waiting on me-we chatted al1 the way.. . ". Is4 Beauing was a 

young man's way of showing interest and concem for the welfare of the young woman at 

his side. On one occasion Almira found herself in the arange position of k i n g  beaued by 

a man on skates while she was wdking; "We went on the ice and James Cox beau'd me, 

tho' I was very adverse to his doing so, for as he had skates on, I knew 1 impeded his 

progress sadly--but he would take no denial.. .". 155 Beauing was also a gesture of 

kindness between fiends and close acquaintances of the opposite sex, but it could lay the 

foundation for something much more. Perhaps that was what Robert Hogg had hoped in 

Aupst 1833; "after tea, Sarah and 1 took Our departure-James waited on her and Robert 

Hogg escorted m: it was a sweet moonlight evening and I enjoyed my walk tolerably 

well--1 urged Robert to leave me at the lane leading to the bridge, but he insisted on 

coming al1 the way-nearly four miles-a long distance too, to see a lady home! ". 156 

Certainly on beautifhl summer evenings the atmosphere might quickly change from that 

of fiiendly chatting to a more amorous exchange. Almira always on her guard with Anse1 

and Thomas; "Anse1 has grown insufferably bold lately for as soon as he took hold of me, 

he had the sauciness to kiss me ... 1 do not like such romping ways but what can a person 

do with such a creature?" lS7 

l j4  Diary entry from September 7, 1833. 
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Teasing and flirting are age old ways of showing romantic interest in someone. 

These were certainiy in the arsenal of the young men and women ofBarrington; "Thomas 

Crowell waited upon me to Aunt Didy's ... he got my Mother's letter from me and teased 

me an hour before he would give it back-the folks here think he is paying attention to 

me. ..". 15* They were nght, he was. However, a proper young lady would have known 

when and how to keep such attentions under control. Otherwise, she rnight be labeiled a 

wanton, shameless or bold woman. Consider the following examples described in 

Amira's diary; "Miss Hatfield was in high spirits and dances nearly al1 the time ... 1 think 

she is one of the boldea girls 1 ever saw..and c m  I say with truth her behaviour shocked 

me." l j 9  and, "Ellise's behaviour disgusts me-hnld and in the highest degree-as 

an instance, she sat on the bed and placed her feet on Thomas' knee but thû was a 

rnfle...".160 Aimi ra was, therefore, carefûl to conform to the social proprieties of 

courting and the relationships between men and women. To that end, she was extrernely 

carefil not to lead a beau on to expect something more than what she intended. 

Maintainhg a high level of  social decorum was a matter of considerable importance to 

Almira; "Ansel got my bonnet off and as 1 did not feel disposed to romp, 1 ailowed him to 

keep it as long as 1 thougt proper...". Similady, one evening when Thomas Crowell 

appeared to be particularly inclined to tlirting and teasing Almira wrote; "1 felt that it 

behoved me to restrain myself for the least appearance of levity.. . " . 162 Nevertheless, 

under the watchfiil eye of the elders, young couples could slip off for a private moment 

during a dinner party. At the wedding of Hannah Osborne, Thomas Crowell and Almira 

found a moment to flirt in pnvate; "Thomas Crowell and 1 got into a snug little corner in 

15* Diary entry from August 19, 1833. 
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the evening where we contrived to have a little chat together ... Thomas got my ring fiom 

me and put it on his little finger.. .". 163 

Sometimes the strict moral and social codes of the cornmunity were breeched 

even by those from the best families. Often such lapses were harmiess encounters that 

aroused little if any comment. Such was the case with an evening in September 1833 

when Thomas Crowell and Mr. Larkin turned up at Urbane Crowell's home &er she and 

Almira had started to prepare for bed. Almira, believhg that the knock on the door was 

that of Hannah Crowell who might have forgotten something when she was in eariier, 

answered the door; "...with my frock unpimed. and shoes and stockings off, I ran open 

the door, when who should enter, but Thomas Crowell and Mr. Larkin. It was in vain to 

tell them we were going to bed-go they would not-so had to fix ourselves as well as we 

could and sit with them as long as they were pleased to stay; which 1 think was until 

about two o'clock in the morning ...". This unchaperoned visit was probabIy 

acceptable because Urbane was Thomas' sister. ûther times, however, the breaking of 

strict moral standards resulted in social ridicule and ostracization. In the case of Mr. 

Wreyton it was the fact that he was courting a much older woman that upset the 

community; "Wreyton was invited but did not corne because the widow Kimbd was lefl 

out of the party-linle fool! She is old enough to be his ~ o t h e r  ... ". 165 

The worst social offense was pre-maritid sex, particularly if one becarne pregnant. 

Unrnanied sexually active women were held in very low esteem and were ofien the 

source of public ridicule; " .. .they kept alluding to a not very decent affair that happened 

between a pedlar and a girl at Cockenvit yesterday."166 Such activity was equated withn 

prostitution but it was not iimited to women fiom the lower levels of society. Even 
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within the ana community of Barrington, children were conceived and born out of 

wedlock. Such was the case of poor Harriet Doane. On Apnl27, 1835, Harriet Doane 

married John Homer. Only ten people attended. The wedding was necessary because 

Harriet was with child, a fact which her brother used to ernbarass her publically at church; 

"Her brother obliged her to go to meeting last Sunday and her appearance aroused 

universal laughter among the men."167 Aimira was astonished that one of her own set 

would commmit such an offence; "Yet as very precise and demure as she has dways 

appeared who would have thought it of her?"16* Interestingly enough nothing was said 

by Almira about the part played by John Homer in the pregnancy. The responsibility for 

the situation clearly rested with Hamiet. In the eyes of the community it was Harriet's 

fault. "How could Harriet bring such disgrace on her family?" 169 

Although Almira's acquaintances seemed to make the most of their own Company 

for entertainment and relaxation, life was not really just a round of teas and parties. In 

fact. life was difficult for many and even those with financial security had to work hard. 

Almira was proof of that. She hated teaching school and having to be away from 

Shelbume but it was financialiy necessary. One did not want to become a debtor. Debt 

was a crime resulting in a jail sentence. Such was the case of one unfortunate Mr. H.; 

"They say Mr. H. is imprisoned in the Shelbume jail for debt-I am sorry for him-surely 

his fiiends will not allow his incarceration to be a long continuance. .. " . Debt was 

treated as a senous offence and one was dependent on the charity of others to help one 

out in such a situation. However, it would seem indebtedness was not a common 

problern in Barrington as Almira only mentions one case. Families and fnends probably 

came to the rescue before debts overcame a family. 

16' Diary entry fiom April25, 1835. 
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Generally, crime was not a problem for concem in Barrington, or in most rural 

communities at that time. During the three year period covered in Almira's diary, other 

than the crime of indebtedness, the only other offence Almira mentions was that of 

attempted murder. On July 13, 1 83 3, "...Samuel Homer almost killed one of Captain 

Willet's children." 171 This unforninate event was excusable since the twenty year old 

Homer was suffering from mental problems and had threatened to commit suicide; "1 

called at Mr. Homer's to inquire d e r  poor Samuel whose intellects still appear to be 

much deranged. It is singular what could have caused his insanity." 172 Almira lived for a 

time with the Justice of the Pace. Mr. Sargent and occasionally she would allude to a 

case he had mentioned; "On the whole, Bamngton appeared to be fairly law abiding 

comrnunity. 1 pretended ignorance. tho' my living with W. Sargent (before whom the 

&air was brought) must have convinced them 1 was acquainted with ail the 

particulars. 1,173 

The men of this pre-industrial cornrnunity were. according to the custorn of the 

day, the primary income earners, working outside the home. Most were employed in the 

shipping shipbuilding, fishing, agiculturai or lurnbering sectors. Some were involved in 

s e ~ c e  sector jobs such as blacksmithing, shop keeping and tanning. Work was often 

seasonai and highly sensitive to weather conditions and market prices. It was hard and 

labour intensive. 

Tme to the division of sexual responsibilities, or separate spheres as it has been 

cailed, women were largely responsible for running the home, for the domestic affairs. 174 

While the men were often away for long penods of time at sea, the women not only had 

to look after the household but also had to discipline of the children and to manage the 
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finances. It was the expectation that the women would raise the children, prepare the 

food, make the clothes and see to the generd well being of the family. The household 

was the social centre for every family and it was up to the women to make it a 

cornfortable place to gather. That was why, if a man becarne a widower with young 

children, as was the case with Mr. John Sargent, it was expected he would remany within 

a reasonable penod of time. A man needed a helpmate to run his house. One afternoon 

Almira went to visit Mr. Sargent and his five young children and was moved by the 

difference the absence of the mother made to the family; "They looked as if they needed a 

rnother", she wrote in her diary. 175 A few days later, she visited again. She found 

several of the children were ill and Mr. Sargent was at his wits end, unprepared for his 

dual parental roie; "1 pity poor Mr. Sargent. Who could blame him if he were to marry 

shonly. " 176 

Alrnira was an exception to the rule. She was one of the few women in 

Barrington, who, although still single, did not live with her parents. Instead, sbe had had 

to go out on her own to make a living. Teaching was one of the few employment 

opponunities available to unmariied women or those women who because of economic 

necessity had to find employment to supplement the family income. Other forms of 

empioyment included seamstress, shopkeeper, i~ manager, laundress and domestic. In 

Barrington there were a number of women thus employed. Almira makes a bnef mention 

of having a couple of dresses being made up for her by a seamstress. She also mentions 

going to a shop at the Passage which appears to have been operated by a Mrs. Dennis; "1 

went as far as Jane Dennis' toward sundown for an article 1 wanted to p u r c h a ~ e . " ~ ~ ~  

Several of the upper classs farnilies in Barrington employed servants. They not 

only helped around the house with cleaning and meal preparation but also ran errands. 
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For exarnpie, one day when Alrnira did not feel up to going to the Head for the mail she 

"dispatched Mary who got it for me this aftemoon." i78 Similarly, Matilda, Sarah Ann 

Wilson's servant was responsible for cooking and other household duties, particularly 

during Sarah Am's pregnancy.L7Y There were also male servants to help with chores, 

household repairs and driving the carriage. In the Sargent house, in addition to Lydia the 

"serving girl", there was Zack the "seMng man." Ansel CroweU often sent Tom, "the 

boy" on errands as did Dr. Geddes with his "servant man", Jerry. Not everyone could 

fiord a domestic or servant. Their presence was a sign of definite social and economic 

divisions within Barrington. 

Motherly duties came first within the home. It is hard to judge from Almira's 

diary what was the average family size. However, she mentions a number of families with 

three children including that of her siaer Clara. As well, while she was living with the 

Sargems, Mrs. W. Sargent gave birth to her eighth child, her first boy. Mrs. John Sargent 

had five children at the t h e  of her death. Certainly, in most instances, mothers had a 

number of children under their care at any one tirne. 

Among the many household duties, including child rearing and early teaching, the 

women had to do the time consuming and tiring one of washing; "Hannah Crowell was 

there helping Sarah to wring out clothes ...". 180 Another on going job was sewing and 

mending. Store bought clothes were a luxury so most clothing was hand made at home 

and had to be repaired constantly; "Aunt Lydia was there making a suit or clothes for 

~ n s e l . " ~ * ~  Then, of course, there was the seemlligly eternal job of house cleaning with 

particular attention given to the thorough cleaning done annuaily in the spring. Early in 

May of 1836, Alrnira dropped by just when her friends were weU into spring cleaning. 
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She joined in by doing some mending while the others, ". . .were busy cleaning house, 

whitewashing, painting etc...".182 The decor ofthe house was aiso generally left up to 

the wornen; "Sarah and 1 took tea with Ellen and assisted her in putting up window 

curtains in the parlour-we compelled her to take down the looking glass, besides 

cleaning the room of several other "superficia1s"-and the aparunent looked much more 

genteel at our exit than it did at our entrance. .. ". 183 

While the women ran the operation of the home, men were still the masters of the 

home, the principal decision makers. Barrington society was as patriarchal as the rest of 

North Arnerican society in the 1830s. Almira commented on the influence and power a 

father wieided within the home when she wrote about the unfortunate circumstances of 

Miss Fanny Farrish. It seemed Fanny's father had sent her to Live with and work for a 

Mrs. Daty C. whose reputation, according to Almira lefi sornething to be desired. Fanny 

did not like this plan and was very upset. Aimira felt M.. Farrish was being unduly harsh 

but even she accepted the inevitable, that according to social practice and the Ten 

Comrnandments, children had to obey their father. The fathef s word was law; "...Fanny 

declared that she could not consent to it, upon which her Father threatened to c a s  her off 

entirely.. -1 hope F m y  will remain firm, but what can the poor girl do?. . -1 feel very much 

intereaed conceniing her and hope her unfeeling Father will yet relent and not force her 

to take a step so repugnant to her feelings."lg4 Her hopes were in vain. ûthen must 

have felt as did Fanny and Almira for in the end a Miss Homer offered Fanny lodging for 

the winter. Having disobeyed her father, however, Fanny was indeed "cast off .  "Her 

Father refuses to pay anything for her board", Almira recorded on October 14, 1833. I a 5  
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According to Edwin Croweil, the people of Bamington worked diligently to 

promote education in their community. He notes that d e r  the passage of the 

9ci in 18 1 1 allowing for the establishment of free schools paid for by local assessrnent 

and government subsidy, the people of Barrington erected a schoolhouse at the Head. 186 

In 1826. the govemeot divided the colony into a series of districts and assigned 

commissioners to examine and licence teachers as well as to inspect the public schools. 

However, only males could be licensed and hired to teach in these public schools. James 

Mann Doanne was the first licenced tacher in Barrington, arriving in 1830. Interestingly 

enough, Almira makes no mention of him. The year that Almira began her diary, 1 83 3, 

the Nova Scotia govermnent awarded a grant of 50 pounds to Bamngton to build a 

grammar school on condition that the community supply and equal amount of capital. 

Once again, Almira makes no mention of a new school being conaructed. 

In spite of the absence of information about the local schools in Almira's diary, 

she does indicate that education was of some imporiance. A number of parents 

apparently chose to have their children taught privately by female teachers Like Almira. 

She mentions in her diary a couple of other women like herself who had taken up 

teaching as a profession. One was a Mrs. McDonaid, who may well have been a widow 

and needed the money; "Mrs. McDonald is at the Head. She intends teaching Mrs. 

Winthrop Sargent's children this winter." lg8 The other was Sarah Ann, Almira's sister, 

who like Almira may have wanted to ease the financial burdens on her mother; "Sarah 

Am is thinking of teaching school at Mr. Richardson's." lg9 

Barrington had a long hiaory of private schools dating back to the 1 7 9 0 ~ . ' ~  

Schools taught by women in private homes were somethnes calleci Dame Schools and k e  
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the govenunent Iicenced teachen these women were boarded out with families in the 

community. As Aimira noted many times. this arrangement was not always a happy one 

but the teachers had little choice in the matter. Crowell provided this description of the 

dame schools; "For a long time teachers 'boarded round' and received smail tuition fees 

tiom their pupils. In the dame school the subjects were the three R's, speiiing and 

needlework, particularly the making of samples. lg  l Not until 1 83 8 did Nova Scotia 

legalize the licensing of women as elementary school teachers. That change in 

qualification probably reduced the number of private teachen, although Almira's diary 

ends before female licensing began. 

Almira says nothing about the subjects she taught, but one suspects she 

concentrated on the basics, reading, writing, speliing and deciphering. These were the 

subjects taught in the fke schools at the time. What is clear fiom the diary is that class 

schedules and terms were erratic at best. So too was attendance. This was partly the 

consequence of there being no compulsory school attendance law. Also, since boys 

generally aspired to be fmers ,  fishermen, sailors or shipbuilders, they stayed in school 

just long enough to earn the basics or until they were physically developed enough to go 

to work. The girls tended to remain in school longer since their main objective was to 

m a n y  and leam to becorne good rnothers and homemakers. 

Almirats class size seemed to fluctuate according to the season and the weather. 

The children came more regulady in the summer and fa11 than they did in the winter and 

spring. For example, in 1835, Almira took her vacation time in May and June. Similarly, 

in 1836, she wrote on April3; "1 have not kept school this winter ... 1 commenced teaching 

school today." L92 As well, although she provides no explmation, her classes grew in size 

in 1835 with the arriva1 of some children fiom Sherose Island on June 29 and with the 

lgl CroweU 3 1 1. 
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and whatever fiesh fiuits and vegetables were available in season. In fact, Barrington was 

regarded as such a healthy spot that some people were sent out there to recuperate; "1 

was introduced to Miss Saunders ... She is in ili health and has corne here for the benefit of 

sea bathing." 19" The town was also fortunate in having the seMces of two trained 

doaon. The senior doctor was Dr. Geddes who resided at The Head. Originally Rom 

Scotland, he had practised for a time in Halifax before setting up office in Bamington in 

1825. Not only did he look afler the residents of Barrington but he also used horseback 

to reach outlying areas as far away as Tusket and S h e l b ~ r n e . ~ ~ ~  As in al1 small towns the 

doaor knew everyone and mixed with them socially as well as professionally. Dr. 

Geddes was no exception; "The Dr. waited upon me as far as the school house and 1 had 

quite an agreeable walk with him.. . ". l 96 As well, his children, Eilen and Andrew, were 

part of Almira's social set. Not surprisingiy, when young Andrew drowned in the Clyde 

River the people of the community including Almira were deveaated; "Our late 

cornpanion was buried today. On that his premature death may have its due effect on al1 

our hearts.. .". lg7 Dr. Geddes was a fixture in Barrington society until he retired in 1859 

and as Edwin Crowell writes, he, "becarne heartily attached to the people of Barrington 

among whom he lived." lg8 

The second doctor was Dr. George Wison who origllially came from New 

Brunswick. He arrived in the community in 1834, an eligible young bachelor who 

boarded at Mr. CoEints. Aimira noted bis arrival; "Dr. Wilson came in soon afterward 

with Mr. Coffin. He is a good Iooking, pleasant However, it was not long 

before Matilda Wilson had caught his eye and they were marrieci in August 14, 1836. 
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About forty guests attended the wedding of the season including Almira; "Mr. White of 

Shelbume married them and 1 never saw the marriage seMce gone thro' with equal 

solemnity.. Y2" He too remained in Barrington al1 his life and attended at the births and 

deaths of many of its residents, as well as seeing to their daily health care. He and his 

wife raised seven children, one of whom became a doctor and practiced with his 

fat herm20 

Like most people in Bamngton, Almira rarely went to the doctor unless she was 

especially ill. Even in childbirth women were more Iikely to cal1 on the local midwife or a 

well respected older woman in the community than on the doaor. The doaor was calied 

only for serious illnesses and birth complications. He was expected to perform surgery 

and cunng procedures like bleeding and blistering. Moa of the time people relied on 

traditional cures passed on through the generation to deal with ague, tooth aches, 

common choiera and colds. People often made up plasters and poultices to deal with 

aliments as varied as boils and back aches. One day, for example, Almira attended Sarah 

Sargent who was suffering from a very sore throat; "1 rubbed Sarah's throat with liniment 

and put a flannel cloth round it.. .''.202 Home cures were not always pleasant judging 

from one Almira cooked up for Jane Demis when she was ill; "Jane was quite sick and 1 

undertook to doaor her. 1 do not iaow how she came on with the dose 1 prepared for 

her but 1 think she required her throat tinned before taking it, being chiefly composed of 

black pepper."203 M e r  her near drowning, Almira was tended to by Mrs. Sargent who 

tried to give her something to sleep weil; "Mrs. Sargent insisted upon my taking some 

warm peppermint and going to bed immediately-which 1 did. She then wished to place 

bottles of warm water around me but 1 objected to this, as 1 merely needed r e ~ t . " ~ ~  

'O0 Diary entry fiom August 14, 1836. 
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When someone was il1 enough to need help there was dways a fiend or farnily 

member to help out. Such was the advantage of the srnall, closely knit community where 

the extended family was the nom. For example, one evening Almira noted; "Sarah has 

gone to sit up with Mrs.Wilson who is i11."2u5 For someone away fkom home, Iike 

Almira, without the advantages of an extended family, it was a relief to know someone 

cared enough to help you; "1 have won Aunt Hannah's heart, by some means or other, for 

she told me if 1 ever was sick in Barrington she would come and nurse me."206 

The two things most feared in the town were tuberculosis and cholera. Both were 

a concem in the 1830s because they were comrnon and vimially incurable. Almira 

mentioned tuberculosis, or consumption as it was hown, several times. She was most 

upset when Dr. Geddes announced that it looked as though her sister, Clara, probably 

was consumptive; "He informed me my sister Clara was ill, and said he thought her 

consumptive ... it went like a dagger to my hart and 1 could scarcely forbear 

~ c r e a r n i n ~ . " ~ ~ ~  Fortunately, Clara eventually recovered. She was one of the lucky ones. 

Many did not. 

In 1834, a cholera epidemic stnick the Maritime region. It ravaged Halifax before 

rnoving on to Saint John. The number of il1 and dying was so great that the Lieutenant 

Govemor, Sir Colin Campbell, even took to helping in the streets of ~ a l i f a x . ~ ~ ~  News of 

the epidemic quickly spread to the South Shore. On Augua 12, Almira recorded; "We 

have heard today that the cholera is in ~ a l i f a x . ~ ~ ~  The intelligence has affected me 

greatly."2'o It affected everyone as there was little one could do to battle the epidemic's 
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lethal progress. Death could corne quickly as was the case with, "poor Elizabeth Crouch 

who died of the cholera &er s u  hours i l l n e ~ s . " ~ ~ ~  Dr. Geddes in trying to maintain calm 

suggested that he did not believe the extreme nature of the reports being received2l2 In 

reality, he did know, having received a directive fkom the Lieutenant Govemor as to the 

procedures he was to implement in the event, "cholera morbus" reached Barrington. He 

was to set up a quarantine and detain all vessels unless they had received a medical 

clearance from the quarantine station2 

Dr. Geddes could not keep the awful tmth tiom the people of Barrington for long 

even if it did take several days for information to get from the capital to the rural 

cornmunitities. As was often the case, news anived via a vessel which had sailed fiom 

Halifax to Barrington; "At Iength the appalling intelligence that the cholera with al1 its 

attendant horror is raging in Halifax is confirmed. A vessel amved this moming which 

hads brought accounts that fully establish the f a ~ t . " ~ ~ ~  Almira's reaction was that of moa 

people; "Oh Heaveh prepare us to meet it for it is near to impossible that we can escape 

it. "2 l5 There was, however, one traditional way of preparing for such a horror, a public 

fast. This allowed the community as a body to pray for deliverance, to cleanse their 

spiritual selves, as well as cleaning their physicd bodies of impunties. In the 1830s many 

in British North America were followers of Samuel Thomson, of Upper Canada, who had 

published a New m e  to fLeailh in 1832. In it he encouraged the praaice of fasting 

arguing that, "al1 disease is caused by cloggiag the system amd ail disease is removed by 

restoring the digestive powers.. . " .2 l6 Hence, the interest in fasting. On Wednesday, 

September 17, 1834, Bamington held such a public fast. Perhaps it was good luck. 
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Perhaps it was divine deliverance. Perhaps it was the public fast. But, whatever it was, 

on October 14, Alrnira reported that the crisis had passed and Barrington had been spared 

the cholera?l 

In spite of the relative good health of Barrington, death was an ever present 

threat. For some it came as a result of old age such as the deaths of the elderly John 

Crowell and "poor old Aunt Didy" ~ r o w e l l . ~ ~ *  For others death came suddenly and 

unexpectedly as the result of an accident such as the drownings of Andrew Geddes and 

William Kenny. But, perhaps the most common and disheartening deaths were those of 

infants, young children and rnothers in childbirth. Many children died before they reached 

the age of f i ~ e . ~ ~ '  This was a generai concem at the time, partly owing to the lirnited 

resources available in the event of infections, early childhood diseases like whooping 

cou&, diptheria and measles, and various birthing complications. M e r  d l ,  there were no 

antibiotics and no anesthetics. IlInesses that are treatable and curable today were often 

fatal in the 1830s, particularly for young children. 

Alrnira did not always provide expianations for the deaths of the children but there 

were a number of entries about dying children during the period covered in her diaries. 

One was the death of her little nephew; "1 received a letter fiorn Sarah Ann this moming 

announcing the death of Clara's little boy and the extrerne grief of its r n ~ t h e r . " ~ ~ ~  It may 

have been that the child had consumption since his mother was suffering from that disease 

at the time.22 Another child's death that upset Almira personally was that of the baby 

son of Mr. and Mrs. Hichens, the lighthouse keepers on Seal Island. The poor parents, in 

an effort to Save their child, brought him off the Island to see Dr. Geddes on October 13, 

1835, but there was really no hope. The linle one died on the morning of October 15; 
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"On my way 1 called to see the sick child-poor little thing! It was apparently in the 

agonies of death. "222 There were other children, less well known to Almira, whose 

deaths were also recorded in her diary. Not surprisingly when Mrs. Sargent's newbom 

son became il1 there was much worry in the household; "The baby has been poorly today. 

1 hope it will live. Mrs. Sargent's heart seems bound up in it and this is not strange al1 

things considered. "223 The baby recovered slowly but it was well enough to be taken 

otdoon for its first time on October 8. As ALmira observed; "Dyïng is hard work even to 

a child." No one ever grew accuaomed to this sadness even though baby deaths were 

uncommon; "1 pitied Mr. Hichens bending over the M e  sufferer wmng his hands and 

seerned to feel in his own body every pang his child was enduring "224 

The agonies of a mother dying as a result of complications during or d e r  

childbirth were no less har t  rending. Such ditFculties were common in the early 

nineteenth c e n t ~ r y . ~ ~ ~  The place of the mother in the household was so important that 

the loss of a mother placed a farnily, not only in turmoil, but its very wholeness in 

jeopardy. Sometirnes, ifa father could not cope the children would have to be separated 

and sent to live with other family members or fiiends. When the mother of two girls in 

Shelbume died Almira wrote, "Poor unhappy ~ r e a t u r e s . " ~ ~ ~  Almira, therefore, was much 

concemed for her sister Sarah AM after she gave birth to a son on the evening of 

October 18, 1836; "1 staid ail night and slept in her chamber as Jane had been up nearly 

the whole Nght before.ltZ2' Perhaps the saddest death of al1 was that of Mrs. John 

Sargent who left behind a newbom as well as four other children; "Mrs. Sargent is dying. 

1 do not think she will live till tornorrow moming ... The grief of her husband the tears of 
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his children ... Mrs. Robertson has had the little babe this fortnight past. Poor wee thing. 

It is in good h a n d ~ . . . " . ~ ~ ~  After observing the eldest daughter in tears over her mother's 

deceased body, Almira captured the tme meaning of the death of a mother; "What can 

supply the loss of a r n o t l ~ e r ? " ~ ~ ~  But, life went on and people learned to cope with the 

regulanty of death. Family and fnends would come to assist the bereaved families and 

ease the period of a d j u ~ m e n t . ~ ~ ~  

Funerals were generally cornmunity aff&irs if only because everyone knew 

everyone else. In one way or another, the passing of a chiid or an adult afFected or 

touched most people in such a small comrnunity. Attending the funeral was not only a 

way of showing respect for the deceased and support for the bereaved, but it was an 

occasion for the cornmunity to corne together in a common interest. When Mr. W. 

Kemy drowned Almira said of his well attended funeral, "1 scarcely ever saw such a 

concourse of people a s~ernb led . "~~~  In the case of Mr. John Crowell's fùnerd she wrote, 

"I suppose mearly 500 people were assembled on the occasion. Of course, al1 our set 

was there. 

Almira attended many Funerals while she lived in Barrington and she wrote of a 

number of them in some detail thereby providing historians with information on the 

funerai practices and customs of the cornmunity. The local practice was to bury the body 

the day after death occured; "Mr. Isaac Knowles died yesterday morning &er not one 

day's illness and was buned according to the Barrington custom Since there 

were not fûneral homes, the body was kept in a pnvate home until the internent service. 

Such was the case on Sherose Island when Mrs. John Sargent die& "the fûneral was 
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numerously attended. 1 and Margaret and Bessy went on the Island in a boat. The 

procession left the house at half'past nine and we reached the Head a little before 

eleven.. .Al1 the othen walked separate. The men together and the women together. "234 

Alrnira contined with a description of the aMvd of the casket at the Methodia chapel: 

When we reached the Chape1 door, old Grandma Doane supported by her 
daughter-in -law came totterîng down the stairs to look for the 1st time upon the 
face of her daughter. She prayed audibly for support as she approached the coffin 
and she was supported wondemilly. 1 never was present at a more aEecting 
scene. She thanked Mr. Sargent for his kindness to her child and blessed her 
grandchildren as they stood weeping around her. Poor John cried as ifhis heart 
was breaking! There was scarcely a dry eye among the assembled 

The death of a dear fiend or near farnily member was appropriately moumed 

according to the custom of the day. For very close family mernbers a woman wore black 

for a penod of time foilowed by mauve or deep purple. Slowly, over the ensuing year, 

one would retum to brighter colours. For a dear fnend, one could choose to honour their 

passing and memory for whatever length of time one felt was necessary. Almira chose to 

set aside one social season to moum Mrs. John Sargent. This was the ody time she 

mentioned wearing mourning dresq although she wrote of helping others prepare their 

mouming attire. In one such instance she assisted Sarah and Janet Robertson and Maria 

Osborne in making a mourning gown for Mrs. William Sargent to Almira felt 

the passing of Mrs. Sargent particularly deeply because of her kindness to Almira when 

she first boarded on the Island; "1 have busy making mouming for myself this week. 1 felt 

as if 1 could not rest without paying tribute of respect to the memory of Mrs. Sargent. 

True, I have fine clothes and no scarcity of them but I willingly lay them aside for a 

season. "237 
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Like funerals, weddings were church based ceremonies which ofien drew together 

a large number in the cornmunity. Unlike funerals, however, weddings were generally 

happy occasions and whether one attended depended upon receiving an invitation . The 

invitation was determined by one's family relationship or fkiendship with the couple. 

Iudging from the number of weddings Almira attended it would seem that Barrington was 

home to many young men and women in their twenties and thintes and that she knew 

mon of them quite well. In many respects Barrington was a young town as evidenced by 

the number of young adults and young children. It was a flourishing community with 

plenty of employment opponunities, so that young people fiom Barrington were able to 

stay and raise their own families in the cornrnunity of their binh. Hence, the strong sense 

of cornmunity and close farnily ties. 

Many in Aimira's crowd were married in the 1830s. With the exception of the 

rather humed wedding of the pregnant Harriet Doane to John Homer, weddings in 

Barrington numbered between twenty-five and iifty guests. Almira described the 

wedding of Hannah Osborne; "Hannah Osborne was mamieci yesterday aftemoon. I was 

invited and so was Mary Am--there were about 50 persons at the wedding-too great a 

number for c o r n f ~ r t . " ~ ~ ~  The wedding of Helena Kimbal was also well attended. Her 

wedding took up two days of celebrating, one for the ceremony and one for the partying; 

"Helena Kimbal is married today-Ann Crowell has gone to the wedding-tomorrow is 

the second day and halfof Banington are going."239 Clearly this was an occasion for 

much of the community to share in the excitement. On the occasion of Telpha Smith's 

wedding to Alexaader Hogg, Aimira commented on the dress worn by the beautiful bride; 

"The bride looked very handsome. She was dressed in dark silk and wore a cap. The 

bridegroom looked well also.. . " . 240 
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Wedding preparations. then as now, involved a carefùl planning o f  who was 

invited, what was served and who sat with whom. Almira was asked to help with the last 

minute arrangements for Suzanne Kinney's wedding on July 24, 1 833. The local 

invitations were hand delivered the day before the ceremony. Upon Almira's anival the 

next day to help with the preparations, Uncle Tommy Crowell asked her to decide, "in 

what part of the room the ceremony should be perfomed." As weU, she recorded, "Aunt 

Ruth (the bride's mother) insisted upon my overseeing the bridesrnaid and directing her in 

the setting of the table-with both of which requests 1 gravely complied.. . 11.241 But fancy, 

large weddings were not to Almira's taste. She much preferred the more intimate and 

relaxed wedding of her fiend Urbane Crowell who was mamed on November 10, 1833. 

Almira's contribution to the preparation for twenty-six guests was "getting our fly traps 

ready.'12" Even in November flies buzzing around guests and food were not welcome. 

Urbane's wedding began at 3:OOpm and the partying aftemards continued until well into 

the evening. 

Also, as was the cuaom, Urbane's wedding banns were published three times at 

the meeting house before the wedding took place, allowuig plenty of time for someone to 

corne fonvard to prevent the ceremony from proceeding if there was reason to do so; 

"Urbane was published yesterday--1 am glad matters are brought so near a conclusion but 

feel sorry to lose Urbane. ..11.243 No one came fonvard to disallow this wedding but it did 

incjped happen once while Almira was in Barrington. The case involved William Kenny 

who was to marry Betsy Hopkins in October 1835. The wedding was cancelled when it 

was discovered Kenny already had a wife in Dublin, Ireland. Almira's words of wisdom 
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on the subject were simple and to the point; "1 feel sorry for poor Betsy, tho' 1 think her 

fortunate to have escaped an union with a person so ~n~rinci~led."~" 

In many ways the church was the centre of spiritual and secular life in Bamngton. 

In Barrington in the 1830s there were three places of worship. Al1 three were open to 

everyone and were a gathering places for social nourishrnent as well as spiritual 

regeneration. Such had been the tradition in Barrington since the arriva1 of the New 

England Planters in the 1760s. Congregationalists in the majority, these hard working 

Protestants had placed much emphasis on marking the Sabbath with readings, 

prayers and hymn and psaim singing.245 At first, they had met each Sunday in each 

others' homes but by 1765 a meeting house had been built at The Head, rnaking it the 

oldest non-conformist Protestant meeting house in canadasM6 

The old Meeting House, as it became known, was built by Joshua Nickerson. He 

began with fiarning brought from New England. There were gables on the east and West  

ends. Inside there was a ta11 wall pulpit designed to emphasize the importance of the 

sermon in the service. Because of the coa the doors and window panes were not added 

for rnany ~rears .~~ '  Almira attended rnany a s e ~ c e  in this building; "Mrs. Dennis, Mercy, 

Lydia, Lovitt and myself al1 went to the Head for the aftemoon as Mr. Harding preached 

in the old Meeting  ous se."^^^ 

in 1835, the members of the Old Meeting House took out subscnptions to 

become shareholders. They were awarded voting privileges according to the arnount of 

their subscnption. With some of the money doored pews were added and pews were 

sold annually auction style until 1 8 5 0 . ~ ~ ~  In this way one could acquire the pew of their 
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choice. Almira alluded to the practice of assigning pews, "The gallery was so full I was 

obliged to sit below in Mr. Osborne's pew."2S0 Another tirne Almira noted, "Mr. Sargent 

came up in the gallery to take the narnes of the subscribers.. . " .25 

SeMces at the Meeting House, true to the democratic spirit of the 

Congregationalists, were open to anyone in the comunity including the ~ u a k e r s . ~ ~ ~  

Since there were no other formal churches in Barrington, those who wanted to wonhip 

on Sunday, regardless of whether they were Presbyterian, Episcopal or Congregationalist, 

artended the only church in the area. Services were conducted by comrnunity members 

umil the an-ivai of the first New England clergy in 1770. However, when the Amencan 

Revolution began, the resident minister, the Rev. Samuel Wood, retumed to his New 

England home and throughout the period of the war Barrington had no ordaùied clergy. 

Once again the running of the services fell to the senior elders of the church, people Iike 

Solornon Smith and Thomas Crowell. They conducted two services each Sunday, a day 

given over to worship and catechism study. There was to be no formal visiting, no 

physical labour and as little cooking as possible.253 

It was during the revolutionary period that a spiritual revival was expenenced in 

Barrington. Having been abandoned by their clergy, the Barringtonians felt the absence 

of a sense of direction in their lives. This was exacerbated by the poor economic 

conditions, the physical isolation and the ever present danger of privateer attack. Any 

sympathy they rnight have felt initidly for the revolutionary cause quickly dissipated. As 

George Rawlyk has noted in his book, A Peq&Hig&Favwred by Go& "to the 

Bamingtonians 'Descendents from America', it was hard to accept that they had to be 

threatened.. . t h  type of introduction into revolutionary rhetoric made it difficult for them 
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to accept the faa that the American colonists were battling for the ~ o r d . " ~ ~ ~  Into this 

spriritual and political leadership vacuum came the charasmatic, itinerant evangelical 

preacher Henry Alline. 

While the organized churches were appalled by Une 's  extravagant mannerisms, 

Henry Alline won his way into the hearts of the people. His message seerned to be what 

rnany rural Nova Scotians were seeking and Baningtonians were no exception. Alline 

preached on Sherose Island in 1782 and at The Head in 1785. AUine preached of a loving 

God and stressed the importance of conversion, of seeing the tme way in order to acheive 

redemption and entry to Heaven. In the midst of political and econornic chaos, Alline 

promised spirituai peace and heavenly r e w a r d ~ . ~ ~ ~  For many, Alline's message harkened 

back to the evangelical doctrines of the New Light preachers the Planters had known in 

New England before they had moved to Nova ~ c o t i a . ~ ~ ~  Its farniliarity provided a much 

needed sense of security and justification for the neutral position they had adopted. 

New Lightism once again filled the hearts and souls of many Barrington residents. 

-4s in other parts of Nova Scotia, the 1780s witnessed a religious reawakening in 

Barrington. Thomas Crowell and Obediah W~ison, in particular, took up the New Light 

cause in the community. Ailine encouraged the converts to gather together in a common 

place of worship of their own.257 In response, a new meeting house was built on Sherose 

Island. Thereafter, the Old Meeting House at The Head tended to be the meeting place 

for those who held to the practices of the organized churches such as Anglican, 

Presbyterian and Congregational. The New Lights attended the Island Meeting House 

noted for its high galeries, "the Meeting House was croweded and I really trembled lest 
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the galleries should give ~ a ~ . . . " . ~ ~ *  Almira often went to senice here, parîicularly when 

she lived on the Island, "Mr. Norton preached in the Island Meeting House, and 1 

attended both morning and aftemoon. "259 

A third place of worship was built at The Head in 1 86 1 .260 This was the 

Methodia Church , known locally as the Chapel. It had a striking ta11 steeple that could 

be seen as one came in the harbour. About the same time Alline was travelling around 

Nova Scotia in the 1780s. another preacher was also riding fiom settlement to settlement 

on horseback. His message was less evangelicai in flavour, but for some, no less 

impressive. The Rev. William Black, or "the Bishop", as he was nicknarned, was a 

Methodist clergyman. He appealed to those who felt no spiritual satisfaction in the 

traditional churches but were not inclined to abandon the organized church totally. Black 

stressed the sinfullness of humanity and the need for regeneration through faith. In 1789, 

he was appointed Methodist Bishop for the Maritimes and Newfoundland, hence the 

nic kname. 

Almira attended the Chapel with much the sarne degree of regularity as she did 

the two Meeting Housees. It appears from her diary, that many in town did the same, 

generally attending worship twice a day on Sundays. The choice of place seemed to 

depend on who !vas preaching and at what tirne; "1 went to the Head with the reg of the 

Island girls-the Chapel was crowded and the heat excessive ... after dinner we went back 

to ~ h a ~ e l . . . " . ~ ~ ~  The preaching mua have been excellent or the sou1 in need of repair, 

for in spite of the August heat, Alrnira added on another occasion; "1 could willingly have 
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sat an hour longer."262 The leading Methodia families included those of John Sargent. 

Samuel O. Doanne and Joseph ~ 0 r n e r . l ~ ~  

Although they had separate places of worship in Barrington, the Methodins, 

Allinites and Congregationalists ofien attended each other's meetings in order to hear well 

known preachers regardless of their religous filiation. Afterall, going to hem a 

flamboyant preacher or hear people speak of their conversions was as much entenainment 

experience as it was a religious one. One might not always identiQ with the emotional 

rhetoric but it was unlikely one would l ave  totally unaffected; "Charles Knowles 

preached at the Island Meeting House and 1 went to hear him. They had a very lively 

meeting and tho' 1 could not approve of the extravagant behaviour of a few individuds 

who were present, there was some whose happiness 1 envied. ff 264 

Even in the 1830s. there would have been those like Uncle Tomrny and Squire 

Crowell who remembered the evangelical preaching of William Black and Henry Alline. 

But. by then, there had been some significant changes within the New Light cornmunity, 

and to some extent within the Methodist one as well. Part of the change revolved around 

one of their owq Theodore Seth Harding. Harding was bom in Banington to Planter 

parents in 1773. At the age of eight he witnessed the visit fiom Henry Alline and 

resolved early on to dedicate his iife to reading the news of the gospel. However, rather 

than becoming an Allinite, he chose, first, to become a Methodia preacher. Although he 

was an extremely popular preacher, Harding's belief in predestination was unacceptable to 

the Methodist church and in 1795 he became a Baptist rninister, m o h g  closer to the 

New Light tradition. Brother Harding was also a fim behever in adult baptism by 

immersion and he encouraged the New Light followers in Barrington, and elsewhere in 

the colony, to adopt the Baptist baptismal practices and to be converted. 

262 Diary entry from August 19, 1833. 
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The practice of baptism by immersion had been common in New England in the 

eighteenth century even with Congregationalists, but when the Planters arrived in Nova 

Scotia most abandoned the practice owing to the coldness of the local waters. However, 

the feniour of preachers Like Harding and one of his first converts who was later 

ordaineci, Thomas Crowell, convinceci many to re-establish the custom. By the 1830s, 

adult baptism by immersion was common with the now Baptist congregation at the two 

meeting houses. Nevertheless, it would seem the topic was still a source of some discord 

in the cornrnunity, "Went to hear Mr. Ashley at Island Meeting House. 1 did not feel 

pleased with the sermon. Neither did Mrs. Sargent.. .The subjects of it were baptism (the 

mode) and other controverted points."265 The Methodias, meanwhile, continued the 

practice of infant baptism with a pouring of water over the forehead. Almira mentioned 

one such baptism; "The two baby boys were chriaened today by Mr. Webb, also little 

Elira. "266 

Adult baptisms far out numbered infant baptisms in Barrington during Almira's 

penod. This was partly due to the numbers of former Congregationalists and dinites 

who converted to the Baptist faith at this tirne. Many of those baptised were older 

residents Iike Miss Crowell; "Old Miss Molly Crowell was baptized after meeting...".267 

Like funerais, the baptisms often attracted large crowds. Undoubtedly some of those 

attending did so as much out of cunosity as out of religious fervour. Usually the 

baptisrns took place during the summer and early autwnn in order to ensure that the 

water was not unbearably cold. Herman Kemy and Matilda Wilson were baptized by 

Rev. Mr. Ashley on the aftemoon of October 18, 1835; "...an immense concourse of 

people were asssembled to witness the ceremony. Maalda looked pale but pretty and 

interesting and irnpressive. She seemed calm and coUected. Not so her comapnion. He 
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was irnmersed after her and floundered and struggled in the water like an overgrown 

porpoise. "268 On July 1 9, 193 5, Almira noted the large attendance at the baptism 

conducted by the Rev. Charles Knowles; "Charles Knowles preached and afler morning 

service baptized Betty Osborne. The ceremony took place near Mr. Seth Wilson's. 

There was an immense concourse present. 11 269 

By the early 1800s, the Barrington Allinites had pretty well converted to the 

Baptist fàith and the Island Meeting House was their place of worship. However, within 

the Baptist community there was a senous rift between those who advocated open 

communion, which had been the tradition in Barrington since the first Congregationalist 

meetings, and those who advocated closed communion. The latter was the position 

adopted by the Baptia Association of Nova Scotia. In general, the closed communion 

Baptists tended to be those attending the Allinited Island Meeting House, while the open 

cornrnunionias attended the Old Meeting House at the Head. The Rev. Seth Harding and 

his cousin, the Rev. Harris Harding, both believed in the open communion practice a 

concept which appealed to the old Barringtonians; "Mr. Harris Harding preached ... He 

had a very large congregation. Several people fiom Clyde were there beside a great 

number from the ~ead."~'O However, younger Baptists were moved by the preaching of 

the Rev. Jacob Norton who cded for closed communion.271 Nortonites, as his followers 

became hown,  tended to congregate at the Island Meeting House. Norton certainly was 

by al1 reports an effeaive preacher: 

Mr. Norton preached in the Island Meeting House and 1 attended both 
moming and aftemoon-the world say what it pleases of him, he certaidy 
possesses talents of no ordinary stamp-and had his opportunities of aquiring 
knowledge (1 speak of  ha^! attainments) been equal to his capacity he 
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would have risen to celebrity, in W e v a  profession he might have chosen. 
If some of my acquaintances were to see the eulogism I have jus  written they 
would pronounce me a complete "Nortonite"-but this is not the case. 1 admire 
his talents as a public speaker. ..272 

The split between the Baptists seemed to focus around the two leading preachers 

on the subject of communion. Even though Barrington Baptists might continue to meet 

rogether from time to tirne, the tension between the two groups was obvious even to an 

Anglican like Almira. In the surnmer of 1833, for instance, she noted, "Mc Norton's 

disciples prayed heartily for him in meeting but Uncle Tommy and Nezer did not seem to 

fellowship them r n ~ c h . " ~ ~ ~  Another time Almira alluded to rumours that were circulating 

regarding Norton's character. She suggested that the comments might well be nothing 

but a form of character assassination designed by his opponents; "His character as a 

private individuai 1 know nothing of except heresay-if he bas been guilty of the crimes 

laid to his charge, I ought to detest him-but how do 1 lnow that these reports are the 

forgenes of slander. "274 Ln the end, the split was partly resolved by the work of the Rev. 

Asa ~ c ~ r a y ~ ' ~  McGray visited Barrington several times but Almira only notes his 

presence and makes no comments about the content of his preaching; "Mr. Reynolds 

preached to a crowded aud i to~ ,  a great number from The Head having corne down. Mr. 

McGray and Uncle Tommy were there l ike~ i se . "~ '~  Nevertheless, finally in 1 837 the rift 

was mended.277 That year al1 Baptists became Free Baptists and adopted the Island 

Meeting house and their spiritual g a t h e ~ g  place. Closed communion became the 

practice. 
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Meanwhile, the Methodias welcomed one and al1 to their revival and prayer 

meetings as the Chapel in Barrington. Like the Baptias, whether Nortonites or 

Hardingites, they were served by itinerant clergy through much of the 1 83 0s. Mr. 

Padman and Mr. Webb were regular preachers. Generally there were two seMces each 

Sunday. On Sunday August 19, 1833, for example, Aimira attended the Chapel; "Mr. 

Padrnan preached in the moming and Mr, Webb in the aftemoon. 1 stopped to the prayer 

meeting for the fint tirne-1 felt solemn amd wished I could feel as happy as some whom I 

heard pray."278 Almira seemed to particularly enjoy the sermons of Mr. Webb; "1 went 

to the Head to hem Mr. Webb preach-I like hm very much-he had a numerous 

auditory.. . " .279 Sometimes, the clergy would remain for several weeks at a time and 

bring their family. Such was the case of Mr. Webb who arrived in the Fall of 1833 with 

his wife and mother. Almira and a fiiend stopped by to visit one dernoon; "Mr. and 

Mrs. Webb are very agreeable people and so to the old lady, Mr. Webb's mother. Mr. 

Webb read and prayed before we came away and I felt pleased he did so. He, 1 believe, 

gave us separate good advice.. . " . 280 

When clergy were not available there were a number of elders in the community 

who could take the services and deliver sermons. Mer a fineral mn by Uncle Tommy, 

Aimira exclairned that she was appded by how poorly he had done the job; "1 think 1 

never have heard a text so miserably handled as was the one which Uncle Tommy 

s e l e ~ t e d . " ~ ~ ~  Another time she cnticized the sermon given by Uncle Nezer Crowell, 

"Uncle Nezer talked most ndiculously in the aftemoon. He gave us the whole flair of 

Joseph and his mistress ...".282 Nevertheless, the Sabbath was duly and properly observed 

and the people reminded of God's word; "Uncle Nezer had prayed before we le fi... he read 
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a chapter that had bullets in it."283 AI, dunng the winter months when the howling 

winds and cold temperatures made it impossible to use the meeting houses, people 

gathered in each other's homes to observe Sunday customs. Other times special private 

gatherings would be held. Sometirnes, depending on the preacher, the gathering would 

even arain the resources of the house. Such was the case when the Baptist preacher, 

Chades Knowles, arrived from Yarmouth; "Uncle Obed gave out a meeting for Charles 

Knowles. It was to be held at Mr. Kensey's and to commence at early candleiight-all we 

Island girls went-every room in the house was fil~ed."~* 

One of the central concems of the Methodia community was rnissionary and 

conversion work among the "heathen" in remote areas of the world. This was highiy 

valued because of its evangeiical purpose in spreading the gospel and teachings of Christ. 

Within many rural cornmunitities iike Barrington, the Missionary Society not only had a 

religious purpose but also served an important social role in the lives of the people. 

particularly the women. It provided an opportunity for social rningling and a chance for 

women to speak out publicly, beyond the confines of the home. The Missionary Society 

was very active in Bamington and its membership was open to both men and women, 

young and old. Almira often attended the meetings of the society which included the 

prayers, bible readings and hymn singing as weff as discussion on rnissionary activities in 

places iike Bermuda. Unfortunately, she did not descnbe what the content of the meeting 

discussion was; "There has been a Missionary Meeting at the Head this evening and 1 

have just renirned fkom it."285 

Another organization that afEorded the women of Barrington an opportunity to 

mix outside of the home and perhaps, to speak out on a social issue of some concem to 
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them was the Temperance ~ o c i e t y ~ ~ ~  The Puritan tradition, denouncing excessive 

consurnption of alcohol was, at least, officially, dive and weii in Barrington during 

Almira's tirne. An area noted for strict codes of condua, humility, hard work, pious 

counsels and sobriety, it was not surpnsing that suppon for the temperance movement 

came fiom ail parts of the cornmunity regardless of social status or religious affiliation. 

The concem here was temperance, not prohibition. Tho latter would have been very hard 

to enforce given that the ships of people like John Sargent and Obediah Crowell, 

regularly amved with Liquor fiom the West ~ n d i e s . ~ ~ ~  Although it was illegal for them to 

sel1 the liquor, because they did not have governrnent iicences to do so, the fact was that 

it was not difficuit to acquire alcohol when one wanted it.288 Almira often mentioned the 

consumption of wine by the women as well as the men; "After drinking a glass of wine at 

Wreyton's we proceeded home;"289 and again, "We called for a few minutes at Dr. 

Geddes where we got a glass of wine and piece of cakeand then set off 

Nevertheless, there must have been some concem about the abuse of liquor, particularly 

hard liquor such as mm. Undoubtedly, there was pressure fiom the various religous 

leaders to end, or at least control the consurnption. In 183 1, the Barington Temperance 

Society was fomed with the support of the Rev. Jacob Norton, and local worthies 

inciuding Ebenezer Crowell, Whthrop Sargent and Thomas ~ r o w e l l . ~ ~ ~  Similarly the 

role of the church in the temperance rnovement was felt again in 1833 when the 

Rev. W.W. Ashley, conducted a temperance meeting in Ban-ington at which 20 young 

men took the pledge.292 Almira did not mention this achievement but she did note the 
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day she added her name to the pledge sheet. It was October 7, 1835; "There was a 

Temperance meeting held at the Head 1 s t  evening which 1 attended ... I iiked the meeting 

very much and had rny name put do m... The Rev. Mr. Cloney had arrived fiom 

Yarmouth and was there. He spoke most eloquently.. ." .293 Not that the Temperance 

meetings were without their heated debates and differences of opinion; "There was a 

temperance meeting at the Island ... I attended and was very much arnused by the 

squabbling that took p ~ a c e . . . ' ' . ~ ~ ~  But Almira had her rasons for supporting the 

temperance cause. As in everything else in her life, she abhorred excess and she had 

witnessed enough excessive consumption of alcohol to convince her that the temperance 

movement was an important vehicle, dong with the church to ensure social aability and 

morality. With some disgust, she wrote about Ansel's behaviour after a Party; "Ansel 

certaidy had been drinking.. . Weddings were a favounte occasion for excessive 

drinking and such was the case it seems at Urbane Crowell's wedding; ".. .quite agreeabie 

evening and it would have been still more so it had not been for Mr. Crowell who got a 

dm* as a coot and made himself mighty ridiculous. .. 

Because Almira Bell was not writing with an eye to postenty, she often did not 

record the kinds of detail that future researchers would have wished. She does not 

always cl- to whom she is referring when she uses only initials to signify a person's 

name. She does not provide minutes of meetings of local organizations. She does not 

always conclude a story leaving one wondering what happened in the end. She rarely 

provides physical descriptions of people's appearances, clothes or educational levels. She 

says nothing about the problem or particulars within the business community, the 

shipping industry or the farming community. She says nothing about the political events 
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of the day. She says very little about her own fom of employment, that of schooi 

teaching. Instead, ALmira writes about those things which concemed her most directly, 

her family, her fiiends and her faith. With a carefiil reading of the diaries, accompanied 

by a understanding of the historical thes,  one cm however, acquire a surprisingly full 

picture of life in Barrington, Nova Scotia, between the years 1833 and 1836. By the end 

one has a good idea whom they might meet were they able to move back into the 1830s. 

One would have some idea of how the comrnunity was laid out, what the family 

relationships were, what the econornic activities were, who the social elite were, what 

people ate, what they did for entenainment, what they believed and how they expressed 

their beliefs and what were some of their social concems. And, because, Almira was 

writing from a female perspective, one can gain some insight into what it was like for a 

young single woman living in Barrington at the tirne. Throughout there are references to 

aspects of life aEeaing young girls, single women, married women and widowed women. 

Such are the decoding possibilities of the diary. 



1 64 

Conclusion 

Dianes have long been a form of record keeping, a form of confessional a d o r  a 

form of literary expression throughout time. But, what is their value beyond the 

immediate needs of the diarist? According to Ellen Teny, the value of the diary changes 

with the passage of time: 

What is a diary as a nile? A document usefil to the person who keeps it, 
dull to the contemporary who rads  it, invaluable to the student centuries 
afterwards, who treasures it ! l 

For the keeper of the diary this form of written expression may serve a number of 

very personal and intimate needs. It may be a record of events, a record of things 

important to the life of the writer, or a kind of memo nling system kept regularly or 

irregularly. It may be an outlet for personal emotions and thoughts, a kind of private 

confessional. Whatever its purpose, the d i q  is without a doubt, a "document useful to 

the person who keeps it." 

For the contemporary who rnay by accident or intent read a diary, the material 

comained within may indeed be "dull" as ELlen Terry suggests. M e r  d l ,  reader and 

diaria, as contemporaries, have most likely shared the same environment and sarne 

events. Beyond gossip and curiosity, the contemporary reader has Little interest in 

another person's diary, particularly since rnoa diaries lack the sparkle of a work of 

fiction. 

It is only after sorne time has passed that the diary emerges as a document of 

interest and value for someone other than the diarist. Uniike the contemporary, the 

reader fiom another time and place is intrigueci by the unlaiown. The diary becomes a 

window opening into the private life of someone from the past. The events and thoughts 
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recordeci within the diary are not dulled by familiarity. Instead, the diary brings to life the 

pan as seen through the eyes of the diarist and as experienced by the diarist. The diary 

draws the reader into the environment and times of the writer. Little wonder diaries 

becorne, as Teny noted, invaluable, treasured documents for midents of social and 

cultural history. From the pages of diaries emerge intimate details, personal 

commentaries and evidence of daily rhythrns of iife which, only rarely, can be gieaned 

from the pages of political speeches, legislative papers and other public documents. This 

is why the value of any diary must not be underestimated, no matter how bnef the entries 

or how short the time span covered. 

Because of what they may reveal about a person or their time and place, diaries 

have been used as supplementaq research tools for some time. Granteci, they were not 

vaiued in the sarne way as more traditional official pnmary sources such as governent 

documents and personal correspondence, but they were consulted in order to acquire a 

more intimate feeling for the life of a farnous person or to confirm information gathered in 

other ways. However, diaries written by unknown individuals or by those who had had 

no particular role in history were long ignored by historians untii the rise to academic 

respectability of social and cultural history in the second half of the twentieth centwy. A 

recognition that al1 persons, regardless of social and economic status, of sex or race, are 

part of historical development meant that diaries aquired an intrinsic research value of 

their own, far greater than that of jua being supplementary documentation. They gained 

a new respect as research tools, opening doors to the past. 

Diaries, li ke personal correspondence, are those special types of documentation 

which can transport a researcher back in t h e  with some degree of intimacy and 

immediacy. They may be l i t e d  in their usefulness to some because they offer an 

account of a time and place as seen through the eyes of ody one participant or bystander, 

but when combined with other sources, a much fuiier and more accurate retelling of 

history can be ac heived. As Veronica Strong-Boag argues, "diaries inters- with 



existing data drawn for traditional doc~mentation."~ it is this blending of diary 

information with more traditionally retneved documentation which has given diaries 

academic acceptance as research tools. As Betty Wylie observed in 1995, the diary form 

is finaily being taken senously both by historians "searching for more details and the 

texture of everyday life" and by literary critics "who see them as a ~ r i e s . " ~  

The emergence of women's hiaory as an a m  of study in the midst of the feminist 

movement and the growth in social and cultural hiaory in the 1960s and 1970s meant 

that histonans began to search out and examine women's diaries in particuiar. At first, 

the greatest curiosity was reserved for diaries wrïtten by women of some note, women 

who had aood out in the evolution of women's rights, those who had broken down 

barriers in such areas as education, politics, medicine and business. Lefi to the last were 

the diaries of little known or unknown women living in isolated, rural Canada. As Laurie 

Alexander noted in 1989 in her Master's thesis, "An Interdisciplinary Approach to 

Maritime Women's Diaries: Laura Wood, Victoria Ross and L.M. Montgomery", "the 

joumals that rural women have left to poaenty deserve a much closer and detailed 

analysis.""iaries written by rural women are every bit as rich in documentation and 

historkal revelation as those wrinen by women living in more urban centres on the 

country. After all, the domestic history of rural Canada is integral to an understanding of 

the development of urban Canada, whether one is examining economic, politicai, social or 

cultural matters. The development of urbw industrial Canada is rooted in the rural 

history of the country. And, key to that rural development was the part played by 

women. For example, the establishment and maintenance of the family faim depended as 
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much on the femaies in the family as on the maies. Together they formed the economic 

unit which made the family farrn possible. 

An examination of t he diaries of Almira Bell, written between 1 83 3 and 1 83 6, in 

the isolated, coastal community of Barrington, Nova Scotia, addresses Alexander's 

challenge. A careful examination and decoding of Bell's entries provide the histonan, 

perhaps even the socioiogist, with valuable information and insights into life in 

Barrington, in general, and into the tife of Almir& in particular. As well, because of the 

way in which Almira tells her story and because of her own literary interests and 

activities, Almira's diary would also be a valuable research tool for the literary critic 

examining female literature in early nineteenth century Canada. It is an unique document. 

There was. afler dl, only one Aimira Bell and oniy one diary written by her at that t h e .  

It has. to this point, never been fùlly decoded, let alone published. Her voice speaks fiom 

the past to the present through the medium of her diary. She speaks of her community 

and its residents; their activities, kinships, beliefs and cuaoms. She speaks of herself; her 

sorrows, loves, fears and joys. She speaks of her life as a woman in a male dominated 

society . 
. . 

Veronica Strong-Boag, in I '  

reiterates Laurie Alexander's plea for a more extensive use of women's diaries as research 

t0ols.j Strong-Boag recognizes the deficiencies in histoncal research if one were to 

depend solely on a diary or groups of diaries for evidence. But, Wre other non traditional 

research tools such as interviews and mernoires, diaries must not be ignored just because 

they lack the academic seal of approval. They are far more than useless gossip, for even 

the gossip reveals something about social attitudes, social relationships and female 

attitudes and values. To ignore them is to ignore a valuable source of information. 

Women's diaries as hisoncal research tools enhance and broaden the picture of women's 

Strong-Boag 3. 



history, one which has. until recently, had many blank or shady patches owing to an 

absence of reliable and substantive primary documentation. Wornen's diaries like Aimira 

Bell's can fi11 in some of those gaps and bring detail and clarity to what has been little 

more than a general outline. 

Diaries are valuable research tools for hiaorians, sociologists and literary cntics at 

a number of levels. The focus of this study has been to examine the diaries of Almira Bell 

for the purposes of histoncai reconstniction. Three kinds of historical reconstruction 

have been possible; the social and cultural history of Barrington in the 1830s; the history 

of wornen in a given tirne and place; and, the aory of Almira Bell's personal life between 

1 833 and 1836. Historical reconstruction is the piecing together of an event, of an 

environment, of a person's life, of a community, based on bits of evidence drawn fiom 

documents created in the past. The d i q  is one such source, providing clues and actual 

data to be inserted into the historian's puzzle. By placing the diary clues into their 

political, social, economic and cultural contexts, based on evidence drawn from other 

more traditional prirnary and secondary sources, the historian can reconstrwt the past, 

and thereby, gain an understanding of what took place and why. Additionai sources may 

also provide verification of unsubstantiated clues in the diary which then make it possible 

for the researcher to pull the reconstmcted historicai puzzle togethei: Because diaries 

ofien record the mundane, ordinary aspects of daily Me, they are invaluable in helping the 

histonan appreciate and comprehend why certain diings were done as they were and why 

certain things happened as they did. In spite of nones haif told, persons unidentified and 

gaps in entries made, diaries are d l  one of the few forms of documentation available to 

the historian seeking the private, more intirnate inside details of past events or persons. 

Similariy, a diary may help to explain certain customs or activities such as a game which 

is no longer a part of daily cultural life. 

Little of a substantiai nature has been written about the community of Barrington, 

particularly in the 1 830s except the book by Edwin Crowell entitled, 



Bamneton. the book S a  by Benjamin Doane and several shorter works by 

local amateur writers lke  Hattie Perry who wrote a s  Was and 

the Fag- Most histories of Nova Scotia which deai with the period of the 1830s, such as 
. * 

LM. Beck's politrcs of Nova Sc- focus on the seeds of political refonn and 

responsible government which were being sown at the time in Halifax and Pictou County. 

There is little interest expressed in life in Barrington. In fact, Barrington is rarely 

mentioned in Nova Scotia hiaory books except in conjunction with the arriva1 of the New 

England Planters, the privateering escapades of the Amencan Revolution and the War of 

18 12- 14. and the high regard in which sailors and shipbuilders of Barrington were held 

during the "Age of Sail." Othenvise, very Iittle has been written. For that reason aione, 

Almira's diary is a valuable addition to Maritime hiaoncal Iiterature and documentation, 

as it provides a tool for the reconstmction of Barrington's history. 

Frorn Almira's diary the researcher learns about her community and its people 

although little is revealed with respect to the political life of the community. However, a 

much can be Iearned about the social, economic and cultural Me of the area. The 

economic activities in Barrington hcluded fishing? shipping, shipbuilding, tanning 

blacksrnithing and school teaching, to name a few. The men of the community who were 

involved in shipping and trading were ofien away at sea for long penods of time, leaving 

the women of Barrington alone to care for fimilies and their homes on their own. 

Women, such as Almira, who had to hancially support themselves were employed as 

domestics, servants, teachers and seamstresses. Some of these women worked because 

their families needed the extra income, or because they were on their own 4 t h  no other 

hancial suppon, or because their husbands had dieci, or abandoned them, leaving them 

with little money. It is clear from Almira's diary that Barringtonians, whether male or 

female, were hard workers who felt a strong responsibility for the welfare of their 

farniIies. 



Almira's diary may also be useful to the historical geographer. She often mentions 

geographic locations in the area. Some of the places no longer exia except in memory but 

they are recorded in Almira's diary; Ghost Hill, the Kissing Bridge and the Big Rock. 

Other geographic features such as the divisions of the community into The Head, The 

Passage and The Neck are well defined in the diary. The social and econornic 

relationships between them also become very clear in the diary. Aimira records regionai 

jealousies between the subdivisions in comrnents such as this one descnbing the girls from 

The Head as "suspicious uncharitable creatures. "6 She referred to her own group of 

fiiends as "our set". Such references as these would generally not be found in other 

histories but are recorded in Alinira's d i q ,  revealing the intensity of social and regional 

dserences within Barrington as a whole. The social structure and social distinctions of 

Barrington were based on both econornic status and where one lived in the area. 

Mention, for example, was made of the "Island girls", and the Shag Harbour men. Each 

distinct group was narned and identified thereby Ieaving historians with a record of the 

various divisions within the community and surroundhg areas. 

Given the rather isolated location of Barrington and the limited forms of 

communication available, it is interesting to note to what extent Barrîngtonians were 

aware of things outside of their locale as weil as Nova Scotia. Many of the men in the 

cornrnunity sailed to the Wea Indies, Bermuda and the United States. They would bring 

back tales fiom exotic far away places and return with unique souve~frs such as coconuts, 

pretty sheiis and cornbs. 

Mail was another important tink for the people of Barrington with the outside 

world. It was generaiiy transportecl by ship, wagon or by personal messenger. Without 

this form of communication, Almira like other Barrington residents would not have been 

able to keep in touch with family, to l e m  of events like the cholera epidernic in Halifax 

6 Diary entry fiom Septernber 2, 1833. 



or to follow changes in tastes and style. Almira often mentioned the latest styles that were 

popular in Halifax or in places from which visitors had corne. Large puffed sleeves, for 

example, were in vogue during the 1830s and Almira was one of the first women in 

Barrington to sport them in her a m ,  much to the amusement of some like Dr. Geddes. 

Clearly although communication and transportation was rather slow in cornparison to the 

present day, Barrington was not without its knowledge of other places and things that 

took place within the colony. 

Genealogists and sociologists could learn much about kinships from Almira's 

diary. In it she mentions the names of many fàmilies including those dating back to 

Barrington's Planter origins, the Smiths, Crowelis, Sargents and Wilsons. Al1 these 

people interacted with each other socially a d o r  professionaliy. Even a perusal of the 

first names of community residents provides evidence of the deep Puritan values and 

beliefs of the eariy Barrington families; Israel, Obediah, Ruth, Mary, Hannah, and Asa. 

As well. the researcher can trace family relationships through two even three generations. 

For example, Almira describes courting relationships, marriages, births and deaths, al1 of 

which are clues for those trying to reconstmct family trees and kinship structures. 

Those interested in the role of religion in community life would find Almira's diary 

to be a rich source of clencal m e s ,  religious attitudes and philosophical differences. 

The various religious institutions of the area included the Chapel, the Meeting House and 

the Old Meeting House. AU three were frequented by most of the community members 

fiom tirne to tirne. The ciifferences between the Methodists and Baptists sometimes 

became the cause of heated debate. Such was the case with baptism. While the Baptim 

practiced adult immersion, the Methodias held infant christenings. Strict moral codes 

were rooted in the Protestant hentage of the community. Aimira mentioned how an 

unwed pregnant woman was publicly ridiculed in the Meeting House by those who did 

not respect her situation and felt the need to embarrass her in front of her community 



memben. Such happenings showed the values of the day and the place of women in such 

situations. 

For those interested in heaithcare and education in the 1 8 3 0 ~ ~  Almira's diary offers 

another kind of information. Home care was the nom. Visits to the doctor were 

reserved for senous problems that could not be treated with poultices or peppermint. 

The two docton in the community are mentioned but no precise details of their methods 

are offered. Nevertheless, it is clear fiom Alrnira that the docton were important, valued 

people in the cornrnunity. 

It is clear fiom the dairy that life was something to be greatly valued in the 1830s. 

Death was an ever present fear regardless of one's age, sex or economic status. 

Accidents at sea associated with shipping and seafaring were always possible. 

Tuberculosis was a constant worry as many did not recover fiom that illness. The same 

was tme of cholera as was show in Almira's diary when an epidemic of that dreaded 

disease hit Halifax during the surnmer of 1834. Many in Barrington feared it would 

spread to the South Shore as well. Childbirth was another cause for concem as 

untreatable complications could arise with the mother shortly afler givhg birth or 

problems could occur with the baby. Alrnira mentioned a number of young mothers who 

did not live to see their babies grow up. Life was uncertain during Almira's day and even 

crossing a fiozen river could be problematic if the ice gave way and the traveler was to 

f d  through as Almira discovered. No wonder Barringtonians seemed to be preoccupied 

with their preparedness to meet their maker, "Yet, at no distant day, I, too, shall have 

become a disembodied spirit, and shall have been made acquainted with those secrets that 

Death alone can reveal. Awful, awftl thoughts, Oh., my sod! May'sî thou be prepared 

for an event so tremendous--and so ce~tain!"~ 

7 Diary entry from September 17, 1833. 



Alrnira provides few details about educationd practices in Barrington. But, her 

references to other private teachers like herser and to the local school house make it 

clear that education was vaiued by Barringtonians. One does leam, however, that 

schooling was not compulsory, attendance was irregular at best, and if Almira's students 

were as bored as she was. classes must have been dull; "1 have not kept school this wimer 

and my health and spirits are rnuch the better for iV8 

Almirats diary provides the social historian with brief but interesting glirnpses into 

the sociai customs and attitudes cornmon in Barrington in the 1830s. She speaks of such 

practices as public fasts, burying the deceased the following day, wornen being beaued or 

esconed to the bars. men and wornen attending quilting parties and cornmunity 

attendance at the places of worship. These may not have been unique to Barrington but 

they were part of life in that community. Alrnira, in fact, occasionally mentioned that 

such things were not done in her home town of Shelbume, for instance. The social 

customs and social life of the people of Barrington also encompassed their various forms 

of entertainment including parties, beach outings, dances, quilting parties, card games, 

house gatherings, taking tea, singing parties and formal dinners. Al1 were an important 

part of how Barringtonians interacted as a cornmunity. Such practices and customs 

shaped community life in Barrington during Almira's Me there. 

For those seeking to reconçtnict the hiaory of rural women in a given place and 

tirne, Almira's diary is a most valuable tool. As the authon of Never Done: lhse 

of W o m e n m k  in Canada have said, "mai women are the millions who 

never became famous, for in these millions rests the history of women in  anad da."^ 

Women diarias tend, according to Betty Wylie to, "record their tasks and their tales, their 

8 Diary entry fiom February 1 83 6. 
9 The Corrective Collective, N m ~ o n e : . e C e n t u r i e s o f W o m e n ' s  Warkin 

(Toronto: Canadian Women's Educational Press, 1974) 3. 



personal stories and their search of self discovery." Io These daily domestic ntuals of 

cooking, cleaning, washing and sewing are what author Margaret Conrad c d s  "women's 

culture." In diaries by rural women such as Almira Bell, the fabric of their daily lives are 

woven throughout their diary pages and the reader is able to l e m  many things about the 

woman's daily chores, activities and responsibilities. The woman's household duties and 

household influence within the sphere of her control in her roles as wife, mother or 

daughter are usually described in the diary, ifever so subtly. Diaries like Almira's are 

breaking the silence which, until recent years, "surrounded the so-called private 

sphere."12 It was within this private sphere that the woman was in total control, and it 

was she who shaped the home which was the social centre for the men, children and 

women. The home was where births and funerds were held. The home was where 

children were raised and husbands supported. The home was where parties were held 

and school lessons were taught. The home was, as Almira's diary reveals, a place centrai 

to the lives of al1 those in the rural community and at the veq centre was the woman. 

Time in the rural womanfs life was generally related to the domestic events in her 

life rather than to the public ones. Because of this, femaie issues and concems were 

written from a female perspective and with a female understanding of such things as 

birthing and mariage. Female relationships between ffiends, sisters and mothers c m  

therefore, be examined in the daiiy diary entries of rurai women. Almira describes what 

she and her tiiends do together and what they thhk of others in the community. She 

speaks of the activities of women Like Mrs. W. Sargent and how she related to that f d y  

of seven girls. In her own case, Almira talks of her need for a "kindred spint."13 

l0 Wylie 227. 
l l Margaret Conrad, Toni Laidlaw, and Anita Clair Fellrnan, Na- 

L-s of Nova m- 1 771 - 193s (Halifôu: Formac Publishing, 
1988) 298. 
l2 Conrad 1. 
l 3  Diary entry fiom August 6, 1 833. 



The relationships that women have with one another, such as those between 

women of the sarne age, or those of difTering ages shows how women's relationships can 

differ in some ways. Almira's relationship with her same age fnends was open and fun. 

They were free to laugh and explore the concerns of their lives. The relationships Almira 

had with older women were more reserved in spirit. She learned from women like Aunt 

Didy and Mrs. John Sargent and loved them dearly. Relationships were severed, of 

course. sometimes owing to death, sometimes to disagreement and sometimes to 

maniage. When her fiiend Urbane got mameci, Almira felt "sorry to lose Urbane." l4 

The bond of both being single girls with few household responsibilities had been broken. 

The dynamics of the relationships changed as the lives of the women in them changed. 

Understanding the relationships that women had in their lives in a community like 

Barrington helps the researcher to understand the place of women within similar 

communities elsewhere in rural Canada at the same tirne. After ail, rural women's Iives 

were not so totally dissimilar. 

Just as a woman's diary cm tell about the relationships between and among 

women it can also tell "what it is to be a female in a man's world." l5 The reader is given 

the perspective of how men and women relate to one another. Sometûnes this view is 

quite different than that of a man's. The paternalistic and authontarian role of the mate 

figure was shown in Almira's diary in the case of Fanny F d s h  who was sent away by her 

father, and Almira's comment conceniing the situation was simply, "but what can she do" 

as it was her father's bidding. There was an importance of establishing relationships with 

men if a woman ever wanted to marry. According to Aimira's accounts, men were 

presuming and fonvard as she described Thomas Crowell's actions one evening; "When 

we carne away T. seized hold of me and declaring no one else should go with me, tried to 

l4 Diary entry fiom October 2 1, 1 833. 
l5 Wylie xvi. 



huny me off The saucy fellow kept his cheek close to mine ail the way. He is really 

getting wilder than ever." l6 Almira was very conscious of the social proprieties expected 

of her. Some couples took their relationslips too far and if a woman were to become 

pregnant before marriage it seemed that the fault lay with her alone and she was cast off 

or ridiculed by everyone. The blame was on her for being a loose woman, nothing was 

said of the man involved. 

Almira's diacy also exposes the attitudes of men towards women in tems of their 

place as helpmate, wife, mother and housemanager. Men expected women to be proper, 

pure and unknowing of things sexual or worldly. For example, Almira was incensed that 

men would think women would not understand their semai stories. Once when Thomas 

and Ansel were telling a rather off colour story and assuming the women would not 

understand she wrote, "1 felt quite vexed at them both-they thought Jemima and 1 were 

two idiots-yet, simple as we were, we could understand their ailusion =...but 1 had heard 

by brother speak on the same subject when he liale thought 1 heard--swush for the way 

in which I acquired m)! wisdom." l7 Almira also described the actions of the men in her 

cornmunity which she thought distinguished them as being male. She described men as 

drinkers who argued in public during the Temperance meetings. However, men were 

also portrayed as being rough and unfeeling. For example, when Mr. Sargent tned to kill 

a squirrel that was trapped in his house he noted, "Man by nature is a cruel animai. " l8 

She also recognized men had a sofier side such as that exhibited by Anse1 when he recited 

poetq to her. She also wrote of men as protectors who escorted the women home when 

a bu11 was loose in the road. She also spoke of the thoughtfùlness of the men in her 

comrnunity who brought her mail, drove her to Shelbume or rescued her nom drowning. 

Aimira also recorded the foolishness of men particuiarly when they were trying to gain a 

l6 Diary entry from April 7, 1835 
l7 Diary entry fiom January 3, 1834. 
l8 Diary entry h m  Iuly 14, 1836. 



woman's attention. She called them "scarecrows", particularly when they were eyeing 

the women. These varied roles of the men in AImira's cornmunity, clearly reinforceci the 

theory of the subordinate, "separate social and intekctual space occupied by women." l9  

The lifestyle of a respectable young woman is also revded in Aimira's d i q .  

Some codes of conduct were well established and women were expected to follow them; 

"while we were on the beach, the girls amused themselves with firing off guns, charged 

only with powder, but for my part, 1 was not amazon enough to engage in such a 

sport."20 Aimira felt that she should not take part in such udadylike activities and she 

refused to participate, calling the others amazons. Women's roles and expectations were 

clear and Aimira attempted to abide by them at d l  times. She did not want to be 

descnbed as fonvard, unladyiike or brazen. 

In reconstructing the personal life of Alrnira Bell between 1 83 3 and 1 83 6, very 

little is known about Miss Bel, although she came from a highly respected Loyalist farnily 

which was one of the fint to settle in the Shelbme area. Her poems were printed in the 

Halifax papers which gives evidence of her literary skills and suggests a certain public 

image. Perhaps she tumed to writing because as the authors of NwerDone suggest, 

"Writing is perhaps the easiest of the arts for women to pursue, since it requires no 

special equipment and it can be sandwiched into the daily routine of ho~sework."~~ 

However, it is only rarely through the diary that one can learn much of a personal nature 

about Almira Bell. She may not have changed the world. It is d ike ly  she was known 

outside of Shelbme and Barrington, with the exception of her poetry, but she taught 

school and probably shaped the minds and attitudes of some young people in the 

community. Her personal accounts have now become matter of public record. 

l9 Conrad 299. 
20 Diary entry from July 30, 1834. ' The Corrective Collective 1 17. 



Aimira wrote about what she did, what she believed, what she feared and what 

she aspired to, as well as about her emotional and spiritual development. She recorded 

her relationships with men and how she viewed those relationships. On the whole, she 

saw herself as an intellectual superior. The diary reveals a mature woman in her late 

twenties tom b e ~ e e n  her dreams of being married and raising a family, as was the 

"nom". and her expectations that she would never marry and would have to fend for 

herself by being a teacher no matter how much she disliked the vocation. 

She was a woman who cared deeply for her family but placed little confidence in 

the fidelity of fiiendships. She participated fully in community activities but did so with 

rearaint and concem for her public image and her puritan values. Her life, like so many 

of her time and place was repetitious, toilsome and routine, aithough her dornestic 

responsibilities were not as great as those of women who were married and had a 

household to mn. Almira's diary was a place where she felt very cornfortable to express 

herself freely about any aspect of her daily Life. Overall, Alrnira rnay have thougbt that 

she was only scribbling trivial happenings, but to the researcher and historian, she was 

doing much more than that. 

Diary research has corne a long way since 1966 when G.G. Campbell's publication 

of the one year diary of Susan Dunlap, published in the I)alhousieRew was heralded 

as being on, "the cutting edge of new historical analysis, which focused on the ordinary 

folk, the fmers and  labourer^."^^ Today diaries are comrnonly used by researchers and 

more and more are being published in order to make them more readily available to the 

general public as well as the research cornrnunity. Several recent Maritime examples 
. . 

include May Peck's editing of the diaries of Sadie Harper, A F A  

(1992), Margaret Conrad's CO-editing of a number of diaries in Nda- 

(1988) and Della Stanley's editing of Kate Shannon's diary, -y's A h m  



( 1994). No longer are women's diaries regarded as nothing more than records of the 

"timeless trivia of a woman's days."23 Having entered the reah of hiaoricai 

respectability, the legitimacy of the process of decoding diaries is no longer questioned. 

The process now accepted, the work itself has to be done. Diaries like those by Airnira 

Bell have to be colleaed. transcnbed and decoded. What was for Almira a way of Nling 

"a few of my lonely hours" in a constructive manner, has become for modem day 

researchers a yet unexploited resource for histoncal reconstmction and interpretation. 

-- - -- 

23 G.G. Campbell, "Susan Dunlap: Her Diary," The D a i h o u s i e w  46 6966: 
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